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This report is composed of material that was assembled and inter-
ireted by The Aerospace Corporation (luring an intensive short-term effort
aimed at identifying and defining new opportunities in communication satel-
lite technology. In particular, Aerospace's mission was to support an
in-bouse study at Goddard .Space Flight Ce»ter (GSFC) to assess the role
of the National Aeronautics and apace Aclininistration (NASA) in the rlr velop-
ment of technology for conimunication satellites. The .Aoro;^pace and
CSk C studies v,cre conducted concurrently. All iaterial in this report
has been received by NASA as working papers in draft form.
In the design and conduct of the Aerospace study, technology efforts
that had a high risk or that r(_-cpiired a long period to reach fruition were
noted as being especially appropriate for the governmei)t to pursue since
the private sector of the c:omiwinication satellite cornanunity finds such
programs difficult to justify. The stxidy was particularly directed at evalu-
ating those factors that tend to limit the 3.:7ady availability of satellite
con-n-nunieations to yin i ,c^reasingly wide group of users. Current primary
limitations on this wide utilization are the availability of frequency and/or
synchronous equatorial satellite positions and the cost of individual user
earth terminals. The former could be ameliorated through the reuse of
frequencies, the use of higher frequency bands, and the reduction of
antenna side lobes. The latter limitation will require innovative 1'ardware
design, careful system design, and large-scale production.
The parameters and ground rules of the study include the afore-
mentioned, stringent 2. 5-month time period and preselected technologies
which had been identified-primarily with comm'1nication satellites (e. g.
satellite antennas, satellite receivers, satellite transmitters, propagation,
low-cost earth terminals, system architecture, multiple access method-
ology, error correcting coding, on-board data processing, and bandwidth=
compressing image processing). A look at all current activities in each
of the areas was desired together with a traceable docunnaented surnrnary
of the state of the art, an assessment of the possible progress to be made,
and the identification of attractive opportunities for additional emphasis.
The study focused on technologies that could be brought to the point of
actual demonstration within 5 years and that could be appreciably acceler-
ated by the additional Au-ding. The technology reported upon was limited
to unclassified programs. however, in all cases when; applicable tech-
nology was known to exist in classified programs, the same technology
was found to exist in an unclassified form.
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CHAPTER I
•
ANTENNAS
0
The biggest potential benefit from new antenna technology as applied
to satellite communication systems is in the area of multibeam systems.
:'he system capacity can be increased directly as the number of indepen-
dent beams in a fixed frequency bard serving a green area is increased.
The requirement that these links be free of mutual interference imposes
a requirement on sidelobe suppression significantly more stringent than
f0	 that which has been imposed on satellite antenna systems in the past.
At the same time, the desire to increase the number of beams in a given
area implies that the antennas must be large enough in terms of a wave-
length so that dedicating a separate antenna to each beam becomes im-
practical. For these reasons the various antenna technology areas
considered here are evaluated primarily on the basis of their suitability
O	 for imp roving the designer's ability to reliably produce many narrow
(say i or less) bearis •.with very low (-30 dB or less) sidelcbes from a
single aperture. All of the technology areas recommended for early
development are directly applicable to satellite-borne multibeam antennas.
The following paragraphs are devoted to deployable reflectors, fixed
reflectors, lenses. arrays, and feed systems appropriate to multibeam
antennas. While each of these subjects is treated separately, there is
some overlap in that the basic characteristics of large directive antennas
apply to all types discussed.
A. REFLECTCRS
1.	 0VE2 VIE `N
A considerable amount of recent effort in the area of directive
antenna technology has been applied to reflectors. The basic reason for
this is that in the communications satellite, the reflector simultaneously
provides the advantages of very light-.weight, extremely wide frequency
bandwidth capability and simplicity of design. During the development
of communication satellite technology, 'weight was a prime consideration.
and so exp ertise in thii area has built up. Basic considerations ha--ring
to do .vith reflectors are sutrzr a..zed in Figure I-1. The restricted
volume available to the com4 unicat;on antenna when it is packaged for
launch has led to considerable develcp ment in the area of mechanically
deployable reflector antennas.
I-1
•ADVANTAGES
• SIMPLE
• WIDE BAND	
v
• LIGHT' WEIGHT
L-124TA T10NS
• LAUNCH ENVELOPE
• 'HER.tiIAL .DIS'IIORTION
• OFF'-AXIS I3EA1vi ,DISTOPTON
• ,MANUFACTI. RING TOLERANCES
• FEED BLOCKING
S`I`ATtE-OF-ART APPROACHES
• GRAPHITE-EPDXY CONSTRUCTION
COE_ FICIENT OF THER;riAL EXPANSION
-► 10 -7
 IN/IN/OF
- SURFACE ROUGHNESS - - ► 2/10
SOURCES: GD, TRW, FORD, OTHERS
STATE-OF-ART APP!IOACHES (DEPLO TABLE)
- FLEX-RIB/;v1.E5H (I.tifSC)
RIGID IIIB/,VZSF (HARRIS)
- EXPANDABLE TIR CiSS/ `AZSH (GD)
SEG`^tZNTED, F O t DED RIGID SUR FACZ
(TR W, GD)
F igurz 3-1. Reflectors Basic Considerations
i
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The principal areas in which there is still much opportunity for
significant advance are those of deployable antennas that can operate at
frequencies below about 6 GHz, can be packaged inside a shuttle bay,
and can open up in orbit to have diameters greater than 100 feet. Most
experience suggests that such antennas will be constructed of a collapsible
structure supporting a mesh reflector surface. At frequencies much
greater than 10 GHz, the mesh reflector surface is less applicable.
Giant steps have been taken in the last 5 or 6 years with the development
of graphite fiber reinforced plastics (GRFP) which have made possible
a thermal stability in orbit far greater than that achievable with conven-
tional materials. Use of this material results in solid, rigid reflector
surface.3 which are, however, less amenable to packaging in very small
volumes. Using mechanical deployment ctchemes that permit folding these
rigid structures utilizing relatively rugged mechanisms pay help with
this problem. It seems likely that a determined development effort could
make common the use of 30-ft diameter antennas folded to fit inside the
shuttle while maintaining tolerances on orbit suitable for operation at
frequencies of the order of 100 GHz.
2. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF REFLECTORS
Specific examples of the current state-of-the-art in reflector tech-
nology are listed in Figure I-2. This listing includes both fixed and
deployable antennas. The largest of the fixed antennas is the 12-ft diam-
eter GFRP solid reflector used on the Voyager. The largest of the
deployable antennas that has actually been orbited is the 30-ft diameter
flex-rib used with the Lockheed ATS-6. The criterion for evaluating
these reflectors is surface roughness, which is most conveniently ex-
pressed in terms of the rms deviation from an ideal surface. (Figure
I-3 is the familiar plot of gain loss vs. rms surface error lifted from
Ruze. Using this plot, one finds that the 055" rm- roughness that is
characteristic of the ATS-6, 30-ft dish under aversge thermal conditions
leads to about 1 dB of roughness loss at the S. 25- GHz frequency at which
the dish was evaluated. Similarly, the worst ca g e thermal . 005 11
 rms
measured on the General, Dynamics 8-ft diameter GFRP reflector implies
slightly less than 1-dB lo,s s at its 94-GHz frequency.
The Lockheed flex-rib deployable reflector illustrates (Figure I-4)
the pioneering approach to deployable reflectors. The 30-footer is
presently in orbit and remains close to the edge of the state of the art.
The ATS-6 design uses aluminum ribs with a woven mesh for the
reflector surface. Its principal limitations result from the fact that
I-3
IN-ORBIT
• ATS-6 30 ft diameter flex rib - 48 aluminum* ribs,
(LMSC) gold plated nylon woven* mesh, —. 055" rms,
5316 efficiency at 8.25 GHz (D = 250 	 ) degrades
— 2 dB in worst thermal, 182 lbs uncontrollet,*
deployment, launch package - 4 it dia x 6 in. high.
• INTELSAT IVA 53 in. diameter GFRP offset parabola. 	 37 feed.
(HAC) cluster for shaped beam.
• JAPANESE *CS Gffset single feed with reflector shaped to control
(FORD WDL) pattern 1 m diameter 17. 5 -} 31 GHz bare GFRP,
• VOYAGER 12 it diameter GFRP solid reflector, nondeploy-
(FORD WDL) able, rms <. 010 1, dual shaped X-band cassegrain
109 lbs
• FLTSAT (TRW) 16 it UHF
SPACE-QUALIFIED
• TDRSS (HARRIS) 16 ft diemoter rigid rib - 18 GFRP ribs, moly
gold knitted mesh controlled by quartz back-up
cords, —. 013 1 ' rms doubly curved, controlled
deployment, 34 lbs, — 3 it dia x 8 it long launch
package, highest frequency 15 GHz (D = 240X)
• USAF TECH 3 it diameter fixed GFRP, coated with Al and
DEVELOPMENT SIO MFG. rms . 003 11 , worst thermal . 00511,
(GD) 45 lbs, D = 750A at 94 GHz.
FIRM PLANS FOR LAUNCH
• INTELSAT V	 8 it and 6 it diameter offset parabs, 88 horn feed,
(FORD WDL)	 4 times frequency re-use electrical design com-
plete. C-band.
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS WITH HARDWARE
• DAT 1973 (HARRIS) 50 it rigid rib - 24 aluminum ribs with knitted
Chromel-R double mesh, . 050' rms MFG.,
(D -- 500 X at Y-band) 562 lbs.
• GFRP FLEX-RIB	 Presently building 22-rib, 50 it reflector using
(LMSC)
	 GRFP for rib and using knitted mesh.
• GFRP FIXED
	 9 it diameter GFRP sandwich construction with
REFLECTOR(TRW) . 005" rms suitable for about 100 GHz.
PAPER STUDIES
LMSC, HARRIS,	 Study hoop-column designs for reflector and
GRUMMAN, OTHERS lenses from 100 it to 1000 it diameter.
ON-ORBFT ASSEMBLY Study 100 m diameter deployable space-fed array
(GD) (MARTIN)
	
for space-based radar.
*Indicates things the supplier says he would change in upgrading technology.
i
Figure I-2. Reflectors Examples of Current Status
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Figure 1-3.	 Roughness 1Loss Curve
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APPROACH
FLEXIBLE RIBS WRAP AROU^ID HUB DEPLOYED	 tj
AT LAUNCH, ARE DRIVEN OUT TO
RADIAL POSITION IN ORBIT WITH
MESH STRETCHED BETWEEN RIBS
STRONG POINTS
• PROVEN AT 30 FT (UNCONTROLLED)
• COMPACT, RUGGED AT LAUNCH ^^	 '',^- °•
• POTENTIALLY THERMALLY STABLE,
IF RIBS CAN BE GFRP AND
,^
,.rte-..• ^	
r'""y^^;;r:^^ .
IF MESH CAN BE KNIT
i
W EAK POINTS STOWED
• "FLATS" BETWEEN RIBS
•. DEPLOYMENT CONTROL COMPLEX ORIGINAL RAGE PSOF
^R QUAU7'Y"'
CURR^NT EFFORTS
• GFRP RIBS, MOLY-GOLD MESH, DRIVE CONTROLS
^.	 Figure I-4.	 Deployable Reflectors - Specific Approach -
Flex Rib (LMS C)
1
I-5
t
the mesh is a structural element in this design, and the tension in the
mesh is used to shape the ribs to the desired contour. This leads to
somewhat greater thermal sensitivity than is the case when the ribs are
made of a more thermally stable material, and the mesh is installed in
such a way that it does not affect the :rib shape. Lockheed is currently
working on GFRP-wrapped ribs that are thermally quite stable. A soft
knitted mesh is substituted for the wo%e:a mesh used previously. The firm
is also working on a 50-ft diameter design that should be a significant
improvement over the original approach.
The Harris approach to deployable reflectors (Figure I-5) used
aluminum ribs with a knitted Chromel-R double mesh stretched over the
tops and bottoms of the ribs. Ties between the two surfaces were adjusted
to provide a double curvature in the reflector surface which eliminated
the systematic error that resulted when a single reflector surface was
stretched between ribs. Later designs by Harris have substituted GFRP
ribs for the aluminum and quartz cords stretched between the ribs in
place of the back mesh. The .front reflecting surface is now made of a
gold covered molybdenum. The ties from the front to the back surface
again provided the desired double curvature with a soft front surface
shaped by a very thermally stable GFRP and quartz backup. This con-
striction is the one that has been used with the 16-ft tracking and data
relay satellite antenna that was listed under the flight-qualified items in
Figure I-2.
The third of the three leading approaches to deployable reflectors
is the General Dynamics expandable truss illustrated in Figure I-6. This
approach was first developed for a portable ground installation for NASA{
Goddard in a 18-ft diameter reflector. In this case also, the original
application included using aluminum tubes in the backup truss with a
Chromel-R reflector surface. More recent designs by General Dynamics
have used GFRP tubes in the truss and different knitted materials for the
reflecting surface. General Dynamics has also used drop cords tying the
reflector surface to the backup structure to increase the control over the
reflector surface.
In, summary, the leading approaches to deployable reflectors have
different advantages for different applications. The Lockheed approach
provides an extremely compact, rugged launch package but has the dis-
advantage of controlling the mesh surface only along the ribs, leading
either to a systematic departure from the ideal doubly curved surface
that can become too large or to the need for a very large number of ribs.
The Harris approach has demonstrated the best control of the reflector
I-6
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APPROACH
- RIGID TUBULAR GFRP RIDS
- SINGLE HINGE AT HUB
- FRONT SURFACE REFLECTING
SOFT MESH, BACK SURFACE
STIFI` QUARTZ CORDS
TIES BETWEEN MESHES
SHAPe REFLECTOR
STRONG POINTS
• THERMALLY STABLE
• CONTROLLED DEPLOYMENT
• DOUBLY CURVED REFLECTOR
• TDRS 16 FT EXPERIENCE
WEAK POINTS
• RELATIVELY LARGE
LAUNCH. PACKAGE
CURRENT EFFORTS
• DOUBLY HINGED RIBS	 FRONT-TO-,BACK TIES
Figure I-5. Deployable Reflectors - Tubular Rib Umbrella (Harris)
APPROACH
- TUBULAR TRUSS BACK-UP
STRUCTURE WITH HINGES
- COLLAPSES INTO SMALL
CYLINDER AT LAUNCH
- DEPLOYMENT DRIVEN BY
CARPENTER TAPE HINGES
KNIT MESH SURFACE CONTROLLED
BY DROP CORDS TO TRUSS STRUCTURE
STRONG POINTS
• GFRP 'TUBES WITH TITANIUM HINGES
VERY THERMALLY STABLE
•: SMALL, RUGGED AT LAUNCH
• CAN BE SUPPORTED AT EDGE
FOR OFFSET FEED
• TORS USER 4 FT EXPERIENCE
• DOUBLY CURVED SURFACE
WEAK POINTS
• UNCONTROLLED DEPLOYMENT
CURRENT EFFORTS
• GRAPHITE - TITANIUM HARDWARE
• COMPUTER ANALYSES OF DEPLOYMENT
Figure I-6,. Deployable Reflectors - Expandable Truss
(General Dynamics)
F
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surface to date, but it requires a relatively large launch package with
attendant problems during early flight. The General Dynamics approach
provides a launch package almost as compact as that of ,'Lockheed's and
the potential for achieving surface tolerances similar to those of Harris.
The Harris approach provides a very well controlled deployment in which
a motor-drive controls the rate at which the antenna opens up on orbit,
which eliminates any risk3 associated with a sudden shock when the struc-
ture opens up and imposes no significant force on the space vehicle. The
demonstrated Lockheed deployables are uncontrolled, but Lockheed's
latest efforts use a motor-controlled deployment to eliminate the shock
associated with the earlier technique. The General Dynamic approach
is uncontrolled but may be amenable to being controlled with some modi-
fications in the design approach.
3. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS OF REFLECTORS
The traditional technology limits for large reflectors in space was
imposed by the thermal environment. The extreme thermal variations
between the sun and shadow in space led to a warping of the reflector
surface that limited the usefulness of the reflector. The remarkably
low thermal coefficients that have been shown to be practically achievable
with graphite composites have led to the excellent thermal stabilities
typified by many of the illustrations in Figure I-2. Current limitations
have to do primarily with overall size and weight. Deployable reflectors
using mesh surfaces can be expected to achieve tolerances of the order
of . 050" rms in E0-ft diameters and still package in the shuttle envelope.
Development is necessary if a reflector much larger than 50 it is desired.
For extremely tight tolerances (e. g. , . 005" rms) applicable to frequencies
in the millimeter range, the solid graphite reflectors are the preferred
approach. Development is necessary in this area when the diameter of
the reflector becomes larger than about 15 ft.
4. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES OF REFLECTORS
Most of the work on reflectors suitable for space has emphasized
the need for antenna gain. For the extremely low sidelobes that are
necessary for multibeam satellite communication systems with isolation
of the order of 30 dB between beams operating at the same frequency,
the criterion for evaluating the surface roughness is associated with the
scattered sidelobes rather than with peak gain loss. The specific kind
of roughness becomes important where sidelobes are concerned. (See
Figures I-7 through I-9). These figures show calculated patterns in
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which the basic aperture distribution is designed to provide 35-dB side-
lobes. The effect of surface roughness on the overall sidelobe level is
illustrated here following an analysis presented by Ruze. It can be seen
that for surface roughness ordinarily considered to be very good, the
sidelobes (caused by the roughness) can be the limiting factor in terms
of the isolation that is possible between two beams in a multibeam system.
S. CURRENTLY DEMONSTRATED REFLECTORS
The current state-of-the -art
 for reflectors is presented in a graph-
ical form in Figure I-10. This figure shows the surface RMS (and the
corresponding rf frequency for which, it provides reasonably efficient per-
formance) as a function of diameter for currently demonstrated reflectors.
Each of these reflectors has been mentioned above. The O's on the chart
indicate orbiting reflectors, the Q's represent reflectors that have been
qualified for use in space ., and the D's represent reflectors that, have
been developed and for which the complete hardware is in existence. The
line on the chart corresponds to a ratio of rms roughness to overall d.iam-
eter of four parts in 105 Experience to date suggests that achieving
significantly better surface roughness than this in practical, flyable hard-
ware will be very difficult.
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!	 B. PHASED ARRAYS
By using phased arrays, a designer, in principle, has almost un-
limited control over all antenna design parameters. He can precisely
control phase and amplitude of the excitation of each element to achieve
any physically realizable tradeoff between gain factor and sidelobe ldvel.
He can fit his array to any arbitrary contour. He can build in adjustments
to achieve rapid, inertialness beam scan, or arbitrary beam shaping.
His array will have built into it the characteristics of graceful degrada-
tion. By placing an amplifier at each element, or group of elements, he
can use multiple low-power solid-state amplifiers to generate an arbitrar-
ily high transmit power.
The bandwidth of arrays, while not unlimited, is sufficient for
known communication applications. By using modulo 27r phase shifters
and feeding the array elements in parallel, percentage bandwidths can be
achieved which approximately equal the beamwidth in degrees. By using
true time delay control networks, the bandwidth will be wider. Thus, for
a 10-percent bandwidth and a 1-degree beam typical for a communications
satellite, time-delay control networks would be necessary.
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Array theory is well developed, well documented, and mature.
Necessary design tools are available.
Even so, none but the simplest array configurations is being used
on communication satellites.- The reason is that known array implemen-
tation techniques require extremely large numbers of components. A
1-meter square array operating at 20 G1-1z would typically require 18, 000
elements spaced one-half -wavelength apart. These elements would each
have to be properly excited. Phase and amplitude control networks would
be required, the exact number depending on the number of subarrarys
which in turn depends primarily on the maximum required scan angle.
Power control and distribution network losses could be high. Large num-
bers of amplifiers with closely matched amplitude and phase transfer
characteristics would be needed.
The opportunities for snaking phased arrays practical for communi-
cations satellite applications are believed to primarily involve advance-
ment of the technology of microwave integrated circuits (MIC). Low-cost
MICs are required for the following functions.
• Power amplifiers operating at all assigned space-to-earth
satellite communication frequencies. Matched amplitude and
phase characteristics are necessary.
• Low-noise amplifiers operating at all assigned earth-to-space
satellite communication frequencies. Matched amplitude and
phase characteristics over large dynamic ranges are necessary.
• Phase control and time-delay control networks are required to
operate at all assigned satellite communication frequencies.
• Passive components including power dividers, hybrids, and
filters are required at all assigned satellite communication
frequencies.
In addition; to MICs, techniques for integrating arrays, feed net-
works, amplifiers, and control networks onto one photoetched (or other-
wise produced) assembly are needed. Good examples of such hardware
are the monolithic phased arrays developed by Ball Brothers Research
Corporation in Boulder, Colorado.
The required effort and potential payoff for these technology ad-
vancements are both enormous.
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1. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF PHASED ARRAYS
As noted earlier, most of the phased arrays that have been used on
satellites are of simple configuration. This section illustrates this fact
with summary descriptions of many of the phased arrays used on opera-
tional spacecraft.
One of the more complex satellite phased arrays was developed by
Lincoln Laboratory for the LES-6. The characteristics of this array are
summarized in Figure I-11 and descriptive diagrams are provided in
Figures L-12, 1-13, and 1-14. This array consists of eight colinear slot
pairs and eight colinear dipole pairs, each evenly spaced about the periph-
ery of the cylinder-shaped LES-6 vehicle and parallel to the vehicle axis.
Each dipole element is space X/8 at the transmit frequency above a slot
element. The dipoles provide the axial component of a circularly polar-
ized wave, and the slots provide the circumferential component. A
90-degree phase difference is provided in the feed network.
The radiated beam from the array is despun by alternately exciting
adjacent pairs of feed elements. The switch network (Figure 1-13) is uses
for this purpose. The beam produced by any two adjacent elements can
be steered to one of two directions by adjusting the relative phase of ex-
citation of the t+vo elements: the phase of one element can be made to lead
or lag the phase of the other by 90 degrees by selection of the 2P 2T
switch setting. The total number of switched beam positions is thus 16.
The relationship of feeds and beam direction is shown in Figure 1-14.
Another of the more sophisticated satellite phased arrays is used
on the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS) developed by FACC.
The characteristics of this electronically despun antenna are summarized
in Figure I-11. Thirty-two columns of Yagi-Uda array elements, dual
tuned to UHF Jand S-band, are equally spaced around the periphery of the
cylindrical spacecraft, Figure I-15. The S-band beam is despun by using
the variable power dividers (Figure I-16) to gradually shift power from the
beam leaving earth to the beam approaching earth. For example, as the
satellite spins, variable power divider Number 1 gradually transfers
power, at the appropriate time, from Element 1 to Element 5 then to
Element 9 then to Element 13, etc. Likewise, variable power divider
Number 2 gradually transfers power, at the appropriate time, from Ele-
ment 2 to Element 6 then to Element 10, etc. The gain and phase at
various pointing angles, cc, from nadir versus scan (rotation) angle is
shown in Figure I-17. The UHF beam is also despun, but by simply switch-
ing to the odd-numbered elements pointing closest to earth. Several fixed-
beam arrays have been flown on various satellites. The characteristics
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Prod ram/Sponsor Manufacturer	 Descri„t3orn
LES-6
	
Lincoln	 Freqs a 250 MHz TX
Laboratory	 — 300 MHz Rc
255 MHz Beaton
Gain: Scan Mode 8.4 to
10.2 dB Peak 6. 9 to
8.6 dB, +9a
Gain, Omni Modes -, 7 dB
to -2.8 dB
Half-Power Beamwidth:
Scan Mode: x300
Omni Mode: x350 x
3600
Array Type: 8 Colinear
Pains of Slots Plus 8
Colinear Pairs of
Dipoles About Periphery,
Periphery, Fed in
Quadrature
Feed Network: Separate
Switch Network for
Slots and Dipoles; Two
Elements at 4 Time,
Scan Mode; All Elements,
Omni Mode.
Synchronous
	
FACC	 Fregs S-Band, 1700 MHz Tx
Meteorological	 and 2000 MHz Rc, UHF
Satellite, SMS	 468 MHz Tx, and 402
MHz Rc
Gain: 18. 5 dB at 1687 MHz
Half-Power Beamwidth:
m 200 (S -Band)
Array Type.- 4 x 32 Element-
Belt Around Satellite, 4
Elements on at a Time;
Every Other Element
Operates at UHF
Feed Network: S-Band,
Corporate Network of
Switches and Variable
Power Dividers., 'UHF,
One Element Switched
on at a Time
Element Type: Double--
Tuned, 4-Element
Yagi-Uda Array
Figure I-11. Steerable Phased Array Antennas - In-Orbit
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of these are given in Figure I
-18. The arrays on NATO M and Skynet II,
both developed by FACC, are essentially the same, except for the number
of elements.
Ball Brothers has recently developed a large L-band phased array
for SEASAT. The characteristics of this array, made up of 8 panels which
fold together R , launch, are summarized in Figure I -19. This array has
very good efficiency. A gain of 34.9 dB has been measured, which is
only 2. 1 dB less than the theoretically perfect gain, for this size aperture
(i. e. , 3 dB).
2. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS OF PHASED ARRAYS
No commonly recognized technology limits which define ultimate
performance are known; however, practical limits for a given application
do exist. A description of each follows.
• Tlie numbers of elements and associated hardware represent
the most usual limitations of phased arrays. To illustrate this
limitation, Figure I-20 lists the comparatively large number of
elements which would be required for various sizes of K-band
arrays.
• The ultimate gain of a subarray fed from any single amplifier is
limited by loss in the feed system. This is illustrated in Figure
I-21, where gain vs. side dimensions of a square K-band array
is given. As the array dimensions increase, the length of feed-
line and associated insertion-loss, increases accordingly. In
Figure I -21, the array gain is decreased by the insertion loss of
RG-12U aluminum wavegude plus 1 dB of miscellaneous losses.
The length of feedline equals (,Q+ w) 2 where e equals one dimen-
sion of the array and w equals the other dimension. For the
square array of Figure I-21, ,equals w.
• Uncompensated aperture distortions as well as phase errors in
the feed system limit the ultimate achievable gain.
• Amplitude unbalance in the feed system limits ultimate gain.
3. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES OF PHASED ARRAYS
To advance the state-of-the-art of phased array antennas, the
following programs are suggested. Each program is briefly described,
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Pros am/Sponsor hianulacturer Description Terence
NATO 14 FACC Fr•gt 2,22 GHz Tx
1.78 GHz Re
Gains .7 dB
Beamwtdth - Near Omni
Polarizationt	 RHCP
Types	 64 Cavity-Backed
Flat Turnstile-Element
Array
Weight:	 10,4lbs, Array
and BFN
OSO Bail Brothers Fregt 136 MN* Tx B,	 B.
149 MHz Re Data Sheet
Patterns Omni
Atmosphere Ball Brothers Fregs	 .1 289. 5 MHz Tx B.	 B,
Explorer :108, Z5 MHz Re Data Shoot
Patterns
	
Omni
Apollo-Soyuz Bell Brothers Fregt	 162 and 6124 6tH* B.	 B,
Test Project Beamwidthi	 70 Data Sheet
Gains 7 dB Typical
Canadian Ball Brothers Freqt	 S-Band 0,	 B.
Communications Patterns Omni Data Sheet
Technology
Satellite
SKYNET 11 FACC Freq: ..24 MHz, Tx
1. 795 MHz, Re
Gain: 2 -7 dB
lleamwidtht	 «75 o x 3600
Polarizationt RHCP
Type:
	
54 Cavity-Backed
Flat Turnstile. Element
Array
Weight;
	 9, 7 lbs
Figure I-18. Phased Array Antennas - In Orbit
I
Program/ Sponsor
SEASAT
Reference
R. Munson
Manufacturer	 Description
Ball Brothers	 Freq, 1Z75 ± L1 MHz
Gain: 35 dB
Half-Power Beamwidth: ;1. S o x 6. 40
Array Type; 16 x 64 Element Nficro-
strip array, Made Up of 8 Each
8 Ft. x 4,5 Ft. Panels which Fold
Together for Stowage
Feed Network: Corporate Structure,
4 Feed-Points Per Panel
.6 dB Losrr, Input to Panel
.2 dB Loss, Panel to Elernent
Input VSWR: <1.8:1
Figure I-19. Phase Array Antennas - Space Qualified
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Side Dimension	 Number of
Feet Elements
1 1, 849
5 43,681
10 173,889
50 49 322, 241
100 179 272, 336
150 38, 862, 756
200 69, 089, 344
Figure 1-20. Numbers of Elements vs Array Dimension
Half-Wavelength Spacing at 20. 45 GHz
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Figure 1-21. Gain vs Side Dimension of Uniformly-Illuminated
Square Waveguide Array
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and the tasks necessary to conduct it are delineated. Basically, what is
desired is to advance the technology of:
• MIC power amplifiers.
• Low-noise amplifiers.
• Phase control and time-delay control networks.
• Integrated phased array systems.
a.	 Microwave Integrated Circuits for Communications Satellite
Applications at Ku Band
(1) Background
The potential performance capabilities of multiple-beam antennas
and of phased arrays in general are not being exploited as they should be.
One of the major reasons for this is the lack of suitable microwave com-
ponents needed for antenna control.
As in optics, multiple-beam antennas utilizing a focusing aperture
require a beam-forming network to control distribution of power to the
various feed elements. In general, for each independent beam (beams
which transmit different information), a separate beam-forming network
is required. Each beam-forming network normally contains one less
variable power divider than the number of feed elements. Each variable
power divider of the DSCS III type contains two phase shifters. Hence, a
very large number of phase shifters may be needed for a single multiple-
beam antenna. Small size of the phase shifters is therefore essential.
Substantial insertion loss is expected in a beam-forming network
containing many variable power dividers. Perhaps the most practical
way to overcome the effects of this loss is to amplify a transmit signal
after transmission through the beam-forming network, and amplify a
receive signal before transmission through the beam-forming network.
If this approach were followed, them large numbers of power amplifiers
for transmitters and large numbers of low-noise amplifiers for receivers
would also be needed for systems of expanded capability.
(2) Design of Suitable Microwave Components
a. Task 1. Formulate designs for microwave integrated circuit
(MIC) phase shifters operating over the bands of 19. 7 to 21. 2
GHz and of 29. 5 to 31 GHz. Each should provide at least 180
degrees of phase shift adjustment with 6-bit resolution and with
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insertion loss independent, within . 1 dB, of phase setting. Inser-
tion phase must also be independent of frequency to within a few
degrees. Separate designs are permitted for each frequency band.
Consideration should also be given to size, weight, reliability,
lifetime, rf efficiency, do efficiency (of control power), setting
accuracy, insertion loss, and cost.
Five prototypes should be provided and complete design docu-
mentation, including descriptions of computer programs,
developed under this contract.
b. Task 2. This task is a repeat of Task 1, except that a conatant
time-delay device 4:.s required. At least one-half wavelength of
time-delay adjustment, with 6 -bit resolution, is required. The
setting must be independent of frequency, over the bands defined
in Task 1, to within 1 percent of a wavelength.
Task 3. Designs should be formulated for a MIC power amplifier
to operate over the frequency range of 19, 7 to 21. 2 OIdz., The
device should provide a gain of at least 20 dB with an output
power level of 2 watts at the 1-dB compression point. The do
to rf efficiency should be at least 10 percent. Design emphasis
should also be given to achieving a flat gain response, small
size, low weight, high reliability, long lifetime, high gain
stability, and low cost.
Five prototypes should be provided and complete design documen-
tation, including descriptions of computer programs developed
under this contract.
d. Task s. Formulate designs of a MIC low-noise preamplifier to
operate over the frequency range of 29.5 to 31. 0 GHz. The pre-
amplifier should have a noise figure of under 6 dB and provide a
small signal gain of 30 dB. Output power should beat least
5 mw at the 1-dB compression point. The difference in user-
Lion phase between any two units should be no more than 5 deg
over a dynamic range of at least 60 dB. Design emphasis
should also be directed towards the achievement of low weight
and size, high reliability, long lifetime, low IM generation, flat
gain response, and low cost.
Five prototypes should be provided and complete design documen-
tation, including descriptions of computer programs developed
under this contract.
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(3) Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 12 man-months and approximate cost is $300K
for each of the tasks.
(4) Candidate Contractors
The candidate contractors are Hughes, RCA, Watkins-Johnson,
Aertech, Avantec Amplica, and Hewlett-Packard.
b.	 An Integrated Phased Array System
(1) Background
Phased array antennas have the potential for providing generally
excellent performance as well as good flexibility for communication satel-
lites. They can form fixed low-sidelobe beams, electronically steerable
beams, shaped beams, or multiple beams. The theory of arrays is well
developed. However, phased array antennas are seldom used for satellite
systems, primairly because of the very large number of parts required
in an array, and the resulting weight and complexity.
Integration of an entire phased array system perhaps on a single or
double-layer printed circuit board offers a viable solution to this drawback.
(2) Design of an Integrated Phased Array System for Communication
Satellite s
i
a. Task 1. Design a . 5-meter square phased array to operate over
the frequency range of 29. 5 to 31.0 GHz. It must provide a beam
capable of beir.g steered anywhe re within a solid angle of ±9 deg,
and it must provide a G/T of TBD. The amplitude transfer
characteristic must be linear to within 5 percent over a dynamic
range of TBD. Sidelobes must be at least 30 dB below peak of
the main beam when the beam is pointed anywhere within the re-
quired ±9 deg. Linear polarization with cross-polarization
components down by at least 30 dB is required.
A goal is to package the entire phased array system on a single
two-sided printed circuit board. The system is considered to
include array elements, feed system, beam steering-control
devices, and low-noise amplifiers. Chip packages of integrated
circuit and semiconductor devices should be used where possible.
j
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The integrated phased array system shall be designed to operate
over the temperature range of TBD,
b. Task 2. Build and test one feasibility model of the integrated
K-band phased array system. Tests shall be sufficient to com-
pletely characterize performance over the entire specified
temperature range.
Deliverables include the antenna model, monthly oral status
presentation, a complete and comprehensive final report,
engineering sketches, and a description of the code of any com-
puter program developed under this contract.
(3) Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 8 man- months and the estimated cost is $200K
for each task.
(4) Candidate Contractors
The candicate contractors are Ball Brothers, Hughes Ground Sys-
tems Group, General Electric Space Division, and TRW System Group.
C. LENSES
1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in microwave lenses for satellite applications has increased
tremendously during the past few years, primarily as a result of the advent
of multiple-beam antennas (MBA) for space communications. Popular
MBA configurations require many feeds (i, e., one per beam). While many
feeds result in severe blockage in a normal center -fed reflector antenna,
they present absolutely no problem when a lens is used, since blockage is
no longer involved. MBAs must radiate beams. at large scan angles to
cover large fields-of-view. Unfortunately, as the scan angle increases
for center-fed or offset-fed parabolic antennas, the beam shape is de-
graded. Certain types of lenses provide the capability to accomplish un-
limited scanning with very low beam distortion. A Luneburg lens is an
example of such a lens.
Unfortunately, the design technology of microwave lenses suitable
for satellites application is immature. Most lenses capable of providing
wide-angle scanning, such as the Luneburg lens, are heavy. Others pro-
vide scanning in only one plane. Broadband lenses, such as the bootlace,
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are typically heavy and provide limited scan capabilities. Structurally
attractive devices such as waveguide lenses have limited bandwidth
capability and provide relatively poor scan characteristics. It appears
that a combination of some but not all of the desirable characteristics of
good scan, good structure, deployability, good bandwidth, and high
efficiency can be found in at least one of many types of lenses known; how-
ever, no lens is known which has the desired combination of all.
As a consequence, many opportunities exist for advancing the tech-
nology of lens design. The most significant of these are described below.
• Lenses with bandwidths on the order of 5 to 10 percent are re-
quired for current and next generation communication satellites;
lenses with bandwidths of up to 38 percent are expected to be
needed for future-generation systems. These bandwidths are
not defined in the usual sense; rather they are bands over which
good polarization characteristics and low sidelobes can be main-
tained, for frequency reuse.
• Satellite-compatible lens designs are required for scanning beanns
up to 50 benmwidths from the antenna axis without excessively
degrading either beam shape or polarization characteristics.
• Good structural characteristics of ruggedness, light-weight, low
distortion, deployability, and reliability are required.
• Reasonable cost is necessary.
2. STATE-OF-THE-ART OF LENSES
No microwave lens is known that has either been flown on a satellite,
or has yet, in fact, been space qualified. However, the DSCS III satellite
which has on it two transmit waveguide lenses and one receive waveguide
leas is currently undergoing space qualification with firm plans for launch
-during 1979. A summary of characteristics of these lenses (each lens
forms part of a multiple-beam antenna) is shown iu Figure I-22 and a
picture of the DSCS III satellite, with lenses, is shown in Figure I-23.
Engineering models of both types of lenses have been built, and their
performance and structural characteristics thoroughly and successfully
tested.
Each of the DSCS M lenses is zoned (i. e. , stepped) waveguide type.
The steps of the transmit lens are positioned _so as to achieve minimum 	 r
weight, and the steps of the larger receive lens are positioned to maxi-
mize bandwidth. The resulting shape of the receive lens is convex.
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Spacecraft	 Manufacturer
11c MBA/DSCS II!
	
	
General Electric
Space Division
Tx MBA/DSCS M
	
General Electric
Space Division
Characteristics
via,: 45 in. F/D: 1
Wt.: 40 The
Oper. Freq.: 7.95-8. U
Type: Waveguidu,
Phase Compensated
W. G. ID: 927 in. sq.
No. Zones a 7
Polarizations Independent
Dia.: 28 in. F/D 1
Wt: 8.54 lbe
Oper. Freq.; 7.25-1.59
Typu: r►+vuguids,
Minimum Weight
W. G. ID = 1. 029 in. sq.
No. Zones a 2
Polarizations Independent=
Reference
Aerospace
General Electric
Lincoln Laboratory
Figure 1 -22. Lenses, Firm Plans for Launch
Figure 1-23. DSCS III Satellite
A forerunner of the DSCS III lenses is the waveguide lens developed
for LES-7 by Lincoln Laboratory. A summary of characteristics of this
lens is given in Figure 1-24 and a photograph of it is presented in Figure
1-25. This lens also forms part of a multiple-beam antenna; the multiple
feeds, each of which forms a separate beam, can be seen in the figure.
The LES-7 lens was designed for minimum weight by positioning each
step so that minimum lens thickness required for structural integrity
remained after each step "flyback". This lens was thoroughly tested
and shown to provide excellent performance; however, a model has
neither been space qualified nor flown.
Hughes Aircraft Ground Systems Group has developed a waveguide
lens consisting of stacked sections of circular waveguide with a half-wave
plate phase shifter inserted in each guide. By properly combining phase
shifts due to the half-wave plates with those due to insertion delay of the
waveguides, Hughes has designed a very wide band waveguide lens. A
summary of characteristics of this lens is given in Figure 1-24 and a
picture of it is shown in Figure 1-26. The swirling effect over the face
of the lens results from the systematic orientation of half=wave plates.
Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporation has developed
and tested two models of a dual-band transverse electromagnetic bootlace,
lens. The dual bands are at 4 and 6 GHz. Each lens consists of an array
of orthogonal pairs of printed-circuit cards. Each printed-circuit card
has photoetched on it two slot radiator feed-elements, one at each end,
connected by a serpentine transverse electromagnetic line of prescribed
electrical length. The first lens model made is 5 feet in diameter and
contains 397 orthogonal feed pairs. Though it provides good performance,
tests indicated that smaller size lens elements would provide better per-
formance. Thus, smalle rr size lens elements were subsequently used
for the second lens model, which is 3 feet in diameter and contains 367
orthogonal pairs of elements. The characteristics of this lens are pro-
vided in Figure 1-24 and a photograph of it is shown in Figure I-27.
Measurements of the performance reportedly showed that beam-to-beam
isolation of 27 dB is feasible over 500-MHz bands at 4 GHz and at 6 GHz.
In the early 1970s, Rockwell developed a lens to provide a single
beam for radar applications. The lens is a constrained, or bootlace,
type, which provides focussing by means of true time-delay elements.
It consists of an array of slots on each lens surface, with each pair of
opposing slots interconnected by a printed-circuit delay line of proper
electrical length. The delay lines were computed and plotted under
computer control, so that no manually generated drawings were required.
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Figure 1-24.	 Microwave Lenses - Laboratory Demonstration Models
Figure 1-25. Experimental Multiple-Beam Lens Antenna for LES-7
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ORIGINAL FACE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Design goals of wide bandwidth and low sidelobes were achieved. A sum-
mary of characteristics of this lens is giver. in Figure I-24, and a photo-
graph of the lens is shown in Figure I-28.
Examples of additional satellite-oriented lens development carried
out during the past few years are summarized in Figure I-29. General
Electric, L.^1SC and TRW have each built models of and tested metallic
delay lenses of the genera.l type built by Kock at Bell Labs (Figure I-30).
It is believed that only limited success was achieved by any of theworkers.
primarily because of the anisotropic characteristics of the artificial
dielectric mater-.al, which is composed of a periodic arrangement of flat
metallic dots. The 'University  of Illinois Electromagnetics Laboratory
analyzed, in depth, the performance of such an artificial material and
may have arrived at a solution of the anisotropic problem: however,
their theoretical work has yet to be experimentally verified. The Space
and Communications Group of Hughes Aircraft Company has done exten-
sivework on helix lenses consisting of helix-element arrays on each lens
surface; with back-to-back pairs interconnected by lengths of transverse
electroma gnetic line. All elements on one face are wound with one sense
(clockwise or -ounterclockwise), and all elements on the opposite face
are wound with the opposite sense. Focussing is achieved by adjusting
the rotational orientation of each of the interconnected back-to-back helix
pairs. The Ground Systems Group of Hughes has, in addition to devaop-
ing the broadband lens whose characteristics were summarized earlier,
built and tested a number of other types of waveguide lenses, operating
at the uplink military cor-imunication band (i. e. , 7. 9 to 8. 4 GHz). Ball
Brothers is developing a printed circuit lens and has reported that initial
measurements indicate successful performance (design details of this
lens are proprietary). Grumman aircraft has built sections of a so-called
wire-wheel active bootlace lens to demonstrate mechanical feasibility;
however. so far as is known, neither have active elements been incorpor-
ated nor electrical performance been measured.
3.	 TECHNOLOGY I-P IITS OF LENSES
Because serious interest in lenses for satellite a pp lication is recent.
the design technology of such lenses is very immature (as compared to a
center-fed parabola whose design technology is very ma —ture), and obvious
technology limits are not well documented. However, general technology
limits can be identified with reasonable accuracy. A summary of tech-
nology limits, on this ':asi3, follows.
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Figure 1-28. Constrained Lens Mounted for Pattern Tests
(Rockwell Electronics Group)
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.activities	 Roterence
General Electric.
	 Limited Development and Test of Metallic
	
A. Horvath
Space 6vstems	 Delay Lens Covering '.:-d. J CHs
Division
L`1SC
	 Limited Development and Test of Metallic
	 C. Chadwick
Delay Lone and Waveauade Lens Operating
at 7. 2.8. 4 GHz
.RW Svetems	 Limited Development and Toot of Metallic
	 J. L\incan
Dolav Lens Covenn t{ 7. 2- 1. a CHz
Cniversity of	 :hourencal Analvs ► s of Metallic .^-elav Lensoo
	 Y. T. Lo
Ilunoi e	 0
Hughes Alrcrait	 Limited DoveloQn	 7*ent and7t o f 'onrtrsined
	
D `akauni
Space and Zomm.	 Lens Using Helix - lemerts and of :'arious	 J.Ioka
Croup. and	 Types of %Yavegtnde Ler.-es Jperamnit at
Ground iyeterr.s	 : - e. 4 CHs
Group
Ford AO"OpaCe	 Development and lest of 3-Foot Bootlace Lens 	 W. Scott
Opersting at 4-oHz. Similar to 3-Foot
`todei 7escribod trlier.
Ball Brother.	 Initsai Design and Toot of Pr.ntod Circuit :.ens
	
R. Munson
Grumman	 Conceptual Design and Partial Construction it 	 Grumman
ALros pace	 Wire-'•Vheol Active Bootlace Lonses of
	 Ret'+
30-3000 Meter Diameter
49
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Figure I-29. Microwave Lenses - Additional ActiAties
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Figure I-30. Kock Lens (Bell Lalo.j)
• Overall lens efficiency should equal and perhaps exceed the
efficiency of a center - fed reflector. Although a lens has addi-
tional transmission loss, it has zero blockage. loss and less
sensitivity to surface inaccuracies. A graph comparing electri-
cal phase error (which results in efficiency loss) of lens position/
warpage and parabolic surface error is shown in Figure 1-31.
• A lens should provide much better beam-scan characteristics
than a center = fed reflector, because a lens has more degrees of
design freedom.
• Thz ultimate weight of a lens is expected to exceed that of a re-
flector because the lens necessarily has greater thickness.
a
• The complexity of the deployment mechanism of a lens is expected
to approach that of a center-fed reflector, once the maturity of
lens deployment mechanisms reaches that of reflector deployment
mechanisms.
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Figure I-31. Electrical Phase Error as a Function of
Quadratic Edge Distortion (Edge Angle = 300)
4. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES OF LENSES
Because the state of design of lenses for use on satellites is very
immature, a great number of opportunities exists for expanding the present
state-of-the--art. Those opportunities having the greatest chance for sub-
stantial payoff follow.
• Establish lens designs that are capable of providing beams that
maintain good characteristics when scanned up to 50 beamwidths
off-ass and when operated over a 10-percent bandwidth. The
first few sidelobes, including coma lobe, are to be maintained
below 27 dB; sidelobes mere toward the edge are to be maintained
below 35 dB. Cross polarization components are to be maintained
below 30 dB.
• Develop computer programs that can economically compute beam
shapes from the leading lens candidate designs. Apertures up to
1000 wavelengths should be addressed. Program accuracy should
hold for beams scanned up to 50 beamwidths, but no more than
9 deg, off-ands. The program should also accurately predict
relative levels of the first few sidelobes as well as main beam
gain,,
• Develop mechanical designs, of the leading lens candidates that
are deployable as well as Otherwise suitable for use on satellites.
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The characteristics of weight, design, ruggedness, ' reliability,
and ratio of deployed-diameter-to-stowed volume must be
considered.
A sample program covering preliminary efforts in connection with
the above opportunities is provided in the following paragraphs. It is
likely that many such tasks will be necessary before the maturity of lens
design reaches the present-day maturity of parabolic reflector design.
a.	 Lens Design for Five-Foot Diameter, 30 GHz, Multibeam Antenna
for Satellite ARplication_s
(1) Background
Efficient frequency reuse utilizing spatial isolation is possible at
frequencies above 20 GHz if sidelobes can be kept about 30 dB below beam
peak. Center-fed reflectors cannot satisfy the sidelobe requirement be-
cause of blockage and cQyna. However, center-fed lenses provide a sym-
metry that gives them an advantage both in electrical performance and in
mechanical convenience. The fact that a single lens has two surfaces
provides an advantage over a single reflector in that an added parameter
is available to the designer. The traditional problem with lenses for
satellites has been weight. As frequencies become higher and with the
advent of the Shuttle, this disadvantage is somewhat reduced.
(2) Design Study for Five-Foot Diameter Lens Satellite Antenna for
30 GHz
a. Task 1. Investigate alternative design approaches including but
not limited to real dielectrics, artificial dielectrics, waveguide
lenses, and bootlace lenses (passive and active).
b. Task 2. Investigate methods of controlling coma lobes and side-
lobes, the 'methods including but not limited to primary pattern
control, choice of F/D, control of amplitude across aperture by
resistive loading in lens, selection of lens surfaces to improve
off a:ds performance (e, g. , Abbe sine condition), surface match-
ing techniques.
c. Task 3. Select and justify a preferred design based on perform-
ance, size, weight, development risk, and long-term cost.
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d. Task 4. Propose a hardware program leading to an experimental
demonstration of flight type equipment.
(3) Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 9 months and the estimated cost is $400K.
(4) Candidate Contractors
The candidate contractors are Ford, Hughes, TRW, General Electric,
Lockheed MSC. and Rockwell.
D. MULTIPLE-BEAM ANTENNAS
1. INTRODUCTION
The multiple-beam antenna (MBA) has recently become of great inter-
est for communication satellite applications. Since they form multiple
beams from a single aperture, the phase and amplitude of each beam can
be independently controlled, leading to the following characteristics;
• Conservation of .radiated power by shaping beam contours to
cover only a defined region;
• Interference rejection by means of turning off any beams point-
ing in the direction of interfering sources;
e Frequency reuse by feeding each beam independently;
• In-orbit reconfiguration by utilizing ground commandable ampli-
tude and phase-control elements; and
• Beam steering, one of the by-products of in-orbit reconfiguration.
Because the interest in MBAs is recent, the technology is immature
and the opportunities for advancing th.e state-of-the-art extensive. Those
opportunities having the greatest probability of substantial payoff follow.
• New types of lenses and reflectors that maintain well-shaped
beams at large scan angles. It is important to note that
-these,
scan angles are ordinarily large in terms of the number of half-
power beamwdths scanned but not in terms of absolute angle.
For a synchronous satellite, scan angles are no greater than the
earth-disk
 field-of -view, +9 deg. The lenses and reflectors
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must have structural characteristics that are compatible with
satellite environment and, if of large diameter, they must be
deployable.
• Miniature and efficient beam control devices. These include
adjustable power distribution networks (variable power dividers)
and adjustable phase control networks.
• MBA system design technology advancements. The relationship
between beam crossover level, pencil beam efficiency, broad
coverage gain ripple, and null characteristics needs to be better
understood so that optimum system tradeoffs can be made.
• Techniques for achieving desired isolation between independent
beams in frequency reuse systems. These are needed to more
fully exploit the frequency reuse capability.
The advances in design technology of lenses, reflectors, and rf compo-
nents are identified in other sections of this report. The MBA system
design technology is unique to this section.
k.	 STATE-OF-THE-..ART OF MBAs
A review of the characteristics of most multiple-beam antennas
that have flown, are being developed, or are the subject of research pro-
grams is presented in this section. Most of the earlier MBAs have very
little if any fle=xibility and simply provide shaped contour converage.
Later models, however, have the flexibility necessary for in -orbit recon-
figuration. The frequency reuse capability, also not present in early
models., is evident in later models of commercial satellites.
The Telesat and ANIK satellites developed by Hughes used MBAs to
form shaped beams. No capability for frequency reuse nor in-orbit re-
configuration is provided. A summary of the antenna characteristics is
given in Figure I-32 and the satellite rtaelf is depicted in Figure I-33.
Westar is similar to Telesat except for the coverage region--Westar
covers CONUS, Alaska, and Hawaii; Telesat covers Canada.
Comstar and Intelsat IVA, developed by Hughes, also provide
shap e'-d coverage through the use of multiple beazns. In addition, these
two .satellites 'provide frequency reuse as well as Zhe capability for limited.
in-orbit reconfiguration. Pictures of the two satellites are shown in
Figures I-34 and 1-35, respectively.
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Pro¢ram/Sponsor 	 Manufacturer Description Reference
Telesat (Anik)	 Hughes Space Freq; 6 GHz Rc; 4 GHz Tx HAC, DA
and Comm Sector Gain: 32 dB Rc; of Comm
Group 28 dB Tx (estimated) Sat Ant
Mzx Scan: 4 Beam%vidth
Type Antenna:
	
Offset-Fed
Parabola
Polarization:	 Vert Lin Rc
Horiz Lin Tx
Freq. Reuse: None
Coverage: Shaped to
cover Canada
Refl. Diam.:	 60 in.
Focal Length:	 30 in.
Reconfigurability: 	 None
Refl. Coast.:
	
Mesh on
Open Frame
No. Beams/Horns:	 Three,
Common for Tx and Rc
Westar	 Hughes Space Same as for Telesat (Anik) HAC, DA
and Comm Except: of Comm
Group Coverage; Shaped to cover Sat Ant
Conus, Alaska, Hawaii
No. Beam/Horns: 	 Four,
Common for Tx and Rc
Sector Gain:	 31 dB Rc;
27 dB Tx (estimated)
Comstar,	 Hughes Space Freq: 3720-4160, Tx; HAC DA
*Vertically-	 and Comm 5945-6385, Rc of CSA
Polarized	 Group Sector Gain: 24.5 dB
Shaped-Beam Type Ant: Offset-Fed
Ant. Parabola
Polarization: Vertical
Linear
Freq. Reuse: Yes, with
33-dB Isolation by
Polarization Diversity
Coverage; Conus and Alaska
Refl. Dimen.: 50 in. x 70 in.
Focal Length:	 35 in.
Reconfigurability:	 None
Refl. Constr: 	 Mesh on Open
Frame with Polarization
Screen over Aperture'
No. Beams/Hors:	 Five.
each used for 'fir and Rc
Figure I-32. Multiple-Beam Antennas - In-Orbit
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Pro g ram/Sponsor Manufacturer	 Description Reference
t4 Comstar, Same as the Vertically-
Horizontally- Polarized Antenna Except
Polarized for the following:
Shaped-Beam Freq: 3740-4180 GHz Tx,
Ant. 5965-6405 GHz Rc
Polarization:	 Horizontal
Linear
Coverage: Conus, Puerto
Rico, Hawaii
No. Beams/Horns:	 Six,
each used for Tx and Rc
Intelsat IV A Hughes
	 Freq: 3707-4153 b1Hz HAC, ICC
Transmit MBAs Area Gain: 24 dB 1976 Design
1 each for Odd Max Scan: =3 Beamwidths Aspects of
Ch's Type:
	
Offset-Fed Comm Sat
1 each for Reflector Ants
Even Ch's ,l Polarization:	 RHCP March 1976
^Freq. Reuse:	 Yes,
Between East and West
Sector Coverage; 27 dB
Isolation by Spatial
Separation
Refl. Dimen: 53 in. x 53 in.
Quasi-Square
Focal Length:
	
50 in.
Reconfigurability:	 Limited,
Two On-Off Beams, Odd
Ch. Ant.
Refl. Constr:	 ;Mesh on
Open Frame
No. Beams/Horns for Odd
Ch. Ant.
19 for Eastern Coverage
18 for Western Coverage
No. Beams/Horns for Even
Ch. Ant.
9 for Northeast Coverage
10 for Northwest Coverage
Later models, F2 and F3, achieve 27 dB isolation for frequency reuse
by means of polarization diversity between Global Horn and Shaped
Beam antennas.
Figure 1-32. Nfult ple-Beam Antennas - In-Orbit (continued)
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Program/Sponsor Manufacturer
Intelsat IV A	 Hughes Space
Receive Ant.	 and Comm
Group
Description
F'req: 5932-6378 MHz
No. Beams/Feed Elements:
17 for East Coverage
17 for West Coverage
Max Scan: z13 Beamwidths
Type Feed-Refl: Offset
Polarization: LHCP
Freq. Reuse: Between
East and West Sectors,
27 dB by Spatial
Separation
Refl. Lumen: 35 in. x 35 in.
Quasi-Square
Focal Length: 33. 33 in.
Reconfiguratlity: Limited
Construction: Mesh on
Open Frame
Area Gain: 22 dB
Reference
Design
Aspecti of
Comm Sat
Ant' s
March 1976
Figure 1-32. Multiple-Beam Antennas In-Orbit (continued)
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The DSCS III satellites is currently being developed by General
Electric Space Division, It has three MBAs, each of which has full capa-
bility for in-orbit reconfiguration. Two 19 -beam transmitting MBAs can
each form shaped beams of arbitrary contour, subject to the constraints
of singlet beamwidth and maximum coverage angles. One 61 -berm receiv-
I	 ing MBA has the same capabilities, but with added resolution afforded byr
a narrower singlet beam. Frequency reuse is not provided. At the
present time, this capability does not appear to be especially needed for
military communications. Characteristics of the DSCS III MBAs are sum-
marized in Figure. 1-36.
Intelsat V, currently under development at FACC, features one
MBA for transmitting and one for receiving. It makes extensive use of
the capability of frequency reuse, achieving isolation between beams by
means of beam separation and also by means of polarization diversity.
It provides very limited in-orbit reconfiguration capability; a small num-
ber of feed horns can be switched in or out to permit tailoring the con.,
toured patterns to better cover desired regions from different points in
synchronous orbit. The characteristics of the IntelsatV antennas are
summarized in Figure 1-37.
TRW is performing a conceptual design study, under NASA contract,
of an MBA system which provides coverage of CONUS, Alaska, and Hawaii.
This system provides improved frequency reuse capability. The charac-
teristics are summarized in Figure I-38, and the design baseline is illus-
trated in Figure I-39. Each of two nested reflectors consists of a grid
of parallel strips oriented orthogonal to the parallel strips of the second
nested reflector, and each of the two reflectors has a different focal point,
as indicated in the figure. Two such nested antenna "pairs" would be
utilized on one satellite. Footprints of the two antenna pairs are presented
in.Figure I-40 and illustrate the frequency reuse pattern. Reflectors 1
and 2, referred to in the figure, are nested, and reflectors 3 and 4 are
nested. All vertically polarized beams from reflector -1 are shown, sepa-
rated by at least one beamwidth, so that they are sufficiently isolated
from one another. An isolation of about 28 dB can be achieved. Beams
from reflector 2 are orthogonally polarized and also separated from each
other so that an isolation of at least 28 dB can be achieved. Beams from
the second nested-pair antenna sirstem provide similar sets of footprints,
as shown, with an isolation between any two beams of at least 28 dB.
When all footprints are combined, they cover a solid area, with any beam
still isolated from any other beam by at least 28 dB. The three methods
used to achieve the beam-to-beam isolation are:
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Prog ram/Sponsor Manufacturer 	 Descrivtion
DSCS 111,	 General Freq: 7250-7590 GHz
Transmit Two	 Electric Gain, Pencil Beam:
Each	 Space 26 dB over +. 750
Division Earth Coverage: 16 dBn
over +8.8
Max Scsn: 2 Beamwidths
Type Ant.: Lens fed by
cluster of feeds
Polarization: LHCP
Freq. Reuse: None
Coverage: +2 0 Min
(Singlet Beam), +90 Max
(Earth Coverage)
Lens Dia.:	 26.8 in.
Focal Length: 28 in.
Reconfigurability: 	 Complete
Beam Shaping Flexibility
Lens Construction: Waveguide
No. Horns:	 19
Beam Control:	 Ferrite
Adjustable Power Dividers
DSCS LU,	 General Freq: 7950-8320 GHz
Receive	 Electric Gain, Pencil Beam: 29 dB
Space over 1. 50
Divisi to Earth Coverage:	 14. 5 dB0
over +8. 8
Max Scan: 4 Beamwidths
Type Ant:	 Lens Fed by
Cluster of Feeds
Polarization: RCHP
Freq. Reuse: None
Coverage: +1 0 Min (Singlet
Beam), J. 80 Marc
(Earth Coverage)
Lens Dia.:	 44 in.
Focal Length:
	
45 in.
Reconfigurability:	 Complete
Beam Shaping Flexibility
Lens Conrtr: Waveguide,
Phase Compensated
N. Horns:	 61
Beam Control: Adjustable
Ferrite Power Dividers
Plus Adjustable Ferrite
Phase Shifters
DSCS in
Chart
A. Horvath
Figure I-36. IMultiple -Beam Antennas - Firm Plans for Launch
DSCS III
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Pro 11 ram/ Sponsor Manufacturer	 De sc ription
	 Reference
Freq: 5.93-6.26 GHz, Zone
Beams. 5.93-6. 3 GHz,
Hemi Beams
Gain: 2S dB, Zone Beams
22 dB, Hemi 13e&ms
Type ant: Offset -F'ed 6-
Pa rabola
Polarization: RHCP. Zoo!
Beams; LHCP. Homi Beams
Freq. Reuse: Yes, 21 7 dB
Isolation betwovo orthogonally
Pol. Beams; =7 dB isolation
between Spatial Separated
Beams
Coverage: =ast Hemt. 'Nest
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• spatial separation of beams;
• polarization diversity; and
• use of physically separated antennas (nested pair 1 and 2 being
physically separated from nested pair 3 and 4).
3. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS FOR MBAs
The most significant theoretical limit of performance of multiple-
beam antenna is the relationship between beam crossover level and loss
in efficiency of the involved singlet beams. As the crossover level
between two contiguous beams approaches 0 dB, the efficiency of each
beam worsens. This relationship has been illustrated, for the case of
three contiguous beams by Hughes as shown in Figures I-41 through 1-43.
Figure I-41 shows a triangular lattice of MBA footprints with a crossover
point, between three contiguous beams identified. These beams may have
any one of -the patterns illustrated in Figure I-42. In Figure 1-42:
• uniform taper means constant illumination over the aperture;
resulting beam has 17. 6-dB sidelobes;
• P = 1 taper has an aperture illumination defined by 1 - ( r /a)2
(resulting beam has 24. 6-dB sidelobes); and
• P = Z taper on .25 pedestal has an aperture illumination
defined by 1/4 + (1 + '/a) 2 ) 2 ; resulting beam has 31.7-dB
sidelobes.
The ma:^mum. singlet beam efficiency is shown in Figure I-43 as a
function of crossover level of the beams formed by each of the three dif-
ferent aperture tapers. Notice that as the crossover level approaches
zeros, the beam efficiency worsens. Also, the lower-sidelobe beams
suffer greater efficiency losses for the same crossover levels within the
range of 1 to 7 dB. This characteristic illustrates a basic theoretical
performance limit of multiple beam systems and must be taken into
account during the design phases.
If a center-fed reflector is used, additional performance limits
are applicable. When a beam is scanned off-axis, as the outlying beams
from an MBA must be, its gain drops and coma lobe increases. Figure
1-44 illustrates the gain loss versus scan angle for antennas of different
F/D ratios, and Figure I-45 gives the level of coma lobe. Notice that
both scan loss and coma lobe are better behaved with larger F/D systems.
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However, larger F/D systems suffer much more from blockage
effects, as illustrated in Figure I-46. In this set of curves, gain loss
and sidelbbe levels are plotted as a function of F/D ratio for two cases:
when CONUS is covered from synchronous orbit, and when earth is
covered from synchronous orbit.
As a consequence of the effects illustrated in these figures, center-
fed reflectors are not normally selected to be MBAs. Rather, offset-fed
reflectors, which still suffer from beam steering but have no blockage,
are used. Lenses are also preferred since they have no feed blockage,
and certain types, in fact; have, no beam steering degradation.
4. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR MBAs
Opportunities having the greatest probability of substantial payoff
for advancing the state-of-the-art of MBAs were listed earlier and are:
• Develop new types of lenses which maintain well- shaped beams
at large scan angles;
• Develop variable power dividers and variable phase shifters
with smaller size, lower loss, and better control characteristics;
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• Improve MBA system design technology; and
• Improve techniques for achieving high isolation between beams
from an MBA.
A sugg ested program 'Eor addressing the requirements of the last
two items above is provided in the following paragraphs.
a.	 Twelve-Meter Wide-Angle Scanning Antenna for Operation at 29. 5 -
31. 0 GHz
(1)	 Background
There is currently much activity directed toward increasing the
capacity of satellite communication systems by means of increasing antenna
gain. There is also much activity directed toward increasing effective
bandwidth by means of incorporating frequency reuse.
A major problem in the design of such systems concerns degrada-
tion of beam shape at large scan angles when parabolic reflector antennas,
of the type commonly found on satellites, are used. At large scan angles,
the coma lobe of beams from these antennas increases in level to a point
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only 10 to 15 dB below beam peak, regardless of the level of sidelobes
of the on-axis beams. The level of coma lobes, of course, limits the
beam-to-beam isolation needed for frequency reuse.
Large aperture antennas, with apertures of 1000 or more wavelengths.
in diameter, are also very costly to analyze by computer. 3
(2) Design Study of a Twelve -Meter Wide -Angle Scanning Antenna for
Operation at 29..; - 31. 0 GHz
a. Task 1. Develop a computer program capable of computing the
far field pattern of beams whose position varies from on-axis to,
nominally, nine degrees off-axis. Such an angle is equivalent
to some 100 or more half-power beamwidths. The computer
program should be economical and suitable for multiple-lens
systems. The output of this task consists of a complete descrip-
tion of the computer program, including examples illustrating
its use.
b. Task 2. Formulate conceptual designs of large-aperature
antennas capable of scanning over 9 deg, and calculate gain
and patterns as a function of scan angle. Advance the design
to the point where size, weight, surface tolerance, deployment
method, and stowed size can be identified. Assuming the use of
Shuttle, rate each type of antenna on the basis of its suitability
for communication satellite application. Consider performance,
size, weight, development risk, and long-term cost.
c. Task 3. Propose a hardware program leading to an experimental
demonstration of flight-type equipment.
(3) Estimated Time and Costs
The estimated time is 9 months and estimated costs are $400x{.
(4)	 Candidate Contractors
Candidate contractors are Hughes, Ford, TRW, Lockheed. MSC,
General Dynamics, Harris, and Grumman.
E. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
The following list contains recommended development areas with
potential benefits to commercial satellite communications systems.
• Lenses suitable for satellite multibeam antennas with 30-dB side -
lobes, including the identification of acceptable lens materials
and the design for sidelobe control for coma lobes;
• Reflectors with surface roughness suitable for 30-dB sidelobes
(offset feeds), including both fixed for frequencies X30 GHz and
deployable for frequencies <2 GFIz;
• Auto track systems to continuously correct the pointing of all
beams in a satellite multibeam antenna;
• Adaptive systems suitable for rejecting a small number of strong
interfering sources;
• Multiple offset reflector designs for sidelobe control in multibeam
systems; and
• Multiple-beam feed networks for arrays of elements arranged
on a triangular grid to be used as full aperture antennas or as
feeds for reflectors or lenses.
The following numbered paragraphs contain descriptions of the sug-
gested programs within the recommended development areas.
1. LENS DESIGN FOR FIVE-FOOT DIAMETER SATELLITE MULTI-
BEAM ANTENNA AT 30 GHz
a.	 Background
Efficient frequency reuse is possible at frequencies above 20 GHz
if individual beams are less than 0. 5 deg wide and sidelobes are down
about 30 dB. Center fed reflectors cannot satisfy the sidelobe require-
ment. Center fed lenses provide a symmetry that gives them an advant-
age over offset fed reflectors both in electrical performance and in
mechanical convenience. The fact that a single lens has two surfaces
provides an advantage over a single reflector in that an added parameter
is available to the designer. The traditional problem with lenses for
satellites has been weight. As frequencies become higher and with the
advent of the Shuttle, this disadvantage will be somewhat reduced.
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b.	 Design Study for 5-Foot Diameter Lens Satellite Antenna for 30 GHz
(1) Task 1
Investigate alternative design approaches including but not limited
to real dielectrics, artificial dielectrics, waveguide lenses, and bootlace
lenses (passive and active).
(2) Task 2
Investigate methods of controlling coma lobes and sidelobes includ-
ing but not limited to primary pattern control, choice of F/D, control of
amplitude across aperture by resistive loss in lens, selection of lens
surfaces to improve off-axis performance ( e. g. , sine condition), and
surface matching techniques.
(3) Task-3
Select and justify a preferred design based on performance, size,
weight, development risk, and long-term cost.
(4) Task 4
Propose a hardware program leading to an experimental demonstra-
tion of flight type equipment.
co	 Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 9 months. The estimated cost is $400K.
d.	 Candidate Contractors
Candidate contractors are Ford, Hughes, TRW, General Electric,
Lockheed MSC, and Rockwell.
2. OFFSET FED REFLECTOR DESIGN FOR 100-FOOT DIAMETER
DEPLOYABLE SATELLITE ANTENNA AT 1. 6 GHz
a.	 Background
Surface tolerance requirements imposed by the need to suppress
sidelobes to about the 30-dB level for frequency reuse are far more
stringent than any such requirements imposed on deployable reflectors
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in the past. The effect of random surface errors on sidelobes has been
defined by Ruze (and others) and has been shown to be not only a function
of the roughness, but also of the distribution of the roughness (charac-
terized by a "correlation interval"). When large parts of the reflector
are displaced a small amount from the ideal surface, the effect on side-
lobes is,
 much worse than when many small areas are displaced the same
amount, although the effect on gain is essentially the same. All of the
demonstrated techniques for deploying large reflectors have a discrete
number of control points for shaping the surface. The more experienced
deployable reflector contractors (Harris, LMSC, ODA) have sophisticated
structural analysis computer programs for predicting the surface under
various loads. Little has been done, though, to evaluate the effect on
sidelobes of the particular method of construction. Before attempting
frequency reuse, it is desirable to quantify these effects.
b.	 Desirgn Study for Offset Fed 100-Foot Reflector Suitable for
Producing 30 dB Sidelobe Multibeams at 1. 6 GHz
(1) Task 1
Design 100-foot diameter deployable offset fed reflector for cover-
ing CONUS with contiguous pencil beams from synchronous orbit. Define
the feed cluster.
(2) Task 2
Calculate the on-orbit surface for the specific , control techniques
defined in Task 1.
(3) Task 3
Calculate the radiation patterns over all of CONUS for representative
feeds (i, e. , on-axis, outer edge, several in-between) taking into account
the feed characteristics and the specific reflector surface geometry to
define the expected isolation between beams.
C.	 Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 6 months and the estimated cost is $200K.
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d.	 Candidate Contractors	 N
Candidate contractors are Harris, Lockheed MSC, and General
Dynami c X.
3. ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS SUITABLE FOR REJECTING A SMALL
NUMBER OF STRONG INTERFERING SOURCES
a. Background
The usual approach to frequency reuse with communication satellites
makes the basic assumption that enough interference suppression can be
provided by controlling antenna pattern sidelobes and polarization so that
the quality of the desired signals will not be significantly degraded. Inter-
ference rejection of about 30 dB is a typical design goal which has proven
to be adequate in the past. This basic rationale applies in a typical
benign environment in which all potential interferers radiate low level
signals in the direction of the communication satellite. If a few interferers
radiating very strong signals crop up they will show up in the sidelobes of
many different beams in a multibeam system and can degrade the service
to many different users. Some protection against such interference can
be provided with adaptive nulling circuitry which can maximize the signal-
to-interference ratio for selected users by creating nulls in the antenna
pattern in the direction of the strong interference sources. A great deal
of progress has been made in the adaptive processing field in the last
ten years, * and although adaptive nulling finds most of its application in
military systems there is a significant potential benefit to commercial
systems, particularly when the satellite antenna sidelobes cover parts
of the earth outside the political control of the nations being serviced by
the communication system.
b. Assessment of the Utility of an Adaptive Nulling System for CONUS
Coverage Multibeam. System
(1)	 Task 1
Perform a paper design for a multibeam satellite antenna covering
all of CONUS with about 100 contiguous pencil beams at 30 GHz, plus
*IEEE Trans. on Antennas and Propagation, Special Issue on Adaptive
Antennas, September 1976.
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beams covering Hawaii and Alaska. Characterize the sidelobe coverage
for eight typical beams over all of the region intercepted by the earth.
(2) Task 2
Define an adaptive processing network suitable for maximizing the
signal-to-interference ratio by combining one of the eight beams with
auxiliary antennas (can be other pencil beams or add-on antennas) and
varying the amplitude and phase coefficients for the different inputs on
the basis of a suitable algorithm. Implement a computer simulator that
will accurately reproduce the behavior of the adaptive processor when
the satellite is receiving a user signal on the peak of one of the beams
and a few strong interfering sources are located in the sidelobe region.
Vary the beam used and the interferer locations. (Similar computer
simulators are available at some companies and agencies.)
(3) Task-3
Quantify the improvement in signal to interference achievable with
adaptive processing as a function of the number and strength of the inter-
ferers and as a function of the number of auxiliary channels.
(4) Task 4
Estimate the size, weight, and cost of adaptive circuitry compatible
with those configurations in Task 2 deemed to provide useful system bene-
fits in Task 3.
co	 Estimated Time and Cost
The estimated time is 9 months and the cost is $400K.
d.	 Candidate Contractors
Candicate contractors are Airborne Industry Laboratory, Harris,
Lockheed MSC, General Electric, and Lincoln Laboratories.
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4. AUTOTPUCK SYSTEMS TO CGNTLNUOUSLY COMPE,iSATE FOR
POINTLNG ERRORS IIN MULTIBEAM SATELLITE ANTENNAS
a. Background
When the individual beams in a multibeam satellite ante ,=& become
very narrow (less than about 1 deg), attitude errors in the platform and
thermal distortion in the str­ 	 _ ,au ;uirvuuce significant pointing errors,
particularly for users near the edge of coverage of one of the beams. The
relative merits of various methods of compensating for the errors depend
on the type of multibeam antenna and on the particular source of the pcint-
ing error. Methods of autotracking to compensate for such errors should
be evaluated.
b. Autotrack Svstems for Nfultibeam antennas
(1) Task 1
Define three specific multibeam systems each providing CONUS
coverage with 1/2 deg beams at 30 GHz, using three different approaches
to the antenna design.
• Lens fed by a feed cluster, each feed giving rise to one bears.;
Reflector fed by an offset feed cluster; and
• An array made up of N subarra y s fed by a transmission line
multibearn network (such as a Butler matrix) with N inputs,
each input giving rise to cne bearn. .
(2) Task 2
Assume that each antenna system is subject to pointing errors
greater than 0. 1 deg. , and assume that a coopera.ng emitter is located
on the earth near the center of the coverage region. Calculate the acc44*cy
,xrith which the pointing error can be determined by receiving a pilot sig-
nal from the emitter.
(3) Task 3
Evaluate alternative methods of correcting for the pointing error
determined without using the satellite attitutde control system. Candidate
approaches to be considered along %vith others are.
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• Xmballing complete antenna system;
• Laterally translating the feed system;
• Gimballing the reflector only; and
• electronic compensation (such as phase scanning the array).
(4)	 Task 4
Select a preferred approach on the basis of performance, size,
weight, cost, complexity, and reliability, and estimate how the selection
of the preferred approach would change if the same problems had been
posed for an antenna cpe rating at 1, o GHz.
C.	 Estim,-.ted Tlme and Cost
	 0
The estimated time is 4 month.s and the estimated cost is S1 50K.
d.	 Candidate Contractors
Candidate contractors are Sall Brothers, Ford, General Dynamics, 	 tSf
v
General —E lectric,  Hughes :aircraft Cor?oration, Harris, Lockheed MSC,
Rockwell, and TRW.	 7
o.
5.	 .1IULTIBEAIM TRANSMISSION LLNE c ZED SYSTEMS FOR ARRAYS
ON A TRIANGULAR GRID
a.	 Background
When very good pattern control is requir in all planes of an antenna
array, as t s`, the casewith a multibearn array exploitin g freq uency reuse,
there is an advantage in distributing he elements over the aperture by
placing them on a triangular grid rather than on a rectangular grid. T`iis
arrangement alleviates the geometry change observed with the rectangular
grid in going from the planes parallel to the rows of the array to the
diagonal planes. When adjacent beams in a multibeam rectangular array
cross ove-.- at the points 3 dB below peak, the diagonal ?lane cross-over
level is about o dB down. The corres pondingworst case point when the
elements are distributed on a grid made up of equilateral triangles is
only about 4-112 dB down implying significantly better service for 'he
users who harpen to be located at the worst points in the cornrrur.i cation
satellite patterr coverage. However, the transmission line feed syszern's
required to generate multiple lossles3 bearns from. a triangular grad
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array have not received the attention that has been given to the rectangu-
lar array. While Butler matrix type networks made up of equal power
dividing four port hybrids are well known and have been widely used for
some 20 years, the comparable networks for triangular matrices are more
complex and need demonstration. Unless this is done, the multibeam
array will be at a significant disadvantage relative to optical desi,^us
(which can use the triangular arrangement quite readily) even at frequencies
low enough to make the arrays a competitive approach.
b.	 Multibeam Transular Array Feed Networks
(1) Task 1
Design a feed network, suit4bl,e for feeding an N-element array with
the array elements distributed over a planar aperture arranged on a grid
of equilateral triangles, with N input ports, each giving rise to a single
beam. It shall be a design goal that adjacent beams should cross over
between the 3 and 5 dB levels, and that all beams shall be as close to
orthogonal as possible ( that is, network losses due to energy coupled
into undesired ports shall be minimized).
(2) Task 2
Fabricate laboratory models at 1. 6 GHz of the power dividers re-
quired by the design determined in Task 1. Measure insertion losses
and calculate the efficiency of 1. 6 GHz multibeam arrays suitable for
covering CONUS with beams about 1 deg. wide. Recommend a preferred
design for this application specifying type of element, type of transmission
line, and deployment method.
C.	 Estimated Time and Cost
Estimated time is 6 months, estimated cost is $100K.
d.	 Candidate Contractors
Candidate contractors are Lockheed MSC and Airborne Industry
Laborato ries,
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CHAPTER II
SATELLITE LOW-NOISE RECEIVERS
A. OVERVIEW
Low-noise receivers for communication satellite systems are re-
quired in the satellite and the ground terminals. In each application, the
lowest system noise is required to mimimize the required transmitter
power and/or antenna size (and gain) to achieve the required signal -to.
noise ratio. With the satellite receivt^r, the antennn is looking at the
earth Background which is at a temperature of —290K; consequently; the
minimum system noise temperature will be 	 For satellites, there-
fore, the use of receivers with noise temperatureb much less than 100K
will not reduce the system noise significantly. With the ,ground terminal,
the antenna temperature ranges from 20 to 200K due to sidelobe pickup,
atmospheric emission (depending on frequency), and weather conditions.
(The larger values would occur at higher frequencies (>15 GITz) and in
poor weather conditions. ) For frequencies below 15 GHz, therefore,
ground receivers with noise temperatures of <50K could be usable to
obtain maximum performance; for frequencies above 15 GHz, receivers
with noise temperatures —100K would not significantly degrade system
performance.
With these considerations in mind, it appears that GaAs FET ampli-
fiers (both uncooled and cooled to 1001".) should be used for the low-noise
receiver application for all frequencies below 40 GHz. (The 40 -GHz
limit is due to limitations of GaAs FETs as discussed in Section C. )
The other choice is parametric amplifiers for lou r-noise receivers in
this frequency range, but cooled GaAs FETs will provide the required
performance, especially in the satellite receiver, witl1 a much simpler
device and lower cost. It should be noted, however, that in some appli-
cations below 40 GHz, the lowest possible receiver noise may be required
which would require a cooled parametric amplifier--but these paramps
are reasonably well developed, and NASA support is not required for
further improvements.
Above 40 GIIz, the choices for low-noise receivers are mixers,
image-enhanced miters, and parametric amplifiers. All these devices
can be cooled to improve their noise performance. In this study, it was
concluded that development of cooled image-enhanced mixers (cooled to
—100I{) would offer the greatest improvement in noise performance and
II-1
provide the best device, in terms of simplicity, reliability, and cost for
comsat application. Paramps above 40 GHz will require the development
of pump sources to 300 GHz and low-loss coupling and ferrite circuits,
which would be a major development program. Using a cooled image-
enhanced mixer followed by a cooled FET IF amplifier could provide a
receiver noise temperature of —400K (F 3. 7 dB) at 90 GHz by 1983--which
is a factor of 3 improvement over 1978 room-temperature mixer receivers
and nearly equal to the predicted performance of 1983 paramps.
B. STATE- OF-T3'E-ART OF LOW-NOISE RECEIVERS
A summary of the performance of low-noise receivers in 1978 is
shown in Figure 11- 1; each of the devices will be discussed below.
GaAs FET technology has progressed so fast in the past few years
that curvet FETs are pushing the theoretical limits, and, in some cases,
it has been necessary to modify the theories to keep pace with laboratory
developments. Many companies are now developing and/or producing
low-noise GaAs FETs. The follo,; 1.ng is a list of these companies:
• AIL
• Alpha Industries
• Avantek
• Bell Laboratories
• Dexcel
• Hewlett-Packard
• Hitachi (Japan)
• Hughes
• Nippon Electric Company (Japan)
• Plessey (England)
• RCA
• Royal Signals and Radar Est. (England)
• Rockwell
• TRW
• Watkins-Johnson
• Varian
Because of the current interest in ti-iis field and the large number of ex-
cellent review articles (see Bibliography), determining the state-of -the-
art in GaAs FETs has been relatively simple. The detailed performance
of 1978 GaAs FETs is summarized in Figure I1-2 which was taken
directly from a review article by DiLorenzo (1978). Below 10 GHz, GaAs
FET performance is excellent and within a few tenths of a dB of the
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current theoretical limit. A 1978 prediction of a noise figure of 3 dB at
26 GHz has been made (Cooke, 1978), and AFAL has a 1978 development
program with a goal of a 6-dB noise figure at 40 GHz.
Cooling of FETs to 77K reduces their noise temperature by a factor
of 2 to 3, which makes it possible to build a 20 GHz amplifier, cooled to
77K, that has a noise temperature of 100K (Cooke, (Avantek) private
communication). For frequencies <20 GHz, cooled FET amplifiers have
very low noise temperatures better than room temperature parametric
amplifi e r s.
Below 20 GHz, paramps have excellent noise performance and
could satisfy the system requirements. Cryogenic paramps, cooled to
20K by closed cycle refrigerators, have much lower- noise temperatures
(<SOK) and could be useful in some critical applications. Between 20 and
40 GHz, very low noise paramps ark's not available as standard items,
but they could be produced with very little development. As a consequence,
paramps below 40 GHz are fairly well developed, and significant imporve-
ments are not expected in this area.
Above 40 GHz, the lowest noise receivers are mixers followed by
IF paramps, all cooled to 20K by closed cycle cryogenic refrigerators.
Their noise temperatures are between 3C0 and 400K. The best 40- to
90-GHz room temperature miters (i. e. , those followed by FET IF ampli-
fiers) have noise temperatures between 800 and 1200K. A receiver which
could be developed within, a year, would be an image-cnhanced mizxer
followed by a FET amplifier, both cooled to 77K, which would have a
noise temperature of <600K (Whelehan (AIL), private communication).
Paramps constructed above 40 GHz have noise figures comparable to
mixer receivers; significant improvement should occur when pending
developments become reality.
C. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS AND 1983 PREDICTIONS
A theoretical analysis by various persons (e. g. , Fukui (Bell Labs),
Taub (AIL)) suggests that the minimum noise figure for a GaAs FET with -
a 0.25 µm gate length is 0. 5 dB at 4 GHz, 2. 2 dB at 20 GHz, and 4. 5 dB
at 40 GHz. The minimum noise figure is limited by the GaAs material
character,-,stics, device parasitics (e. g. , gate to source capacitance,
gate and source resistance and inductance), and device geometry of which
the gate length seems to be the most important. Reducing gate lengths
to less than 0. 1 µm does not seem to be practical from a construction
standpoint or a device physics point of view. The theoretical curve for
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minimum noise figure based on current theories (e. g. , Taub (AIL) private
communication) is plotted in Figure I1-3 along with the laboratory data
from Figure II-2. This curve likely represents the state-of-the -art in
1983; the spaces between the data points and the curve indicate where
significant improvements can be made. As seen in Figuro III-3, the sig-
nificant improvement (>1 dB) in the noise figure is possible only above
20 GHz where relatively little work has been done. Below 20 GHz, com-
mercial and military interests have pushed and will continue to push
developments of to-w-noise devices so that no additional. development sup-
port is necessary; however, there are aspects such as cooling and reli-
ability which will require support.
Above 40 GHz, the device which offers the most promise for signifi-
cant improvement is the image enhanced (IE) mixer. Curves of the 1978
and 1983 IE mixers' performance are shown in Figure II-4 and are based
on information obtained from J. Whelehan at AIL. The main limitation
on performance of IE mixers in the 40- to 100-GHz frequency range is
the circuit design around the diode (e. g., mixer mount), which must
properly terminate all the frequencies produced in the mixer. Excellent
progress has been made in the circuit area at 36 GHz, where a conver-
sion loss of 2.2 dB was measured (Taub, (AIL), private communication),
and this should be applicable to the 40- to 100-GHz mixers with little
degradation. Another limitation is the diode noise, but progress on tailor-
ing the epita.-dal layer doping profiles may improve this factor--especially
for the cooled mixers (Schneider, et al. 1977).
The state-of-the-art curves for 1978 and 1983 for paramps are also
shown in Figure II-4 and are based on data from LNR and AIL. Above
40 GHz, `'here is little difference between the 1983 paramp and cooled IE
mixer curve. Given the significant development program required for
the paramp (pump sources to 300 GHz and very low-loss circuits and fer-
fites) vs the straightforward program for the relatively simple IE mixer,
development of paramps in this frequency range is not recommended for
this NASA program.
D. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW-NOISE RECEIVERS
One general problem area which was mentioned by many GaAs FET
manufacturers is the need for a U. S. supplier capable of delivering high
quality GaAs in large quantities. Currently, there is only one small U. S.
supplier of GaAs that is satisfactory (according to most manufacturers)
for very low-noise FETs (Crystal Specialties). Many of the lamer users
of GaAs are dependent on Japanese suppliers for high quality Ca As. A
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number of FET manufacturers recommended that a research program to
produce pure GaAs material with fewer dislocation centers be started.
This progr=i would require about $300K/year for approximately 3 years.
Another general area in low-noise receivers is the requirement for
low cost, reliable, small refrigerators for cooling the input stages of the
amplifiers to about 100K for the low-noise performance. In the satellite,
passive coole., s should be developed for the same task. Work in the
saellite area has been done for IR sensors, and this could be applied to
the GaAs FET stages.
Recommendations for the development of specific low -noise devices
can be broken into separate frequency ranges: <20 GHz, 20 to 40 GHz,
and >40 GHz. These programs could be conducted simultaneously or,
depending on the actual frequency range of the satellite system, only the
device which is required could be supported.
For frequencies <20 GHz, NASA support for device and amplifier
development is not required since very little improvement could be real-
ized. Howeve=, a program on cooling YET amplifiers to appro:dmately
100K, to gain the .factor of 2 to 3 reduction in noise temperature is neces-
sary as little work is being supported in this area. Development of a
cooled FET amplifier would include optimization of the device for cooling
in terms of doping levels and epita.-dal layer doping profiles, design of
proper matching circuits at the cold temperatures, and construction of
an amplifier which could be reliably cycled between 300K and 100K.
Development of a cooled FET amplifier might require 2 years at a level
of $200K/year.
Another program for devices <20 GHz is an extensive reliability
program which will be necessary to obtain space qualified components.
Many devices would be tested under do bias conditions ( rf signals would
p3;obably not be necessary for these small signal devices) for long periods
to determine long-life failures. It would also be necessary to define
failures in terms of degradations of gain and noise figure. This program
would require about 3 years at the $250K/year level. Devices tested
would be those used in the specific designs.
In the 20- to 4C-GHz region, a more ambitious program will be re-
quired since.little de relopment is occuring in this frequency range. The
first step would be to develop a device and amplifier at the frequency of
interest, (e. g. , 30 GHz). A cooled version would also be required, and
then reliability studies of the amplifier would be necessary. This program
would require about 2 years for the amplifier development at approximately
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$400K/year, about 2 years for the cooled amplifier at $ZOOK/year, and
2 to 3 years for the reliability studies at approximately $250K/year,,
These programs could occur concurrently. It should be noted that AFAL
has GaAs FET development programs in this frequency range and that
results of these programs should be studied in tha design of a D ASA-sup-
ported program.
Above 40 GHz ( L. a., from 40 to 100 GHz), a program. to develop
image enhanced (IE) mixer receivers is recommended. This would in-
clude room temperature and cooled versions. The advantage of image
enhanced mixers is that they offer 2- to 3-dB improvements in noise in
this frequency range. As discussed earlier, cooled IE mixers offer nearly
the best noise performance of any device, and they are basically very
simple devices, which could make very reliable and solid state L0 1 s avaa -
able. The development program would be for 2 years at a cost of $300K/
year. An additional year would be required for reliability studies.
Because of developments at lower frequencies, achievement of these goals
is fairly certain.
If a direct broadcast satellite is chosen for satellite mission, then
development of an integrated receiver for the ground stations--which in-
cludes a preamp/mixer, local oscillator, and IF amplifier all in one
package--should be started. Work is proceeding at about 10 GHz in this
area and could be extended to any frequency range. The advantages of
this would be a reliable receiver which could be mass produced at a
moderately low cost. An estimate for a 90-GHz receiver was made at
$500/unit on a volume basis (Cardiasmenos (Alpha Industries), private
communi cation).
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CHAPTER III
SATELLITE TRAIVSMITTEIUS
A. OVERVIEW
Radio frequency (rf) power sources suitable &'or use hi satellite
transmitters employ a variety of technologies, ranging from the relatively
mature to those currently undergoing intensive development. Salient
electrical parameters characterizing any rf power amplifier include power
output, efficiency, gain, frequency band, bandwidth, and linearity. For
a space mission, reliability, long life, stability, and suitability in the
space environment are paramount considerations.
Several types of power sources were considered in this study. These
include traveling-wave tube amplifiers (TWTA), gallium .%,rsenid«: field
effect transistors (GaAs FET), IMPATT diodes, electron bombarded somi
conductor (EBS) devices and j?rwer combiners. The latter are not power
sources as such; rather, they are a class of techniques for achieving rela-
tively high-power output using low-power devices.
The applicability of each technology is determined by the require-
ments of the system. In turn, technology both; constrains and defines the
major outlines of as system design. The selection of a particular type of
power source and its associated characteristics is an interactive process
which may depend, for example, on new developments in antennas or the
method of modulation that is preferred. While much has been said about
solid-state devices replacing tubes, the facts seem to be that for the
foreseeable future each will have a role to play in satellite communications.
B. TRAVELING-WAVE TUBE AMPLIFIERS
1. HISTORY OF TWTAs
TWTAs have been with us for at least 20 years (Figures III-1 and
III-2). They have been extensively developed; their theory is well under-
stood; and they have been successfully used in space missions for a num-
ber of years. The requirements placed on TWTAs used for space com-
munication in recent years have increased significantly. For applications
demanding less power output, the newer solid-state devices will suffice.
However, for the higher power, higher frequency applications, it appears
that TWTAs must maintain a significant role. To maintain this role,
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manufacturing techniques, processes and procedures must be improved,
and quality control must be more stringent. Above all, the United States
must reassert its technological leadership, which in this field may now
belong to the Europeans. Critical design requirements for space com-
munication TWTAs include;
• Long life (typically 7 to 10 years),
• Higher frequencies,
• Higher efficiencies (in some cases), and
• Higher power.
Z. STATE -OF- THE -ART OF TWTAs
Power and frequency trends are depicted on the accompanying chart
(Figure 111-3). Higher efficiency requires maintaining tight tolerances
and using a more complicated mechanical design (e.g., triple collectors).
Long life is achieved by low cathode current density, low outgassing of
components, and high component stability. Unfortunately, the trend
toward higher frequencies and higher power necessitates higher cathode
current density, which results in the need for improved cathodes. Sim-
ilarly, there is a need to develop attenuator materials having higher
stability and compatibility with the support structure. Materials and
processes are needed to minimize outgassing of traveling -wave tube
components. Finally, it must be noted that the high-voltage power supply
required by a TWT is often as much of a reliability problem as the tube
itself.
Recognizing the key role played by TWTAs in the operation of satel-
lite communications systems, there has been a considerable effort within
The Aerospace Corporation to maintain current awareness and knowledge
of all aspects of TWTA technology, production, test, and reliability issues.
In mid-1976 an ad hoc TWTA Committee was formed which included rep-
resentatives from the Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization
(SAMSO) and The Aerospace Corporation. A program plan was prepared
which resulted in individual programs in the areas of reliability analysis
and failure assessment, materials, theoretical studies, performance re-
quirements, and manufacturing processes. Other government agencies
(e.g., NASA/Lewis Research Center.) and TWTA vendors were involved,
as appropriate. The Aerospace Laboratory provided support by investi-
gating failures in TWTs and resolving design and qus,lity control problems.
Much of the material, in particular the identification. of required TWTA
technology programs presented in this report, is the result of consultation
with key people within The Aerospace Corporation who have been asso-
ciated with these efforts.
I
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3. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES
The technology opportunities are listed under the following three
general study areas.
• Applications
• Output power stage in high-power transmitter
• Driver stage for high-power transmitter
e Linear amplifier above approximately 25 GHz
• Technology Limits
• Life of cathode
• Trade-off between power and frequency
• Helix tube upper frequency limited to approximately 60 GHz
• Coupled cavity tube frequency limit to approximately 94 GHz
• Limited bandwidth of coupled cavity tube
• Effect of high-power TWTA on thermal balance
• Approach to development
• Upper frequency lixrd;ts not likely to be significantly extended
• Cathode developments
• Internal attenuator developments
• Collector developments
• Encapsulat4on developments
• Accelerated life test method
• Benefit from European developments
• Near term payoff possible
Technology development programs required to further the .state-of-
the-art of TWTAs are listed below.
• Cathode developments
• Oxide cathodes fairly well understood
• Dispenser cathodes
• Addition of rhenium, osmium
• Operation at lower temperatures
• Develop meaningful accelerated tests
• Cold cathodes
• Internal attenuator developments
• Investigate tungsten carbide
• Other materials
,III- 5
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• Collector developments
• For use with higher power, higher frequencies
• Withstand on-off cycles
• Triple collector development
• Encapsulation developments
• Corona effects
• Materials research
• Minimize dependence on insulating materials
• Reliability assurance
• Develop meaningful accelerated life tests
• Begin testing early in the program.
To augment the validity of the above-mentioned findings, the two
principal suppliers of space TWTAs in this country were visited. Discus-
sions were held with key technical people in these organizations (i. e. , the
Watkins-Johnson Co. and the Hughes Corp. ). Comsat Laboratories were
also visited, because of the exposure of that organization to commercial
communications satellites via the INTELSAT programs and their working
relationship with European suppliers of TWT.As. These visits were
documented by trip reports which were appended to the Draft Final Report
and which are listed at the end of this chapter. A late input of European
developments was also obtained from a paper presented at the AIAA 7th
Communications Satellite Systams Conference held in San Diego during
April 1978. (Paper No. 78-558 "European Capabilities in the Field of
Microwave Tubes for Space Use," D. R. Iviadden, J. J. Smidt.)
C. GaAs FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
1. HISTORY OF GaAs FETs
Gallium arsenide microwave field-effect transistors (GaAs FET)
became a practical reality during the early 1970s. Within a few years,
their development had progressed to the point where GaAs FETs were
replacing uncooled parametric amplifiers in earth stations at 4 and 7 GI-1z
as low-noise devices. Space applications came shortly thereafter, initially
as low-noise devices in the Communication Technology Satellite (CTS)
and in the Japanese Communication Satellite (CS). Now the list of appli-
cations for GaAs FETs in space is expanding to include the role as a power
amplifier. Interest in extending the application of GaAs FETs in this
manner is particularly keen in view of the potential for their displacing
the last significant application for vacuum tubes in space: the traveling
wave tube amplifier. Historically, solid-state devices offer orders of
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magnitude advantages over tubes in terms of reliability, size, weight
and power. The interest in GaAs FETs as a replacement of TWTAs is
largely based on the premise that similar benefits will accrue via their
use.
While these hopes are in part wcA foLnded, the reliability of present
day power GaAs FETs for a long life rni>ssion in space is not yet established.
Certain GaAs PET electrical parameters (e.g., power output, efficiency)
are likely to remain surpassed'by TWTA for the foreseeable future. On
the positive side, the potential reliability of GaAs FETs for a long life
mission is orders of magnitude greater than for TWTAs. Better under-
standing of materials and metallization, better thermal design, and <Ievel-
opment of manufacturing technology are needed. Used with appropriate
power combining technology, the GaAs PET will become a formidably;:
competitor to TWTA, eventually displacing the latter for most space
applications at frequencies above 4 GHz and below 25 GHz.
It should be emphasized that the future direction of power GaAs PET
applications may not lie in a one
-for-one plug-in replacement of TWTAs.
Advances in antenna technology and the use of satellite-switched time divi
sion multiple access may reduce considerably the requirements for high
power in space, except' for broadcast applications.
2. STA'T'E-OF-THE-ART OF GaAs FETs
The state-of-the-art of power GaAs FETs is depicted in Figure III-4.
Three curves of power output versus frequency are shown: one curve
corresponds to actual performance achieved in the laboratory today, and
the other two curves; represent the bounds of predictions for 1983. It must
be borne in mind that today's most spectacular laboratory results are em-
bodied in products that are not suitable for space missions. They are ob-
tained from devices that are overstressed and therefore have limited life.
One relatively conservative goal for a 5-year development program is,
therefore, to upgrade today's laboratory products into devices that ca4._
be produced with good yield and 'nigh reliability. A more ambitious pro-
gram would be to achieve the results shown as predictions for 1983 with
a significant level of reliability assurance.
Curves similar to those just described were constructed to corre-
spond with GaAs PET developments that were announced 1 year ago and
6 months ago, respectively. In conjunction with today's status and the
1983 range of predictions, a family of curves showing GaAs PET power
output versus time was constructed (Figure III-5).
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3. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR GaAs FETs
From the curves, one may infer opportunities to advance the state-
of-tale-art. What is not clear is the extent to which these performance
levels will be achieved through normal commercial incentives, what
developments will be funded through the defense agencies, and what there-
fore remains to be achieved, and should be achieved, with the addition of
support from NASA.
Applications, present technology limits, and approach to develop-
ment (i. e. , opportunities for advancing the state-of-the-art) are listed
below.
• Applications
• As output power stage in low-medium power transmitter
• As driver stage for high-power transmitters
• Technology limits
• —25 GHz maximum frequency for useful output (>100 MW)
• Production of high-purity GaAs substrate material
• Metallization schemes that do not limit life
• Power handling capability of thermal designs
• Reliability o,. power GaAs FETs requires demonstration
• Approach to development
• Maximum useful frequency of power GaAs FETs likely to
remain below 30 GHz
• Near term payoff potential in materials, metallization, and
thermal design programs
• Development pace rapid with present funding levels
• Reliability for space missions requires demonstration
The level of effort required in a 5-year program depends strongly on the
specific goals and how far these goals must advance today's state-of-the-
art. The following list contains required GaAs FET power amplifier
technology programs.
• Materials programs
• Substrate problems
• Buffer layers
• Surface stability
• Pa s sivation
• Higher voltage operation
III-10
• Device processing
• Submicron lithography development
• Throughput and yield increase
• Metallization
• Aluminum problems
• Investigate alternative metal systems
• Reliability must be demonstrated
• Thermal design
• Improve device packaging
• Decrease thermal resistance
• Combining technology
• In-package combining
• External circuit combining
Reliability demonstration
• RF life testing necessary
Examples of two development programs are shown in Table III-1. The
first has the objective of developing a reliable 10-watt power amplifier
at 12 GHz using GaAs FETs. The second, program is for a 5-watt
amplifier at 60 GHz using IMPATT diodes. (IMPATT diode amplifiers
are separately treated in this report.) These program estimates are
subjective in the sense that they assume an unspecified level of support
from a mix of customer and internal company funding sources, with only
the funding increment required for the specific identified goals being
tabulated. Obviously, the mix of future funding sources is indeterminate
at this time.
In reviewing the efficiency obtainable from power GaAs FETs,
no consistent trend was found in present day devices. The efficiency
decreases with increasing frequency, although the extent to which this
degradation occurs is a functioh of the gate dimensions and the device
packaging. At any one frequency, the efficiency of commercial GaAs
FETs varies widely. This is shown in Table III-2 for a variety of
devices at 8 GHz. Note that power-added efficiencies (at saturation)
range from 15 to 30 percent. It should be emphasized that the overall
amplifier efficiency is considerably less than the power-added efficiency
of the output stage. This is due principally to the low gain of the power
GaAs FET, necessitating a substantial driver chain, and to a lesser ex-
tent, to the losses in the power conversion equipment. Typically, a
power GaAs FET will have a gain of 4 dB at saturation. As.-, uming a
cascade of GaAs FETs, each having 30-percent power-added efficiency
III-11
Output Power Power Added
Efficiency
@ saturation @ 1 dB comp.
MW MW
Z50 30
300 30
1000 30
250 24
500 20
1000 10
310 Z60 25
600 515 Z1
1100 940 19
2800 2500 19
700 500 15
300 250 16
100 10
ManufacturerI Type
No,
Texas Inst. MSX801
Texas Inst. MSX802
Texas Inst. MSX803
NEC V868A
NEC V868B
NEC V868C
MSC 88001
MSC 88002
MSG 88004
MSC 88010
Dexcei 3630A-CR
Lexcel 3615A-P200
Plessey
	 I GAT4/020
)T __
Table III-1. Example Development Programs -
Solid State Power Amplifiers
12 GHZ GaAs FET AMPLIFIER
10 WATTS POWER OUTPUT	 ENGINEERING
(MAN-YEARS)
:MATERIALS WORK (SUBSTRATE FABRICATION PROCESSES) 	 i
METALIGATION DEVELOPMENT
DEVICE THERMAL DESIGN & PACKAGING	
3RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
COMBINER DEVELOPMENT	 2
PROCESS DEVELOPMENT (MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING) 	 3
TOTAL	 12
(PLUS SUPPORT)
60 GHZ St DD IMPATT DIODE AMPLIFIER
5 WATTS POWER OUTPUT
DEVICE THERMAL DESIGN & PACKAGING
METALLIZATION DEVELOPMENT'
COMBINER DEVELOPMENT
MILLIMETER WAVE COMPONENT (CIRCULATORS, ETC) DEVELOPMENT
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
TOTAL
(PLUS SUPPORT)
Table III-2. Efficiency and Power Output of Commercial
GaAs FETs at 8 GHz
3
1
3
t
3
12
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and each having 4-dB gain, the overall rf output to do input efficiency,
neglecting power conversion, would be 18 percent. (Note; The driver
stages would generally have higher gain and lower efficiency than the
power output stages. This example is offered by way of illustration
only. ) Assuming the power converter has 85-percent efficiency, the
rf output to do bus power efficiency would be about 15 percent. Hence,
an approximate rule-of-thumb may be to consider the overall amplifier
efficiency to be about half the power-added efficiency of the final stage.
it is, therefore, apparent that the highest efficiency GaAs FETs
available today result in overall amplifier efficiencies that are consider-
ably les,, than TWTAs. Present development trends in GaAs FETs are
oriented toward producing devices having higher power output and im-
proved reliability. Efficiency, gain, and bandwidth are receiving less
attention, although it is clear that all parameters are interdependent.
There is no present basis for projecting major improvements beyond
the efficiencies realizable in the better GaAs FET devices available
today. In addition, there should be little or no incentive to design GaA s
FET power amplifiers with high efficiency as the major goal. The need
for highest efficiency results in considerable measure from limitations
in present spacecraft payloads and from an application in which the
solid-state amplifier is to function as a plug-in replacement to an existing
TWTA. For future spacecraft designs, these considerations are secondary.
Bandwidth is related to power output. Higher output power would
tend to imply higher operating temperatures for the device, which would
tend to reduce reliability. To relieve thermal stresses, the power genera-
ting surfaces can be dispersed either by paralleling several elementary
devices within one device package or by using a wider gate within one GaAs
FET device. Either way, the parasitic elements (chiefly shunt capacitance)
that limit the device's bandwidth become more significant. To some extent,
the effect of shunt capacitance can be relieved by using internal matching
sections between discrete elementary devices. This is an approach that
would generally be applied insofar as manufacturing technology permits.
A more advanced approach, which has been suggested but not yet acted
upon, is to design a distributed amplifier using many elementary devices
within one package. The latter goal would appear to be beyond near-term
attainment, in view of the lack of work in this area.
Figure III-6 shows percentage bandwidth as a function of power
output for X -band GaAs FETs. The solid region of the curve represents
a region that has already been achieved or can be achieved by 1983 with-
out major difficulty. The dotted region represents extrapolations that
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would require considerably more effort. To achieve 10 watts output would
result in an amplifier with about a 250-MHz bandwidth at X-band. This
would be entirely adequate for any present communications satellite system
requirements, but .wider bandwidth would be desirable for future systems,
To some extent, bandwidth limitations will be relieved without any special
effort when these devices are scaled to higher frequencies. In the absence
of a specific system requirement for wider bandwidth than can be achieved
at a given operating frequency, it does not appear worthwhile to stress
bandwidth as a specific parameter requiring development funds.
At least a dozen major companies in this country and abroad are
actively pursuing power GaAs FET development. Several universities
have programs underway on special aspects of GaAs FET technology.
There are other laboratories, in government and industry, that are active-
ly working in the field. Finally, these are systems houses and user
organizations that are building amplifiers and designing novel system
approaches that rely on GaAs FET technology. The result is an out-
pouring of literature in one relatively narrow field that has seldom
been equaled.
References abound, and in the short time available for this studyy
these could only be partially and imperfectly skimmed. Although an over-
view of this field has been maintained by The Aerospace Corporation from
a time long predating the initiation of this study, the earlier findings were
often nullified by rapid advances in technology. A list of the more impor-
tant references used in the study is included in the Bibliography at the end
of this chapter. To supplement findings gleaned from the literature, key
investigators in several organizations in the forefront of this technology
were visited or interviewed by telephone. Reports from contact visits
and. telephone calls were included in the Draft Final Report for this docu-
ment; a list of those organizations/persons
 
contacted appear at the end
of 'the chapter.
D. IMPATT DIODE AMPLIFIERS
An IMPATT diode exhibits negative resistance at microwave fre-
quencies. It can, therefore, be used as an oscillator or as an rf ampli-
fier. The frequency at which the device is useful can be as low as 1 to 2
GHz or as high as several hundred gigahertz (although any given IMPATT
diode will be usable over only a small portion of that range).
The IMPATT diode derives its negative resistance properties from
a combination of carrier generation by impact ionization and transit
III-16
time effects. It employs a p-n junction or Schottky ba
avalanche region of its volt-ampere characteristics.
provides the desired combination of carrier generation and transit time
delay.
x
IMPATT diodes most commonly are made using silicon or gallium
arsenide. Single-drift and double-drift devices are available. The latter
are generally more efficient and capable of higher power output. A double
drift IMPATT diode is roughly equivalent to a serie--connected pair of
single -drift devices. It has a, drift region on both sides of the junction,
one for holes and the other for electrons. The resultant increase in im-
pedance levels relative to single-drift devices facilitates matching into
microwave circuits. The tendency toward parametric instability is also
reduced by the double-drift structure.
HISTORY
IMPATT diodes were introduced about 10 years ago. Within a rela-
tively short tittle, they were hailed as the obvious replacement for TW T s.
For a combination of reasons, they newer assumed that role. Although
their potential reliability was thought to be comparable to most solid-state
devices, it is only recently that their reliability has begun to approach
values that would be required for long life in space. One reason for the
difficulty In achieving reliability is the nature of the avalanche phenomenon
upon which IMPATT diodes depend. Efficient charge carrier multiplica-
tion requires a relatively high current density across the junction, which
in turn raises the junction temperature. As a result, the current densities
required for reasonable efficiencies produced junction temperatures that
were too high for reliable long life operation. It was characteristic of
IMPATT diodes that they seemed to operate beat ;k-t the point where they
were just below burnout._ Now, with designs employing efficient diamond
heat sinks, good reliability may be obtainable. However, it is still true
that these devices tend to be applied by amplifier designers in a manner
that results in excessive junction temperatures.
A second difficulty with IMPATT diodes is common to most negative
resistance devices. There is no inherent isolation between input and out-
put, so that a complete amplifier must include low loss, low voltage- stand-
ing-wave-ratio circulators between stages. Careful design is required
to achieve broadband characteristics. It is extremely important to control
the load presented to the diodes. Certain kinds of mismatches may result
in near instantaneous burnout.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART OF IMPATT DIODES
LMPATT diode amplifiers can operate in a negative resistance anode
or in an injection locked mode. Because the injection locked mode has
significantly higher efficiency, IMPATT diode power amplifier develop-
ments have concentrated in this area. The injection locked amplifier is
highly nonlinear, with characteristics approaching that of a hard limiter.
It is, therefore, usable with angle modulated systems (such as frequency
modulated or quadraphase shift Keying) where only one carrier at a time
is present. With multiple carriers, intermodulat on would generally be
considered excessive. Hence, ,frequency division multiple access sys-
cons cannot usually share a single IMPATT diode power amplifier.
A lock-in bandwidth of .about 3 percent is the approximate limit
for the injection locked triode when the amplifier is driven by an unmod-
ulated carrier. For a fixed carrier frequency near band center modulated
by a digital bit stream, limited measurements made at TRW suggest
that the bit error rate becomes significant as the width of the rf spectrum
approaches the steady-state continuous wave lock-in range,
Because of these special peculiarities of IIYiPATT diode amplifiers,
they__never assumed the role of a TWTA replacement, Nor is it likely
that they will assume such a role in the future, except for special cases.
Although IMPATT diodes and associated amplifier circuitry are now
relatively well understood, other solid state devices, principally GaAs
FET9, have more desirable characteristics as a TWTA. replacement at
frequencies up to about 20 GHz. The IMPATT diode is capable of Sig-
nificantly higher power output than the Gams FET (i. e., at 10 GHz, by a
factor of six to one in laboratory devices). However, the development
of power combining technology, together with the more rapid grcwth
in GaAs FET capability largely nullify this advantage of IMPATT diodes.
The outstanding example of IMPATT diode application in a space mission
was their use in the COMSTAR beacons. However, they were used as
oscillators rattier than amplifiers in this application.
3. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR IIMPATT DIODES
The IMPATT diode amplifier appears to have a-significant fixture:
role in space at frequencies above 15 to 20 GHz--not as a replacement
for the TWTAs but in systems that can be designed to accommodate their
more restrictive characteristics. Digital systems employing time divi-
sion multiple access clearly represent a future trend. For these appli-
cations, the IMPATT diode amplifier is well suited. Power -combining
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techniques suitable for use with IMPATT diodes have been developed
at frequencies up to 40 GHz. These techniques appear to `be extendable
to 60 GHz in the relatively near term. With a more intensive develop-
ment effort, extrapolations to 86 GHz appear reasoi.able.
The tact .ology characteristics and development approaches for
IMPATT diodes are identified in the following list.
• Applications
• Output power stage in low-medium power transmitters
• Driver stage for high-power transmitters
• Technology limits
• Major applications above 10 GHz
• Upper frequency limit 200 to 300 GHz
• GaAs most useful below 15 GHz
• Si most useful, above 15 GHz
• Highly nonlinear, angle modulation, single carrier only
• Injection locked mode required for efficient operation
• 3- to 4-percent bandwidth near limit
• Approach to development
• Near-term payoff potential in materials, metallization, and
thermal design programs
• Develop DD read fabrication technology
• Develop manufacturing technology: high yield, reliability
• Develop appropriate device packaging
The required IMPATT diode technology programs are listed below.
• Develop double drift read profile devices
• GaAs
• Si
• Investigate modified junction
• Now use circular junctions
• Try ring junctions or cross junctions
• Other
• Develop improved cooling techniques
• Investigate miniature heat pipes
• Develop manufacturing technology
• Higher yield
• Improved reliability
• Lower co st
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• Develop an integrated matching circuit
• Diode itself should form the first step of the matching circuit
• Package may include a section of radial transmission line
The present state-of-the-art in terms of power output versus frequency
is shown in Figure III-7. A projection of what can be accomplished by
1983 is also included. By means of similar curves constructed at particu
Tar instants in past ti=ne, a trend of power output versus time was estab-
lished. A family of curves for different frequencies was derived in this
way, as shown in Figure III-8.
Because of the limited range of application of IMPATT diode
amplifiers, one would expect that little of the anticipated growth in
technology will be achieved through commercial funding sources. (Note
that the GaAs FET is of much more interest to a wider range of users, )
It appears that, in this country, advances in IMPATT diode technology
will require support by the defense agencies and by NASA, with seed
money being provided by internal company funding. It should be mentioned
that Japan is doing significant work with IMPATT diodes, principally
because of their commitment to Ku band space systems. NE,C is the
leading Japanese company in this endeavor. An example of a specific
development program appropriate for an IMPATT diode application
was included in Table III-1.
Although the GaAs FET now occupies center stage in the arena of
microwave solid-state development, considerable interest is still evident
in IMPATT diode work, and the literature in this field is constantly
expanding. A list of the more important literature references used in
this study is included in the Bibliography at the end of this chapter.
Visits made to organizations at the forefront of numerous developments
in IMPATT diode technology are also listed at the end of the chapter.
E. POWER COMBINERS
1.	 HISTORY
Interest in the development of efficient power combiners results
from the power limitations of solid-state amplifiers. , Power combining
can take place within the device package, or it can be accomplished by
external microwave circuitry. In-package combining was discussed
briefly under the section dealing with GaAs FETs. Although in-package
combining can, in principle, be accomplished with IMPATT diodes also,
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there is usually little incentive to do so as the junction capacitance usually
limits the upper usable frequency of these devices. Moreover, it is diffi-
cult to obtain proper load sharing between multiple negative resistance
devices in one package.
2. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS
The technology characteristics for power combiners, by category,
are:
• Applications
• Provide high power output using low power devices
• Provide increased reliability through redundancy
• Technology Limits
• In-Package Combining
• Thermal concentration
• Bandwidth constraints
•	 Circuit parasitics
•	 Reliability
•	 Circuit combining
• Combining efficiency
• Number of devices combined
• Bandwidth constraints
• Heat transfer design
• Failure modes
• Approach to Development
• Optimum balance behveen package/circuit combining
• Develop combiners using higher order. modes
• Accommodates more devices
• Extends upper frequency limit
• Attack thermal problems
• Use of miniature heat pipes
• Improved packaging geometry
The characteristics of in-package combining are:
• Paralleling of several devices'
• Useful approach with bipolar and. FET devices
• Restricts upper frequency limit
• Often not feasible with IMPATT diodes
• Junction capacitance limits upper frequency
• Poor load division
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• Use of in-package matching
• May extend upper frequency limit
• Eases bandwidth restrictions
• Reliability aspects
w Package; vulnerable to single failure
• No way to assure graceful degradation
• Thermal concentration tends to reduce MTTF
• Integrated circuit techniques may help
The characteristics of circuit combiners are:
• Resonant combiners (Raytheon, TRW)
• Power combined in single cavity
• Coupling; between devices through EM field
• Applicable to two terminal devices
•	 Combining efficiency typically 85 to 90 percent (4 to 6 devices)
• Graceful degradation may be dependent on failure mode
• Nonresonant combiners
Binary tree approach (RCA, Ford .aerospace)
• Uses cascaded 3 dB hybrids
• Combines 2N devices with N levels
• Low-risk approach
• Can provide good heat sinking
•	 Losses per level are cumulati-,,re
• Practical limit approximately 4 levels (2N = 16 devices)
•	 Graceful degradation assured
• Single, multiport divider/ combiner (Raytheon, Westinghouse)
• May use N-way hybrids
• May use radial transmission line
•	 Difficult thermal design
•	 High combining efficiency (87 percent, 12 way, X-BaAad)
• Graceful degradation assured
An important requirement for any combiner is so-called 11graceful
degradation. 11 Failure of one (or more) devices whose power is being
combined should not cause complete failure of the combiner. Circuit
combiners of the hybrid tree or radial line type will inherently possess
a graceful degradation characteristic. Cavity combiners, which are
often used with IMPATT diodes, will degrade gracefully if the diode fails
in some specified manner. For example, if it is known that an IMPATT
diode looks like a short circuit upon failure, a coupling circuit to the
cavity can be designed so that if a short is substituted for the diode,
Tittle degradation occurs. However, if the diode fails in an atypical
manner, tho complete amplifier may be disabled.
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3. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES
A projection of the power output versus time that can be achieved
(with funding) is shown in Figure 111-9 for several frequencies using
GaAs FE"Ts and IMPATT diodes. The growth in capability includes the
twofold effect of device improvement and improvement in the combiner
circuitry.
In assessing combiner status and future growth projections, several
organizations involved in this work were visited; they are listed at the end
of this chapter. A Bibliography also appears a,t the and of the chapter.
F. ELECTRON BOMBARDED SEMICONDUCTOR AMPLIFIERS
1.	 HISTORY
Electron bombarded semiconductor (EBS) devices are a hybrid
between a vacuum tube and a semiconductor device. They employ a
focused electron beam to bombard a target diode or group of diodes.
Hole-electron pairs are generated, and charge multiplication takes
place in the semiconductor material. A power gain is achieved which
is intermediate between that of a TWTA and a more conventional solid-
state amplifier. Although possessing some of the disadvantages of the
TWTA, the low power in the electron beam relative to the output power
(typically 10 to 15 percent of the output power) relieves the usual TWTA
cathode problems considerably. Likewise, the power supply of an EBS
device is intermediate in comple:dty between a TWTA power supply and
a solid -state amplifier power supply.
EBS amplifiers are limited to the frequency range from VHF to
about 4 GHz. They can provide relatively high power, compared to a
solid-state amplifier employing bipolar transistors, in that frequency
band. However,_ bipolar amplifiers, particularly with some circuit
combining, may now be approaching equivalent power levels.
A unique characteristic of the EBS amplifier is its high linearity.
In this respect, it is superior to either a conventional TWTA or a
conventional solid -state amplifier. However, the importance -of this
extreme linearity characteristic for Space communication is not appar-
ent. Where intermodulation effects cannot be kept within bounds by
normal design methods, its use may be considered.
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2. TECHNOLOGY LIMITS
At present, the only company known to be working on EBS devices
is Watkins-Johnson. A vist was made to the development group there,
and a trip report ii available from NASA. The major technology limits
and development opportunities are surnmarized below.
• Applications
• Linear power amplifier in medium power transmitters
• Fast rise time video amplifier/modulator
• Technology limits
• Upper useful frequency - approximately 4 GHz
• Demonstrated performance G. 6 GHz)
• 50 watts continuous wave
• 12 dB gain
• 200 MHz bandwidth (1 dB)
•29 percent efficiency
• Power supply more complex than SSA, simpler than TWTA
• Untested in space
• Approach to development
• Scale present design to 200 watts continuous wave (1. 6 GHz)
• Use larger diode areas or multiple diodes for higher power
0 Develop improved output matching techniques to increase
bandwidth and efficiency
• Design for space environment
•	 Resolve reliability issues
The reliability status of EBS devices is indicated as:
• On-going life test results
•	 Total test time - approximately 2?0, 000 hours (8 devices)
• Stress level - 20 to 40 watts/MM (comparable to high.
power continuous wave devices)
•	 Zero failures to date
• Open issues for 7- to 10-year life in space
• Cathode life
•	 Co.npatib lity of semiconductor target life with tube process-
ing (heating during bakeout)
• Hardening of EBS target diode against damage due to electron
beam bombardment
•	 Metalization, electromigration effects
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3.	 TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES
An estimate of technology growth during the next 5 years is shown
in Figure 1.11-10. The conservative goal viould be to redesign an EBS
device of the sort already demonstrated, so that it would be suitable for
the space environment, and upgrade its reliability. More ambitious goals
would involve scaling these devices to larger size and developing improved
output coupling circuits.
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CHAPTER IV
IMAGE COMPRESSION
A. INTRODUCTION
The vast amount of NASA/LANDSAT digital imagery has created a
significant storage and transmission problem. Image compression is a
potential solution. Unlike other topics in this Aerospace/NASA study the
image compression area must be more speculative because only a few
actual implementations have been carried to hardware design.
In this chapter, an overview is given on applications, theoretical
backgrounds, and algorithms. In addition, references are given to projects
and organizations involved with image compression. Image quality is also
considered. New technologies are addressed, and prospects for potential
algorithms are given. A majority of the projects have not been carried beyond
limited computer experimentation. Specifically, the results have been exposed
to rather limited, if any, evaluation by the potential user community.
B. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW
The following general considerations are applicable for image com-
pression algorithms. For generalized adaptive systems (i. e. , implementa-
tions for which local rate fluctuation is permitted through a post buffer)
single or multipass systems are possible, where the algorithm, scans
through the image once or several times, respectively. For the latter, a
frame buffer is required creating a prohibitive constraint for an on-board
application.
The algorithm types likely to be useful for potential implementations
are differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) and the family of transform
coding techniques. The DPCM is relatively straightforward and could be a
candidate for on-board compression. The transform coding implementation
is significantly more complicated and is not likely to be acceptable except
in a ground-based system.
Table IV-1 provides an overview of various algorithms and conserva-
tive estimates for implementable rates. The rates are in bit per pixel,
and the numbers are given for algorithms that generate reconstructed
images with negligible degradation. For higher compression rates, the
resulting degradation may not be acceptable to the user community. The
primary recommended coding algorithms are DPCM and transform coding.
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Other algorithms are listed for completeness. The last listed algorithm(frame replenishment) although quite efficient, is only appropriate for
video techniques for which significant degradations are acceptable.
Table IV-1. Algorithm Overview
PRIMARY APPLICABILITY AND RATE (bpp)
ALGORITHM TYPES 1NTRA FRAME MULTI SPECTRAL INTER-FRAME
DPCM 2-5 ? ?
HYBRID CODING 2-4 ? ?
TRANSFORM CODING 1-2.5 ? ?
RM TECHNIQUES 1-2.5 ? ?
BLOB N. A. ? N. A
CLUSTER CODING N. A. ? N. A.
FRAME REPLENISHMENT N. A. N. A. 0.2-1
N. A. - Not Applicable
Some organizations and individuals involved with image compressions
are listed in Table IV-2, and a Bibliography appears at the end of the
chapter. Although the list in the table is incomplete, it demonstrates the
university and industry activity. Special considerations should be given to
the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) project in com-
bination with Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) which developed the so-
called hybrid coding algorithm for remotely piloted vehicle application.
Although the actual development is not likely to be acceptable for high
quality image compression required by LANDSAT applications, it demon-
strates the problems associated in developing a device. Also, the DARPA/
NOSC device is the only technique available that has been carried through
hardware development.
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aTable IV-2. Organizations Active in Image Compression
Organization Individual Areas of Effort
Aerospace Corporation A. G. Tescher Entropy coded DPCM and
transform techniques,
buffer feedback
Bell Telephone Labs. B. G. Haskell Adaptive interframe coding
CDC A. E. LaBonte Micro-adaptive picture
sequencing (maps)
DARPA H. Federhen Remotely piloted vehicle
applications
Jet Propulsion Lab. E. Hilbert RM techniques, cluster
coding
NASA /AMES S. C. Knauer Three-dimensional
transform (Hadamard)
NOSC H. J. Whitehouse Hybrid coder, transform
coders, remotely piloted
vehicle hardware
Purdue University T. Huang BLOB, transform coding
RCA W. Schaming Transform techniques,
remotely piloted vehicle
hardware
Stanford University J, Goodman Optical implementations
SUNY of Buffalo A. Jain Transform techniques
Texas Instruments D. Buss Device technology, CCD
TRW A. Habibi Hybrid codings, transform
coding, DPCM, cluster
coding
University of Kansas R. Haralick Transform techniques
USC W. K. Pratt Transform coding
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C. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMAGE COTVIPRESSEON
The primary difficulty with image comer es sion is that it is an inter -
disciplinary field. Figure IV-1 indicates that a comprehensive image
compression development must rely on numerous related technologies.
USER ACCEPTABILITY
IMAGE
COMPRESSION
IMAGE QUALITY	 HARDWARE
STATISTICS
	
ATTERN RECOGNITION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Figure IV-i. Image Compression Technology
The image quality consideration. is fundamental; it is evaluated
through user acceptability. When the final destination is the human
observer, heavy emphasis must be placed on display technology. Image
compression is part of information theory which, in turn, uses statistics.
Algorithm development is heavily dependent on the results of numerical
analysis. For machine evaluation techniques, pattern recognition provides
many useful inputs. The overall cost benefits of a successful image algo-
rithm should be determined through economic analysis.
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D. IMAGE QUALITY CONSIDERATIONS
The imagery, which is the input in digital form to the image com-
pression algorithm, is derived through several steps from an analog image.
The digital image generation is performed through what is referred to here
as a conceptual sampler, which is shown in Figure IV-2. This figure
emphasizes the fact that in a typical digital image generation, numerous
degradations are introduced into the image and these degradations, including
system noise, represent information to the compression algorithm. Conse-
quently, an information preserving algorithm is equivalent to the require-
ment that the system noise be also preserved. Unless the image quality
requirements associated with the compression algorithm allow for noninfor-
mation preserving techniques, only limited compression can be achieved.
What can be achieved is dependent on the original image quality. For a
noisier image, less compression is possible.
Nn^bgi OPTICAL SYSTEMc
LOW PASS. FILTERING,
GEOMETRIC DISTORTION
IMAGE RECORD iilim, e1cL
POINT NONIINEARITY,
LOW PASS FILTERING,
NOISE GENERATION
SAMPLING PROCESS:
SAMPLED for d4slall
OUTPUT
i
LOW PASS FILLER,
"ALIASING," NOISE
GENERATION
IMAGE INPUT
Figure IV-2. Conceptual Sampler
The following issues must be addressed relative to image quality
procedures. For information preserving techniques, user evaluation is
not involved. However, for any noninformation preserving procedure, the
eventual user of the same information musk be consulted. It is important
to permit techniques of the second category. They can be high quality
procedures, but they do not guarantee that each input element (p.-tel) is
regenerated identically.
E. FUTURE PROSPECTS
Image compression in a proper implementation could achieve a con-
siderable amount of bandwidth compression for on-board implementations
and for ground-based development. t? few algorithms are listed in
Figure IV-3. Among those listed, only DPCIVI and transform techniques
are recommended for consideration. Figure IV-3 also provides time
estimate ranges :required to develop the appropriate algorithms for actual
hardware implementations. The ranges are rather speculative.
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Figure IV-3. Future Prospects and Estimates
of Development Time
Several special comments must be made. The indicated algorithms
in actuality refer to a class of algorithms rather than to a specific design.
Significant research and development effort is required before the specific
algorithm is available. The DARPA/NOSC remotely piloted vehicle
development, for example, required several years of study before a bread-
boarded design was available. The indicated time range in Figure IV-3
depends on the level of effort. The shortest period indicated assumes a
high level of development activity.
To achieve the required image quality, the desired algorithm is
expected to be highly adaptive both in algorithm parameters and in local
rate fluctuation. The field of rate-adaptive compression techniques is
relatively new and only a limited amount of information is available for
algorithm development.
The additional complexity associated with compression technology is
the speed at which the algorithm is to be implemented. Since available
channel rates are likely to be significantly higher that rates at which indi-
vidual computations can be performed, a high-speed system heavily depends
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on a large number of multiplexed independent algorithms. Design of a
m%iitiplexed system introduces additional complexity and requires signifi-
cant development effort,
F. RECOMMENDATIONS
A clear need exists in the NASA community for image coding algo-
rithms for on-board implementations and ground-based systems. The
development effort should address both of these considerations. It is
proposed that an adaptive DPCM coding system be developed that would be
adaptive through implementation of entropy coding. This type of system is
sufficiently simple for on-board implementation, yet it is also sufficiently
efficient to permit high accuracy coding for the range of 2. 5 to 3 5 bits per
pf.•cel. Although this type of system is not information preserving, it is
expected that with sufficient coordination, the user community is likely to
accept the appropriate degradations. It should also be emphasized that
although DPCM systems have been experimented with for many years, an
adaptive rate controlled system of the type proposed is still likely to take
considerable effort to develop.
For a high degree of compression, although with added complexity,
rate adaptive techniques using transform coding should be actively pursued.
The potential achievable rates with these systems may be as low as i bit
per ptcel. Although immediate on-board implementation is not likely,
should an efficient design be obtained for ground-based implementation,
subsequent on-board consideration might be appropriate. Although there
are several years of experience with transform coding, immediately
implementable algorithms are not available.
In addition to algorithm development, a coordinated study-project
with user communities should be encouraged to determine what degradations
are acceptable to them. These studies should consider two areas. First, it
should be determined what the impact is, if any, of the coder induced de-
gradation on the eventual use of the imagery. For example, what is the
degradation in terms of classification accuracy of a compressed multi-
spectral data versus the one which was transmitted without any compression
algorithm.. Second, it should be determined what the inherent inaccuracy
is in the basic information. It is degraded by sensor noise, quantization
effects, and other noise components introduced by the imaging system. If
this system noise information is available, it can serve as a design guideline
on what is permitted as noise introduction by the compressor.
The hybrid technology relevent and appropriate to image coding should
be monitored, encouraged, and possibly funded. Although it is premature
to state whether an all-digital system is more likely to be implemented
than one using analog components, potential advantages of analog processes
are quite likely. Specific areas are appropriate to transform implementa-
tions through either optical or CCD device technology and focal plane
processors.
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In general, since hardware implementations that are directly appli-
cable to image coding are essentially nonexistent, should an algorithm/
coder development begin it is important to carry the design through at
least breadboard development to obtain reasonable experience.
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CHAPTER V
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A. MULTIPLE ACCESS SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
ARCHITECTURE
1.	 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this portion of the study is to briefly describe the
nature of multiple access (MA) satellite communications architecture and to
identify architectural issues that affect hardware and software design.
To achieve the above purpose requires a brief description of 14LA sys-
tems. We assume tiiat there are M earth stations (ESs) desiring to commu-
nicate to each other by using digital modulation to send blocks of bits (called
"Packets"). The connectivity of MZ -M possible different communication
links is provided by a satellite in geostationary orbit. There are M users
seeking access to the satellite's basic resource: bandwidth. Bandwidth is
allocated according to assignments to users of periodic, disjoint time slots,
disjoint frequency bands, and orthogonal signals of fixed bandwidth (Time,
Frequency, and Code divisions of the basic resource). A multiple access
algorithm (NCAA) is that procedure whereby each user uses Time, Frequency
and Code to communicate through the satellite to other users. A multiple
access system is a combination of hardware and software that supports the
MAA.
The NLAA architecture, or functional organization, is illustrated in
Figure V-i. The MAA must schedule users on the channel by assigning them
Time, Frequency, or Code. The scheduler generates assignments after
having received reservations from the users informing the scheduler of
traffic status. The process by which reservation and schedule information
is produced is performed by the control function. Finally, the communica-
tion function is provided by communication links that enable the actual
physical transfer of information.
These functions are illustrated in Table V-i for three well-known
MAAs (Ref. t). Using fixed assignment schemes such as TDMA (time divi-
sion multiple access) and FDMA (frequency division multiple access), there
are no reservations and a fixed schedule (independent of system state) of
time slots and frequency bands, respectively. For these fixed assignment
MAAs, control is provided by frame synchronizations to distinguish time
slots in TDMA, and frequency guard bands to distinguish frequency bands in
FDMA. In the random access/reservation MAA, users make their traffic
requests by sending whenever a new packet arrives at the ES. This random
access produces reservations, which are scheduled in turn according to a
first-in first-out rule. The system is controlled by each user listening to
the rebroadcast satellite downlink to update its own queueing (schedule) tables.
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Figure V-1. Ntultiple Access Algorithms; Basic
Functional Organization
At this point it is appropriate to introduce the notion of system (or
network) performance, Network performance is a tiubjective concept, since
ultimately the users generating and receiving traffic are human. Fortu-
nately, there is a variety of quantitative measures of performance. Exam-
ples of these are given in Table V-2 and are self-explanatory. Perhaps the
most important performance measure is the delay - throughput trade-off.
This trade-off expresses the fundamental fact that as message throughput,
P. increases, the delay, D, between message generation and reception also
increases. 'Throughput in this context is defined by
_ A
p —h
where
11 average number of bits per second sent over satellite
channel by all users
R= bit rate available from satellite bandwidth and the
modulation/ coding scheme uaed
We see that, intuitively, if A were to exceed R, then there would be more
bits generated per second than the number transmittable per second, thereby
resulting in an ever increasing queue and delay at the ES transmitters. This
relationship between D and p, expressed as D(p), depends only on the NIAA
and the statistical characteristics of the user traffic. Special qualities such
as fairness to users of the channel assignments and stability ;' of the TNL`Lk
1 An MAA is stable if small increases in p produce small increases in D.
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Table )r -1. Examples: Basic Functions of Three Simple MAAS
TDMA
	
FDMA
	 RANDOM ACCESS/ RESERVATION
RESERVATION NONE NONE RANDOM ACCESS MODE
SCHEDULE
CONTROL
Table V-2. Specific Network Performance Measures
• ACCESSIBILITY
PROBABILITY THAT NETWORK OVERLOAD WILL CAUSE
• FAILURE TO ACCESS SYSTEM
• FAILURE OF DATA TRANSFER
DURING A GIVEN TIME PERIOD OF A DAY
• ACCURACY
• PROBABILITY OF DATA LOSS
• PROBABILITY OF INCORRECTLY DELIVERED DATA
• EFF I C I ENCY
PROBABILITY THAT x PERCENT OF ALL NETWORK REQUESTS ARE
SATISFIED WITHIN y SECONDS OF REQUEST INITIATION
• RELIABILITY
PROBABILITY THAT EQUIPMENT FAILURE IN A GIVEN YEAR WILL CAUSE
• A FAILURE TO ACCESS THE NETWORK
• INCORRECT NETWORK CONNECTION
FIXED FIXED FIRST IN. FIRST OUT
FRAME SYNC GUARD BANDS RE-BROADCAST,
QUEUE TABLE UPDATE
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are accounted for in the D(p) function. These ideas are qualitatively
illustrated in Table V-3, where the D vs R relationship is also shown.
Table V-3 summarizes the basic performance and functional issues asso-
ciated with *Y1AAs.
An interesting observation is that the very best schedules for all users
would be obtained if these were no need to first communicate traffic require-
ments or to have any information flow to organize the use of the channel.
In other words, if a magic genie could instantly know the traffic status of all
users he could then provide the most efficient schedule for them to use.
This model enables a simple queueing analysis to be used to get the best
system performance (Ref. 2).
The fundamental design-performance issues regarding satellite Nf.A
systems are illustrated in Figure V-2. It also shows the basic functional
subsystems of any satellite IMA system: modulation system of the ES, the
satellite ,functions, and the NLAk. The left-hand input to each system is a
design issue, and the right-hand outputs are performance issues. So in the
case of the modulation function, its design issues of receiver front end
design, Time/Frequency/Code channelization, modulation scheme and coding
all combine to produce the fundamental communication link performance.
The satellite function, driven by on-board processing capability, antenna
systems and available power, produces computational support for the NLAA
and communication link support. Finally, the overall network performance
is determined by (1) the NIAA and its prime supporting functiota : ' of commu-
nication. link performance and computational ability, and (Z) the user traffic
the IAA must support, In Tables V-4 and V-5 are succinct elaborations of
the relationship between design and performance issues in the viA5
architecture.
It should be clear from the above discussion how basic architectural
issues impact technology areas such as ES and satellite design. In the
sequel, we will elaborate on the impact of three of these areas: (1) network
performance due to the location of the bLAA controller function, (2) network
performance due to modulation scheme and ES design, and (3) synchroniza-
tion requirements due to the use of time-slot channelization. Before we
present these discussions, we will review the state of the art of NLA systems
for satellite communications.
To aid in conducting this study, we contacted several organizations
involved in related efforts. A list of these organizations appears at the end
of the chapter.
2. STATE OF THE ART OF VLULTIPLE ACCESS SYSTEMS
FOR SATELLITE COMMUNICATION
A brief description of seven satellite systems that use some form of
demand assigned VLA system is given in Table V-6. Three systems are in
the active planning stage, and four are operational (on orbit). In the present
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Table V-3, Multiple Access Systems: Multiple Access Algorithm (MAA)
•RESERVATION FUNCTION ACQUIRES
REQUESTS FOR SCHEDULING
*SCHEDULER ASSIGNS CHANNEL
RESOURCES TO USERS
•CONTROLLER - THE MECHANISM
FOR DISTRIBUTING RESERVATION
AND SCHEDULE INFORMATION
PERFORMANCE
• USER TRAFFIC PARAMETERS
- MESSAGE STATISTICS
MESSAGE PRIORITIES
- .MESSAGE DELAY
CONSTRAINTS
- 
NUMBER OF USERS
RECON F'IGURABILITY
RESERVATION FUNCTION, SCHEDULER, AND CONTROLLER
ALL INTERACT TO PRODUCE THE FUNDAMENTAL MAA
PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR THE PARTICULAR TRAFFIC
TYPE SERVED;
DELAY VS. THROUGHPUT ( D VS 0) TRADE-OFF
D
1
1
I
	
I	
P
^0	 1
FOR FIXED Pa
 AND OFFERRED USER TRAFFIC % THE
AVAILABLE DATA RATE R DRIVES THE DELAY VS.
THROUGHPUT TRADE-OFF;
	
Dll	 D I	 w'
	
^	 I	 P	 R
i kO4^
0	 I	 0	 I	 0	
R0	 1	 P	 0 A	 R	 o ^^
•D VS. d 'TRADE-OFF
0 MAA STABILITY
* FAIRNESS TO USER
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Figure V-2. Satellite Multiple Access Systems: Design-
Performance Relationships
Table V-4. Multiple Access Systems: Satellite Functions
AFFECTED AREA Of
DESIGN PARAMETER BENEFIT TO MAA NETWOIIK PERFORMANCE COST TO SYSTEM
ON-BOARD PROCESSING OCOMPUTATIONAL SUPPORTI •REDUCTION IN DELAY TO DELIVER SPACECRAFT LOGIC
-RESERVATION FUNCTION
	
SCHEDULE INFORMATION SINCE
CAN QUEUE REQUESTS	 CONTROL DISTANCE LESS THANTHAT OF A GROUND CONTROLLER
•SCHEDULER
	
.OR-
-COMPUTE SERVICE	
*INCREASED THROUGHPUTORDER AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION
-CONTROLLER
DISTRIBUTE SCHEDULE
AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
INFORMATION
*COMMUNICATION LINK
	
OR£DUCTION IN DELAYS SIGNAL PROCESSING
PERFORMANCE IMPROVE- WWI LOCIC
MENT	
-OR-
-ENHANCEMENT CF LINK *INCREASED THROUGHPUTCAPACITY .BY DECODE/
RECODE (UPLINK POWER
REDUCED$ RECEIVE
ANTRNNA'S SIZE REDUCED)
ANTENNA SYSTEMS •COMMUNICATION LINK PER- 	 *REDUCED MESSAGE DELAYS'I WEIGHT, POWER
-MULTIPLE BEAMS FORMANCE IMPROVEMENT	 OR- REQUIREMENTS
-USE OF ASPATIAL DEGREE •INCREASED THROUGHPUT INCREASE. ON-
-ANTENNA SWITCHING OF FREEDOM TO INCREASE BOARD PROCE3300
AVAILABLE RESOURCE	 I REQUIRED
-INCREASE IN LOCAL CHANNEL
CAPACITY DUE TO INCREASED 
DIRECTIVITY
	
E
POWER *COMMUNICATION LINK	 1	 •REDUCED MESSAGE DELAY POWER
PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMEy T	 -OR-
-INCREASE IN CHANNEL	 *INCREASED THROUGHPUT
CAPACITY (AVAILABLE
DATA RATE)
Table V-5. Multiple Access Systems: Earth Stations/ Modulation Systems
AFFECTED AREA OF
DESIGN PARAMETERS	 BENEFIT TO MAA	 NErVORK PERFORMANCE	 COST TO SYST
*RECEIVER FRONT END *COMMUNICATION LINK PEA- 0 REDUCED MESSAGE DELAYS COOLER LNR
-REDUCE NOISE TEMP, FORMANCE IMPROVEMENT .OR- LARGER:
	 RECEIVED I	 -MAINTAIN DESIRED P AT *INCREASED THROUGHPUT ANT£.VNAS
AVERAGE POWER HIGHER DATA RATE
•TIME/ FREQ. /CODE/
	
*COMMUNICATION LINK PER- *REDUCED MESSAGE DELAYS H/W DESIGN AND
CHANNELIZATION
	
	
FORMANCE IMPROVEMENT 	 •OR-	 COMPLEXITY
-MODULAT ION TYPE DEPENDS *INCREASED THROUGHPUT
ON CHANNELIZATION
• CHANNELIZATtON DIRECTLY
AFFECTS DELAY
•MODULATION SCHEME	 •COMMUNICATION LINK PER- •REDUCED MESSAGE DELAYS H/W DESIGN AND
AND CODING	 FORMANCE	 -OR-	 COMPLEXITY
CHOICE OF MODULATION/
	
*INCREASED THROUCHPUT
CODING AFFECT ERROR
RATE P., MODULATION
EFFICIENCY (DATA RATE
USED/REQUIRED BANDWIDTH),
AND REQUIRED EbIN,
-SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM
DIRECTLY AFFECTS THROUGH-
PUT
	 i
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Table V-6. Some Current Satellite Demand Assigned Multiple Acce......,,,..,.....
SYSTEM SPONSOR STATUS MULTIPLE ACCESS ALGORITHM REF.
tNTELSAT-IV INTELSAT/ OPERATIONAL *RESERVATION TDMA/SCPC/DA/FDMA. 3(SPADE) COMSAT
•CIRCUIT SWITCHING
*DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
MARISAT COMSAT, RCA, OPERATIONAL 34ITT, WU
FM/SCPC(VOICE► RESERVED(TELEX)
	
CIRCUIT SWITCHINGTDMA 
*CENTRALIZED CONTROL
MAROTS EUROPEAN OPERATIONAL •RANDOM ACCESS/RESERVATION/TDMA 3s
SPACE AGENCY *CIRCUIT SWITCHING
*DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
SS-TDMA INTELSAT/ DESIGN •SS,TDMA, DEMAND ASSIGNED 30
JAPAN/KDD -CENTRALIZED CONTROL
AFSATCOM R AF/SAMSO DESIGN •ALGORITHMS CONSIDERED FOR SPECIAL MODES; 13
/AEROSPACE TDMA, TDMA WITH POLLING f RESERVATIONS,
S•ALOHA
*CENTRALIZED CONTROL
SATELLITE IBM, DESIGN *RESERVATION TDMA 36
BUSINESS AETNA, HUGHE *CIRCUIT SWITCHED
SYSTEMS *CENTRALIZED CONTROL
SATNET ARPA/BAN/ OPERATIONAL •RESERVATION TDMA 7
COMSAT/LINKA EXPERIMENT *ROUND ROBIN TDMA
BIT •CPODA/TDMA
*PACKET SWITCHED
•'HYBRID CONTROL
context, "circuit switched" means channel assignments are made irrespective
of the users' amount of traffic, while "packet switched" means particular
channel assignments allow transmission of particular numbers of packets,
previously reserved. The control structures will be explained below.
All but one of these systems described use simple forms of IAAAs
and as such do not fully represent the state of current research (Ref. 3).
The exception is SATNET, which uses the most advanced MAA architecture
(in the author's opinion); thus it will be briefly described.
The SATNET experiment is sponsored by DARPA to accomplish these
goals (Ref. 4):
• Define and refine demand assignment multiple access
protocols for broadcast packet satellite networks.
• Obtain data through experiment and simulation for the
design and planning of future satellite networks.
• Demonstrate the actual operation of a packet satellite
network with elaborate demand assignment multiple
access algorithms.
Toward these goals, DARPA obtained use of 64 kbps channel in transponder
Vo. 10 of an INTELSAT IV-A Atlantic satellite. The network consists of
four ESs, three standard INTELSAT ESs and a smaller, unattended ES built
by Comsat Laboratories. A summary of pertinent ES characteristics is
presented in Table V-7. Furthermore, the SATNET experiment, in keeping
with the goal of obtaining data to support the design and planning of future
satellite networks, is intensely concerned with the problem of serving users
with mined rates and different traffic demands. Accordingly, the "small"
ES, while able to transmit at the full 64 kbps information rate of the other
three ESs, is able to receive at only one-fourth of that rate, 16 kbps. The
traffic types forming the mixture are "bursty" and "non-bursty, " and each
type of traffic is associated with a priority, indicating the significance of the
messages, and a delay constraint (a time interval within which the message
must be received to preserve its usefulness). Bursty traffic is characterized
by messages with a large variance on both interarrival times and message
duration, while non-bursty traffic is defined as messages with very small
variance on interarrival times and message duration. Examples of bursty
traffic are computer-to-computer and computer-to-terminal traffic.
Examples of non-bursty traffic are packetized speech and packetized fac-
simile. Finally, bursty traffic users can tolerate large variations in message
delays, while non-bursty users cannot.
The SATNET experiment is studying three types of NL4A: Reservation
TDMA (Ref. 5), a type of polling applied to TDhiA called Round-Robin
(Ref. 6), and a very advanced vL4A called "Contention Based Priority
Oriented Demand Assignment," or CPODA. The first two ViAAs are well
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Table V-7. SATNET Experiment; Earth Station Parameters
(UNCODED) INFORMATION RATES
TYPE Or E3 LOCATION	 G/T (DR/°KI ANTENNA DESCRIPTION
SMALL, CLARKSBURG, MD	 29.7 FIXED REFLECTOR, 64 kbpe	 16 kbpo
UNATTENDED MULTIPLE-BEAM
TORUS
STANDARD - ETA%J, W. VA.	 30.7 97' DISH 63 kbpa	 63 kbp•
INTELSAT - CCONHCLLY,
GREAT BRITIAN
• TANUM, SWEDEN
Table V-8. The SATNET Experiment; Basic Function
of C PODA Schedule r
QUALITATIVE EXAMPLE OF SERVICE ORDERING
:MESSAGE PRIORITY	 MESSAGE DELAY CONSTRAINT	 ORDER OF SERVICE
HIGH SHORT	 1
LOW SHORT	 2
HIGH LONG	 3
LOW LONG	 4
covered in the literature. CPODA, specially designed by researchers(Ref. 7) at Bolt, Baranek and Newman, Inc. , and Linkabit, Inc. , to handle
the general traffic mix described above, is the most promising MAA of the
three, so only CPODA will be described here.
The goal of the CPODA algorithm is to obtain best use of satellite
channel capacity, subject to user message delay constraints, user priorities,
and a mix of user data rates. The approach taken is simply described.
Based on a reservation system, the CPODA. algorithm schedules channel time
for each transmitter according to some desired function of message priority
and delay. Only enough time is assigned to a sender for its currently queued
messages,
The CPODA scheduler seeks to assign time slots to users in such a
way that both message delay-constraints are accounted for in some "fairy'
way. In Table V-8 this point is illustrated. It is deemed fair to schedule a
high-priority, short delay-constraint message before a message with low
priority and long delay-constraint.
The reservation and control functions of CPODA are more readily
explained with the aid of Figure V-3. There we see that the CPODA MAA
has a basic time-frame structure. Each CPODA frame consists of an infor-
mation subframe (ISF) and a control subframe (CSF). The duration of each
CPODA frame is fixed. The duration of the CSF plus the duration of the
ISF must always equal the duration of the CPODA frame, allowing the dura-
tion of ISF and CSF to vary according to this constraint.
The CSF is used to send control information and to make reservations.
Scheduling, accomplished during the ISF, is executed by sending schedule
information during the CSF on control packets.
The basic access control problem is: how to inform users of the
schedule? The CPODA MAA must account for mL—ced information rates(recall that the small station cannot receive high rate control information).
Also, CPODA must recognize that centralized control incurs two round-trip
delays and distributed control incurs one round-.trip delay, but is sensitive
to noise, two points that will be expanded upon below. The current control
function uses distributed control to schedule large ESs and uses one or more
large ES to act as a central controller to inform small ESs of their schedule.
Reservations are made in two modes, contention and piggyback. In
the contention mode, users that are not currently scheduled use random
access during the CSF to inform the scheduler of new packets and their
priorities and delay constraints. Once a user is scheduled and transmitting
packets during the ISF, reservations may be placed by adding reservation
information as overhead on transmitted packets (piggybacking) • :Naturally,
this reservation mode reduces the number of users contending during the
CSF to make reservations.
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Finally, the duration of the ISF adapts to traffic load, increasing or
decreasing as the traffic increases or decreases, respectively.
The CPODA algorithm is currently used in SATNET. Measurements
of performance have been made, but are not analyzed as yet.
3. IMPACT OF MULTIPLE ACCESS SYSTEM ARCHI-
TECTURE ON TECHNOLOGY
At this point we have enough background to discuss examples showing
how MA system architecture can affect hardware requirements. We will
discuss aspects of the impact of controller architecture on hardware
requirements, the relationship between MAA, modulation type, and ES
design, and the effect of time-domain channelization on synchronization
requirements.
a.	 Impact of Controller Architecture
First we discuss controller architecture with the aid of Figure V-4.
We show five basic system architectures resulting from combinations of
satellite on-board. processing capability, satellite antenna systems, and
controller location. Each architecture in the figure is denoted by a number,
and the dark shading indicates the location of the controller (a circle stands
for the satellite and a square is the ES).
Architecture i consists of a broadcast, transponding satellite with
distributed control. A reservation request from any user ES is sent to the
satellite and rebroadcast to all users who, using identical scheduling
algorithms residing in each ES, create the next schedule for the reserved
messages. There is a one-hop or one-round-trip delay time incurred (as a
minimum) to schedule any user. We also see that scheduling conflicts are
avoided only if all ESs correctly receive reservation requests. So commu-
nication link performance affects the scheduling function, and the overall
communication link is affected by the uplink and downlink individually.
Architecture 2 uses a broadcast satellite with centralized control. A
user's reservation must make one hop to inform the controller of a request,
and the user must wait another round-trip time to get schedule response.
Naturally, the communication link, if noisy, will affect the scheduler.
Architecture 3 uses a broadcast satellite with on-board processing(OBP) ability. The communication links (up and down) can be improved
using OBP. Having the controller and scheduler on the satellite enables the
user to wait only for his request to reach the satellite and schedule informa-
tion, to return before he sends his message, resulting in a one-round-trip
delay, minimum.
Architecture 4 is functionally the same as 2 if OBP and beam switching
are present in the satellite. Architecture 5 is functionally the same as (3)
if OBP and beam switching are present in the satellite. The use of spot
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beams can improve communication link performance at the cost of OBP
requirements.
As summarized in Figure V-4, architectures 1, 3, 5 have the same
minimum schedule delay of one round-trip time, and architectures 2 and 4
have a two round-trip time delay. Further, communication link performance
is directly affected by controller location, OBP, and antenna directivity.
It appears from this simple discussion that Multiple Access System
Architecture directly affects the hardware areas of antenna systems and
communication links, as well as network performance as measured by the
component of message delay due to scheduling.
b.	 Relationship Between NIAA, Modulation Type, and
ES Design
In this section, discussion is facilitated by defining these basic
quantities:
D = Message delay
R = Satellite available ba st rate (bps)
Pe
 = Probability of bit error on the transmission link
Eb = Energy per bit per received carrier
C = Average received radiated power
No = One-sided receiver white noise power spectral density
A = Total offered traffic (bps)
We assume for simplicity that we are using a transponding satellite that is
downlink limited.
The purpose here is to relate the performance of the MAA, the modu-
lation system, and the ES design as constrained by the key ratio C/No.
We begin by noting that for any given MAA and traffic type we have
the relationship
D hMAA (R); R >A	 (1)
where hMAA (-) is a function depending on the MAA, and we are constrained
to have R > A to ensure D < m as noted in Section i. Now the communication
link is characterized by
Eb
Pe 9MOD N	 (Z)0
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where ghtod (.) depends on the particular modulation scheme used on the
link. Formula (2) holds for any type of Time/Frequency/Code channeliza-
tion. Also, for any Time / Frequency/Cod y; channelization, we can write(2) as
_	 C
Pe gMod(707)	 (')
because
Eb T  C	 C
N N - NR	 ()0	 0	 0
where
Tb = R duration of i bit on channel
	
C/N
	 E_
D h	 °	 >_ A b	 (5)
	MT A.A g-1	 (P) No	 NoMOD e )
Formula ( 5) should be interpreted as follows. First, gvl^D (•) is simply
the inverse fuaction of g %
	
(' ) ^ which of course exists since P e is
monotonically decreasing in E b /N° . Second, (4) implies
E
.R bN	 (6)
	
O	 O
which, when combined with the constraint R > A in (i), gives the constraint
on C/No in (5). Finally, (5) and (6) are two relationships that together show
how D varies with C/No for fixed traffic, Pe, modulation, and NLAA. The
process leading to (5) and ( 6) is illustrated in Figure V-5.
It is useful to consider a particular example to demonstrate these
ideas. Suppose we consider the standard fixed assignment &LrkAs frequency
division multiple access (FDMA) and time division multiple access (TDMA).
We assume that all ESs have the same type of single-packet message traffic
characterized by Poisson arrival statistics and b bits per packet. Then
defining
H(p) = -2 - p)	 (7)
T = round-trip propagation delay time
e
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Figure V-5. Relationship Between MAA, Modulation Type, and ES Design
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we have (Ref. 2)
D = hMAA (R)	 (8)
where
Mb H (AR)+ T; MAA = FDMA
hMAA (R ) =	 (9)
Mb
	 (A - (2 " I + T ; TMAA = T D 1vtA
(Observe that the average delay for TDMA is considerably smaller than for
FDMA as M increases.) Now let us further assume we use binary coherent
phase shift keyed modulation and no coding. Then we have (Ref. 8)
P= g ( Eb) = 1---	 e:cg
 - ^2 dv	 t 1 Q)e MOD \ No ^ f	 ..
aEb
No
Formula (10) can be accurately inverted by using the formula (Ref. 9)
2
E  _ -1	 _ i	 a1 + a 2 Z + a3Z2
-g	 (P }-	 Z -N o 	MOD e 2
	 1 +a 4 Z  + a 5 Z 2 + a6Z3
where
Z	 -2 In (Pe)
a 1 =	 2. 515517
a2 = 0.802853
a3 = 0.010328
a4 = 1.432788
a 5	 0.189269
a 6
	
0.001308
f error ( < 4.5 X 10 + 4 for Pe e[o, 0.5]
(1i)
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Assuming lvf 1000 ESs, b = 1000 bits/pkt, and each ES's picket generation
rate of X = 0. 1 pkt/sec we get A = Mb% = 10 5 bps2 We also consider
Pe = 10-7 and Pe = 0- 6 , corresponding to Eb/No = 11. 3 dB and 9. 6 dB,
respectively. Using these values in (5) and (6) produces the curves shown
in Figures V-6 and V-7, where for convenience we have plotted D - T instead
of D. These curves plainly show the system architect how to trade off D for
C/N0 and R for given traffic, P e , and fined assignment MAA.
C.	 Effect of Time Domain Channelization on Synchronization
Requirements
The use of time-slot channelization in the various forms of TDMA
systems requires that each user ES know precisely the beginning and end of
each time slot so that the ES can correctly extract the bits destined for it.
Similarly, each ES must know when to begin transmission so that its bit
stream in its assigned slot arrives at the satellite transponder without over-
lapping bursts from any other ES. The problem of determining the correct
times to receive and transmit time slots is called the "time synchronization"
problem. In the present context, another term, "network synchronization,'"
will refer to the problem of keeping unconflicted schedule information known
to all ESs.
The purpose of this section is to show that insofar as time synchroni-
zation is required by time-slot channelization, present systems demonstrate
the ability to maintain time synchronization at rates exceeding 50 Mbps. In
fact, Table V-9 (taken from Ref. 10) shows 16 currently operating TDMA
satellite communication systems. The identifier and sponsor of the system
are given, along with the name of the class of time synchronization method
used (see Ref. 10 for descriptions of these methods). Also, the number of
preamble symbols, guard times, and frame times are listed, as well as the
modem type and bit rate. In Table V-9 there are at least 13 system's
operating with time synchronization systems supporting TDMA using bit
rates of at least 50 yibps. All systems listed in this table operate with at
least 901a frame efficiency (total preamble + guard time in a frame)/(frame
duration) < 0. 10.
We conclude that the technology required to support high rate TDMA
time synchronization is mature and need not be an area of major research
and development for current purposes.
4.	 RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADVANCE THE STATE OF
THE ART
The purpose of this section is to indicate actions that could be taken
to advance our ability to design and build effective multiple access systems.
The approach ,recommended here is intended to reduce the gap between -the
theory of multiple access algorithms and architecture and the practice of
satellite communication systems
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Table V-9. Summary of TDMA Synchronization Systems
• INTELSAT SYSTEMS
IDENTIFIER CLASS OF SYNCHRONIZATION
PREAMBLE
(0 OF SYMBOLS)
GUARD TIME
(no)
(FRAME
I	 Brat MODEM
RATE
Mb/a)
MATE REFERENCE DURST WITH 82 220 125 20 CPSK 6.176
SELF-RANGING
MAT 1 REFERENCE DURST WITH 52 100 125 40 CPSK 50
TDMA- I SELF-RANGING BURST- or
INCOHERENT (SERIAL) 40 DCPS
DETECTION
INTELSAT REFERENCE BURST WITH 72 60 750 40 CPSK 61
TDMA SELF-RANGING
TDMA-2 REFERENCE BURST WITH 30 60 125 40 CPSK 50
SELF- RANGING
TDMA REFERENCE BURST +SELF- 72 35 750 40 CPSK 120
TEST-BED LOCK, OR FEEDBACK OR
SLAVE
{
• JAPAN
IDENTIFIER CLASS OF SYNCHRONIZATION
PREAMBLE
f OF 3YMBOLS
I GUARD TIME
(nal
FRAME(
(w) I MODEM
RATE
tb/al
SMAX REFERENCE BURST, CLOCK 36 0 125 4o PSK 13.664(E CL) COHERENT
TTT REFERENCE BURST WITH 38 < 100 125 4o OPSK 50
(KDD) LOW-LEVEL RANGING
T/F REFERENCE/FEEDBACK 45 (LO) 60 125 &0 CPSK 90
(KDD) (SPOT BEAM)
Fujitsu REFERENCE BURST. SO 750 2, DCPSK 40
SATELLITE-SWITCHED,
SYNC. WINDOW
NTT REFERENCE BURST, CLOCK 63 10 328 2r0 CPSK 100
COHERENT
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Table V-9. Summary of TDIYIA Synchronization Systems (Continued)
• EUROPE
IDENTIFIER CLASS OF SYNCHRONIZATION
PREAMBLEC	 OF SYMBOLS) GUARD TIMEI(no) FRAMERP (s)	 :MODEM RATE(Mb /s)
FRANCO- REFERENCE BURST WITH 40 80 750 240 DPSK
14%1
100,50
GERMAN SELF-RANGING BURST- DPSK
COHERENT (PARALLEL)
DETECTION
ESTEC/ REFERENCE BURST, 130 750 4o DCPSK 60,
ESA SATELLITE SWITCHED 90 l80
ESA LOW-LEVEL M- SEQUENCE <100 4w CPSK 90,100
TDMA
	 ,
*CANADA
IDENTIFIER	 CLASS OF SYNCHRONIZATION
PREAMBLE
I (N OF SYMBOLS)
I GUARD TIMEJ
(no)
FRAME
1	 (us) (MODEM
RATE
((Mb/s)
TELESAT REFERENCE BURST 48 196 250 4n CPSK 61.248
TDMA
CENSAR CENTRALIZED 31 < 30 125 2,o DPSK 65
32.5
• USA
IDENTIFIER CLASS OF SYNCHRONIZATION
PREAMBLE	 GUARD TIME
i 
to 
OF SYMBOLS) I	 (no)
r R"AME	 RATE
Qs)
	 MODEM	 (Mb/s)
DSCS LOW-LEVEL SPREAD- 18 100 832  CPSK	 '40, 20,
MCA) SPECTRUM, COHERENT
14w
10
DETECTION
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Toward this end, a series of system engineering studies should be
undertaken to clarify certain key architectural issues and to accurately
model the interplay of the multiple access system functional (architectural)
requirements and the design parameters of the supporting hardware and
software.
a. Key Architectural Issues
As indicated in the discussion of the SATNET experiment, a prime
area of interest is MAAs that can yield desirable delay-throughput trade-
offs while supporting traffic consisting of a diverse mixture of message
lengths, rates, priorities, and delay constraints. There are ba3ic papers
in MAA research (Refs. b, 11) concerning a mixed user class, but much
more work needs to be done to account for the great diversity of communi-
cations requirements (Ref. 12).
Another key architectural issue is network synchronization. Here we
are fundamentally concerned with enabling all users to maintain conflict••
free schedules. Effective network synchronization should enable users to
readily measure network scheduling states, to readily enter or leave the
network, and to avoid and if necessary detect and correct schedule conflicts.
It appears that there is only one generally available work on this network
synchronization problem (Ref. 7), and this work results from the SATNET
experiment..
The final architectural issue of importance here is inter operability
of terrestrial and satellite communication networks. The enormous sunk-
costs of present terrestrial equipment and satellite network ground stations
strongly argue for their continued use to fully amortize their value. There-
fore, the existence of this equipment constrains the development of satellite
communication networks in ways that require further study.
b. Interplay Between System Architecture and Hardware
Two important aspects of the interplay between architecture and
hardware need further exploration. The first, described above, is the
relationship between MAA, modulation system, and ES design. The second
aspect concerns the impact of on-board processing. There are at least
four significant factors regarding on-board processing that would affect
overall network performance;
• Communication link performance
• Location of MAA control and schedule functions
• Multi-beam antenna switching
• Capability to store and forward packets
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	C,	 Specific Recommendations
To achieve the understanding of key issues outlined above, we
recommend the creation and exercise of a satellite communication network
simulator, followed by a series of specialized studies to explore issues that
appear significant in the first simulation experiments.
The satellite communication network simulator should be a software
package that enables accurate modeling of MAAs of interest as well as basic
system architectures and hardware. An internal subroutine would produce
measurements of network performance. Naturally, certain restrictions on
generality should be made to permit an initial program to be written and
debugged in a reasonable time. For example, modulation could be restricted
to N-CPSK and coding restricted to convolutional. User traffic models could
be classified by the method described earlier (bursty, non-bursty,
priority, and delay- constraint). Earth stations could be modeled according
to the antenna systems, front ends, power levels, and channelizations (see
Introduction). The MAAs will require fairly sophisticated programming
methods to treat them generically, and this can be avoided by restricting the
admissible class of NLAAs. Work at The Aerospace Corporation (Ref. 13)
uses a technique whereby MAAs are constructed as a combination of sub-
algorithms that are common to all MAAs and those sub-algorithms, change-
able by an expert programmer, that are unique to the particular MAA of
interest. Finally, all these subsystems must be tied together in the program
according to the architectural designs under consideration (e. g. , according
to the impact of a particular on-board processor).
Such a simulation study would require a sophisticated computer pro-
grammer, preferably expert in discrete event simulation, and a satellite
communication system engineer who is familiar with MAAs. It is expected
that a simulator could be written, debugged, and exercised by this team
over a i-year period to produce useful understanding of the architecture-
hardware interplay.
Based on ongoing results from this basic study, areas of particular
interest may be discerned, and these can be investigated with separate
studies.
B. SURVEY OF ERROR CORRECTING CODES
	i .	 OVERVIEW
It has been recognized for some time that error correcting codes can
be used on a satellite communication channel to provide a significant reduc-
tion in transmitter power requirements. It was later realized that some of
the algorithms used for error correction can also be used to increase data
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throughput in a bandlimited channel. Such codes are attractive with regard to
hardware requirements because:
•	 Encoders can be implemented with very simple hardware, and
thus can be placed on-board a satellite,
,
•	 Decoders require complex hardware, but can usually be located
on the ground. This is true in satell.i.te -to -ground links, where
coding can be used to reduce the satellite transmitter power
requirements or to increase the link margin.
For example, a rate 1/2, constraint length 7 convolutional code used with
a maximum likelihood (Viterbi) decoder saves approximately 5 dB of trans-
mitter -power on a Gaussian channel, This is currently the most popular
choice for error correction equipment, and has been used on military com-
munication links at data rates up to about tO Mbps,
Figure V-8 summarizes the performance of various combinations of
modulation and coding techniques on a Gaussian channel. All these codes can
be implemented as ground equipment with reasonable complexity. Table V - i 0
defines the data points on the figure, There are some general conclusions
that can be drawn from this figure;
•	 In the power-limited region, currently known coding techniques
are within 3 to 4 dB of the Shannon. limit. Although it is possible
that better algorithms could be devised, the additional payoff in
coding gain would be small compared to that already realized by
current techniques.
0	 In the bandwidth-limited region, there is room to improve
throughput,
•	 Coding for a Gaussian channel is a fairly mature technology in
the sense that the gap between encoded PSK: and the Shannon
limit has been reduced drastically. There remains the question
of hardware implementation limits, which is discussed later.
It should be noted that the use of a powerful code places per-
formance stress on the modem. For example, use of the cone--
catenated codes shown in Figure V-8 would require the modern
to operate at a signal-to-noise ratio of -Q. 4 dB, which is outside
the capability of most modems, Thus, to more closely_ approach
the Shannon limit in the power-limited region would require
modem development in addition to better coding techniques.
The following sections discuss the state of the art of error correction
coding, for both satellite-based and ground-based equipment. Technology
gaps and development opportunities are identified. The areas which appear
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to provide the most potential for development are broadly classified as
bandwidth-efficient modulation and coding techniques, and satellite-based
demodulation and decoding. Specific recommendations for furthering the
state of the art are presented.
2. STATE OF THE ART
a.	 Ground-Based. Decoders
Since the encoding function is simple and easy to implement, the state
of the art is determined by implementation of the decoder. The primary
benchmarks for decoder design are considered to be;
•	 Performance, as measured by the required bandwidth and signal-
to-noise ratio. This is determined primarily by the decoding
algorithm since hardware implementation losses are typically
negligible.
•	 Maximum data rate, determined by logic speed and decoder
architecture.
•	 Complexity, which has a direct effect on weight, power con-
sumption, and reliability,
The last two items are closely related since data rate can be increased by
doing the various decoding operations in parallel, but at the cost of complex
hardware.
There have been no general decoder hardware studies to define the
trade-off between performance, speed, and complexity, There have been
several decoder designs implemented or proposed which can be used as data
points in surveying the state of the art. These are illustrated 41.n Figure V-9,
which plots coding gain vs, data rate. In Table V- i i each data point is
defined according to decoder type and number of integrated circuits required
for implementation (Ref, 15).
The decoders shown in Figure V-9 represent the state of the art. All
use convolutional codes, and it is generally recognized that convolutional
codes are superior to block codes for a Gaussian channel when the compari-
son is done on equal bandwidth basis.
Recently, Acampora and Gilmore (Ref. 17) have developed an analog
Viterbi decoder, which has the capability of operating at data rates as high
as 200 Mbps. This speed surpasses that of any digital convolutional decoders
yet produced, and it is achieved by using analog addars for the path metric
computations. Although it is an intriguing approach, it is too early to predict
whether the analog decoder will be able to compete with existing digital
decoders.
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b.	 Satellite-Based Decoders
On-board error correction at present is linnited to decoding of simple
block codes at very low data rates. Convolutional decoding of any type has
not been done. Thus, there is no experience in on-board decoding which
would be applicable to a communication channel.
C.	 Satellite-Based Demodulators
On-board demodulators have been used in military programs for rela-
tively low rate data, and the techniques could be applied to high-rate com-
munications data. Comsat Labors?,tories is in the process of developing a
differential quadraphase shift keying (QPSK) demodulator intended for on-
board use (Ref. 18). It uses direct demodulation (there is no conversion to
an IF frequency) to save weight and power. The ii`,fferential phase compari-
son is done by using a delay unit with a precise delay of one band interval.
This delay is temperature compensated, which was the main implementation
problem. They estimate that the demodulator can be used at data rates up
to 120 Mbps. Of course, differential demodulation has a performance de g ra-
dation of about 3 dB compared to coherent QPSK. Thus, it places a power
penalty on the uplink, thereby making on-board demodulation less useful.
3.	 TECHNOLOGY LIMITS
a.	 Ground-Based Decoding
There is a theoretical limit on coding gain, illustrated as the Shannon
limit in Figure V-8. In addition, hardware complexity limits coding gain. It
can be shown that for any of the known coding algorithms, for a fixed band-
width the decoder complexity grows exponentially with coding gain. Thus,
there is no practical way to achieve all the coding gain promised by the
Shannon limit. Studies have indicated that the best approach to increasing
coding gain is not to build a more complex decoder, but rather use a con-
catenated code (which is a two-stage coding process, or a code within a code)
(Ref. 15).
There is also a hardware constraint on the data rates that can be de-
coded, but it is not a serious one. Although a digital convolutional decoder
is limited to data rates in the range of 10 to 40 Mbps with current logic
speeds (Refs. 15 and 17), higher data rates can be obtained by operating
encoders and decoders in parallel, as shown in Figure V-10. The only high
speed equipment in this system configuration is the multiplexers and dernul-
tiplexers, which can be implemented at data rates up to i Gbps. This is the
.approach chosen for the Space Shuttle (Ref. 19). Thus, high speed decoding
does not require the development of faster logic, although it is expected that
as faster logic becomes available it will be incorporated into decoder designs.
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b.	 On-Board Demodulation/Decodin Ly
Throughout our discussion of on-board decoding, demodulation will also
be considered since the two subjects are so closely related. For on-board
demodulators and decoders, the primary constraint is hardware complexity.
Since there are no on-board decoders at present, the use of such equipment
in the 1983 era would be a significant advancement in satellite communica-
tions technology.
None of the coding experts contacted in the course of this study has
defined the maximum data rate that could be achieved with on-board
demodulation/decoding by 1983. The following general conclusions are
probably conservative, but represent a reasonable goal for an initial on-
board decoder:
•	 If the decoder is implemented in software based upon a Micro-
processor (assuming a suitable microprocessor will be space
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qualified by 1983), the data rate would be limited, to about 1 kbps
(Ref. 20).
•	 If the decoder is implemented in hardware, a data rate of about
100 kbps should be possible. This estimate is based upon the fact
that a serial processing Viterbi decoder can be implemented at
100 kbps using about 60 T Z L IC's.
•	 On -board demodulators can be implemented at data rates as high
as 120 Mbps (Ref. 18).
4, DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES
This section summarizes the development opportunities that have been
suggested by ve :ous people who work in the area of error correcting codes.
These suggestions were obtained from the literature and from personal con-
tacts. Personnel contacted are included in a list at the end of the chapter,
a.	 On-Board Demodulation /Decoding
On-board demodulation/ decoding is a subject which is just beginning to
receive serious consideration. Lindsey (Ref. 21) has done the r yiost complete
analysis of the effects of satellite nonlinearities and bandlimiting on the trans-
mis sion of PSK. The pe rf ormance curve s shown in Figure s V - i i and V -12
are based upon this reference.j The following notes apply to these figures:
The transmit ,filter is wide enough so that intersymbol interfer-
ence is not significant.
•	 For the case of the nonlinear repeater (designated NL on the fig-
ures), the repeater model consists of a soft limiter followed by
a traveling-wave tube. Measured AM/PM characteristics of a
particular traveling-wave tube are assumed.
•	 Figures V -1 i and V i Z show that for binary phase shift keying
(BPSK), on-board demodulation results in very little power saving
on either the uplink or downlink. For OPSK or 8-level PSK, on-
board demodulation provides a definite improvement over the
nonlinear repeater.
Other authors have also made predictions on the power reductions
afforded by on-board processing, and these predictions in some cases differ
markedly from Figures V- t i and V-12. For example, Lee (Ref. 18) predicts
Figure V - i l shows the case of 0 -dB backoff from saturation, and Figure
V-12, 3-dB backoff.
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much larger gains for the case of QPSK. Time did not permit these differ-
ences to be sorted out during the course of this study. However, they
should be resolved to arrive at a solid prediction of the performance of on-
board demodulation.
Another topic which needs attention is the best choice of modulation'
demodulation technique for on-board processing. Comsat Laboratories(Ref. 18) has developed a differential OPSK demodulator which is suitable for
satellite implementation. However, it suffers about 3 dB degradation on the
uplink compared to a coherent demodulator, and thus gives away some of the
uplink performance provided by on-board demodulation. Lindsey and Omura
of LinCom are currently studying on-board modulation techniques for DCA,
and their report will be made public by October 1, 1978.
In connection with on-board decoding, the follow ti,,ig additional topics for
further study have been suggested:
•	 µ-processor based decoders for low-rate uplink channels(Ref. 20).
•	 A Marisat-type system for the application of on-board demodu-
lation and decoding,
•	 Feed-forward linearizing moderns that compensate for the effects
of satellite nonlinearities.
•	 Stability problems resulting from on-board analog signal
processing. (Mentioned by Dr. Huth at Axiomatix; also see dis-
cussion of stability problems in building an analog demodulator
in Ref. t8.)
b.	 Bandwidth Conserving Modulation/Coding Techniques
Combinations of modulation and coding techniques which conserve band-
width should be studied for applications where bandwidth is scarce. The idea
is to use a bandtividth -cons erving modulation technique, such as 8-level PSK,
and to make up the power loss by using coding. For example, 8-level PS,K
combined with rate 2/3 Viterbi decoding requires the saine bandwidth asQPSK, but gets by with 3 dB less transmitter power (Ref. 16).
Another approach to conserving bandwidth was studied by LinCom(Ref. 21). This approach involves using a Viterbi demodulator to compensate
for intersymbol interference in a bandlimited channel. Although the LinCom
study contains performance predictions obtained from simulations, some open
questions remain:
•	 How does the Viterbi demodulator compare to classical equaliza-
tion techniques?
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•	 Under what circumstances would the Viterbi demodulator need to
be adaptive, and can the adaptive feature be implemented?
Figure V -8 shows the importance of studying techniques that conserve
bandwi, ' .th, since there is considerable room to improve throughput at any
given signal-to-noise ratio,
C,	 Coding on Non-Gaussian Channels
Satellite channels are conventionally modeled as Gaussian. However,
in some cases this is not valid because of co - channel interference. Inter-
ference on an encoded binary PSK signal has been studied (Ref. 22), but
coding techniques to overcome this interference do not appear very promis-
iag, except for the following situations:
•	 Conventional spread spectrum techniques, such as frequency
hopping, combined with coding can be used, but these techniques
have been studied extensively for military communication
systems.
•	 If the interference is of a burst nature, such as that produced by
a pulsed radar, then there are burst correcting codes which
are applicable,
The study did not uncover any promising coding studies for non-Gaussian
channels.
d.	 Other Coding Topics
(tither miscellaneous candidates for further study include the following:
•	 Better decoding algorithms for block codes.
The relative advantages of sequential and Viterbi decoding for
packet data transmission and for multiplexed codes,
•	 Analog Viterbi decoding (Ref. 17). One of the decoder configu-
rations given in this refere„ice is particularly interesting because
it is a complete departure from the usual decoder block diagram.
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C. ON-BOARD PROCESSING
t. INTRODUCTION
The on-board processing functions considered in this survey can be
grouped into three categories as indicated in Figure V- 13a, The rf switching
involves routing multiple received signals (possibly after conversion to
some convenient frequency) to appropriate downlink modulators. Digital
processing involves operations on signals ati.f, and subsequently at base -
band. Control functions are those functions which are necessary to enable
the system to perform the communications mission but are not directly
involved with signal processing.
Primary benefits resulting from processing on the spacecraft are
summarized in Figure V- 13b. The rf switching, which is essentially a
form of circuit switching, provides the first level of increased network
flexibility. With the addition of digital processing, full flexibility, including
the ability to route individual messages (or packets), can be achieved. If
rf switching is used in conjunction with multiple beam antennas or if base
band digital processing is employed, uplink power efficiency is increased.
Demodulation of the uplink .followed by remodulation (possibly accompanied
by decoding, encoding, etc. ) separates uplink and downlink signal designs
allowing optimization of each. Spread-spectrum processing, essentially a
specialized form of demodulation, increases system survivability in the
face of either intentional or circumstantial interference. With substantial
processing, especially digital, performed on-board, the possibility exists
for modification (either by uplink command or dynamically by an on-board
controller) of the processor functions and configuration. Finally, with
increased on-board control, the dependence on command links is reduced.
Most of the technologies necessary to implement the processing
functions discussed are either currently available or under active develop-
ment. However, the complexity of envisioned processors leads to signifi-
cant reliability and power /weight problems. Thus, these problems and
approaches to solving them are the key issues in on-board processing.
This study focuses on two approaches digital processor architectures and
processor technologies, as summarized in Figure V-14.
2. DIGITAL PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURES
A general conceptual block diagram of a full digital processor is
shown in Figure V -15. The i. f. inputs from a multiple beam receive
antenna are demodulated, data detected, deinterleaved, and decoded. The
resulting information bits are buffered for routing, reformatting, encoding,
etc. in preparation for downlink transmission via a transmit multiple beam
antenna. It should be noted that in a given application not all ofthese
functions are necessarily performed. The question of interest here is how
one actually structures a processor which performs some or all of the
functions indicated.
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0 DIGITAL FILTERING
• DEMOD/REMOD
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• DECODE/ENCODE
• BASEBAND SWITCHING
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• ANTENNA CONTROL
• ATTITUDE CONTROL
• COMMAND/ TELEMETRY
Figure V-13a. On-Board Processing Functions
INCREASED CONNECTIVITY
• CIRCUIT SWITCHING
• MESSAGE SWITCHING
INCREASED COMMUNICATIONS EFFICIENCY
• REDUCED LINK SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIOS
• SEPARATED UPLINK/DOWNLINK DESIGNS
INCREASED RFT AND AJ PROTECTION
INCREASED FLEXIBILITY
• SATELLITE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
• DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION
REDUCED COMMAND LINK DEPENDENCE
Figure V-13b. On-Board Processing Benefits
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Raytheon (Sudbury, MA) has sized a processor to perform the
survivable satellite system (SSS) communication functions. These include
demodulation, deinterleaving, decoding, and downlink multiplexing of
multiple input channels. Their design is based on their fault tolerant
computer (FTC) design developed with SSS application in mind. Although
the FTC is used in their cisaign (mainly the memory), the communications
functions are performed by special purpose modules, as shown in
Figure V- ib. This is an example of what will be referred to here as a
hardware processor, meaning that dedicated functional modules are
employed, Digitized inputs are processed by members of three pools of
modules: demodulators, interleaves/deinterle avers, and encoder/decoders,
Numbers in parentheses in the figure indicate the number of members of
each pool. These are chosen to provide the desired reliability. Failed
modules are excluded from the pool subsequent to failure. After all digital
processing, the resulting data are applied to the appropriate downlink
modulator. All routing is under the direction of the bus controller as
indicated.
Lincoln Laboratory is breadboarding elements of a processor with a
different mission (general purpose UHF anti-jam communications), but
also using a hardware architecture. As shown in Figure V " 17, after
removal of frequency hop modulation the multiple inputs are presented to
pools of demodulator modules. These in turn go to a deinterleaver/decoder
pool and thence to an encoder /interle aver pool. Finally, communications
output processor (COP) modules time division multiplex selected input data
streams for downlink transmission. Routing is controlled via the inter-
facing buses. Although the multiplicity of modules is intended to provide
expanded capability rather than reliability, presumably the approach can
be extender£ to that end.
A processor for performing functions essentiall y equivalent to those
needed for SSS has been implemented at Rockwell (Seal. Beach, CA) using
what is referred to here as a hybrid architecture since it employs a
customized microprocessor, as shown in Figure V- M Inputs are digitized
and stored after which all digital processing is performed by a custom
designed microprocessor employing pipelining to achieve the required
speed. Reliability is achieved by redundancy. The processor currently is
implemented in low-power Schottky TTL.
The last architecture type indicated in Figure V-14, viz., a general
purpose computer, can be used for low data rates such as those typical for
command links. See the discussion of on-board computers in the next
section for details.
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Figure V-18. Hybrid Processor Example -- SSS On-Board
Signal Processor (Rockwell)
The status of on-board processing to sumrnarized in Table V-12. The
only on-orbit communication processors are LES 8/9, which perform
only demodulation, modulation, and formatting functions, and FLEETSAT,
which performs only an anti-jam demodulation function. The Defense
Support Program (DSP) satellite is not a communications satellite but does
include a data compression function. The _&rSArrO.NI sin gle channel
transponder (SCT), being developed for inclusion aboard DSC M and being
considered for OPS, performs only one demodulation function. In addition
to the activities at Raytheon and Rockwell, sizing of a standard
microprocessor-based SSS processor is being done at The Aerospace
Corporation. Finally, a variety of general processing studies are in pro-
cess as noted.
The processing capabilities of the three architecture types considered
are indicated in Table V-0. A software soft decision Viterbi decoder has
been implemented on a PDP- If and is capable of processing about 150 bps.
A custom decoder has been designed for the Space Shuttle and will operate
at about 100 kbps. The microprocessor-based decoder performance indi-
cated is only intended to illustrate the fact that increased speed can be
achieved by simply paralleling computational elements. The time to com-
pute a 1024 point FFT using a minicomputer is estimated using representa-
tive add and multiply times of available space-qualified computers. The
times for microprocessor -based processors and custom devices again are
indicative of the effects of increased parallel processing (as well as shorter
operation times),
It should be noted that projected increases in g eneral purpose computer0
operation speeds (see Figure V-0) would considerably extend the applica-
bility of software processors.
An overview of on-board digital processors as discussed here is given
in Figure V-20, and an assessment of the current status and the prospects
for the 1980's is indicated in Figure V-21. The most complex on-orbit
communications processor is LES 8/9. Although the only currently funded
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Table V-12, Digital Processor Activity Summary
ORGANIZATION STATUS DEMOD DECODE BASEBAND OTHER TECHNOLOGY
OR SATELLITE SWITCHING
LES 8/9 ON ORBIT 75 BPS 110M ON BASEBAND TTL
(Rat. ap MFSK I?GWNLINK SAMPLING,
5/ 150 KSPS COMBINING
DQPSK
10/100 KSPS
DPSK
FLEETSAT ON ORBIT PN — -- _ ANALOG(Telecon with TRW)
DSP ON ORBIT DATA
(Discussion with (REVEL,) COMPRESSION DTL
Aerospace) (TTL, CMOs/SOS
MEMORY)
AFSATCOM DEVEL. FOR 75 BPS
SCT (Discussion DSC3 III (GE) MFSK TTL
with Aerospace) CPS (RI)
SS3 STUDIES 12-75 BPS SOFT TD;,A ON DEINT, VARIOUS(Discussions with (AEROSPACE MFSK VITERBI DOWNLINK ACQUISITION
Aerospace, Ray- RAYTHEON, 9_75 BPStheon. Rockwell) RI)
GENERAL STUDY, SEVERAL SOFT YES DEINT ^^
UHF BREADBOARD VITERBI(Ref. 24) (LL)
GENERAL STUDIES YES YES YES —"(Refs . 25, 26, 27) (MITRE,
FACC,
CLARKSON)
Table V-13. Processing Capabilities
MINICOMPUTER MICROPROCESSORS CUSTOM DEVICE
VITERBI 150 1K LOOK
DECODE ,% (SERIAL) 8 PARALLEL) (T2L, SERIAL)
(BPS) (Ref. 20) (Discussion with
Aerospace)
Na 1024 500,000 10, 000 100
FFT (100 US/BUTTERFLY) ( - 10 PARALLEL, 0 12 PARALLEL
(/;SEC) 10 #S/BUTTERFLY) 10 //S/BUTTERFLY)
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TIME (.0 SEC)
BASED ON
-1 REAL ?AULTIPLIES	 too
6 REAL ADDS
10 MEMORY CYCLES
TIMES FROM REF. 28
to
I
1975	 1980	 1985	 10-90
Figure V-0. Projected Computation Time for FF T Butterfly
(On-Board General Purpose Computer)
A PPLtCATIONS
• REQENZRtVfIVE REPEATING
• 13.MEIIAND SWITCHrNC
APPROACHES
*SPECIAL PURPOSE DEDICATED PROCESSOR (MMIDWVIE)
•CUSTO414 DESIGNED NIIQROPROCESSOR (IiYBRID)
•GENERAL PURPOSE COMPUTER (SOFTWAAE)
CURRENT STATUS
•ON ORBIT -LES 8/9, FLEETSAT, DSP
• DEVELOPMENT - APSATCOM SCT (GE)
• BMWBOARD • SSS (ROCXWVAA
•sTuDiEs - sss(AERcsPACE, RAYTHSON), GENERAL (LINCOLN LAJ;3, MIT PE, FACC)
.1
Figure V-20, Digital Processors - Overview
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0 .MOST COMPLEX ON-ORBIT SIGNAL PROCESSOR IS LES 6/9
• ONLY FUNDED SIGNAL PROCESSOR IS AFSATCOM SCT
• AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY WILL SUPPORT FUNCTIONS ENVISIONED FOR EARLY 19801
• USEFUL SYSTEM STUDIES FOR ,MULTIPLE FIXED AND NIOBILE USERS (2-4 MAN YEARS EACH)
PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE TRADE-OFFS (CAPABILITIES, RELIABILITY, POWER/WEIGHT,
,AVAILABILITY)
DISTRIBUTION OF PROCESSING BETWEEN SPACE AND GROUND
• COULD LEAD TO EXPERIMk'NTAL SATELLITE TRANSPONDER ($ 3M)
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
SOFT DECISION VITERBI DECODING
BASEBAND SWITCHING
OPTIMIZED ARCHITECTURE
MULTIPLE BEAM ANTENNA
Figure V-2i. Digital Processor Architecture Assessment
processor, the AFSATCOM SCT, is much less complicated than LES 8/9,
currently available device technologies will rapport the processing functions
envisioned for the 1980's. The principal problems are reliability and cost,
which the commercial users are especially reluctant to attack. Although
development in the military arena is proceeding, there seems to be a
definite need for development in the commercial arena. This need could
be met by NASA in a two-phase program as outlined in Figure V-21. After
an assessment has been made of potential processing requirements of
commercial users, systems studies should be conducted which investigate
the advantages and disadvantages of processor architecture types and
consider how much of the processing burden should actually go in the
spacecraft. Following these and other related studies, an experimental
processing transponder could be developed for inclusion on a scheduled bus,
3. PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY
The status and prospects of the following technologies that impact
on-board processing functions are discussed in this section: microwave
switch matrices, LSr technology, and space-borne minicomputers.
a.	 Microwave Switch Matrices
Microwave switch matrices (iViSIVI) are high speed rf switches imple-
mented using eitl;er PIN diodes or FETs (field-effect transistors) as gating
devices. Their application is illustrated in Fi gure V-22, which illustrates
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the satellite switched/time division multiple access (SS/TDMA) concept.
Both uplink and downlink multiple beam antennas are employed. Uplink
beam i is connected via the MSM to downlink beam j only during some
interval of a TDMA frame, Thus, users in uplink beam i can only send to
users in downlink beam j during that time interval.
Current activities in this technology are summarized in Table V-14.
Although most of the activities are at the experimental stage, the TRNV
4 X 4 MSM is being developed for inclusion on TDRS. This MS1Y1 and odhers
that are in advanced stages are implemented using PIN diodes. Since these
require high power, FETs are being investigated for this application by
Hughes and FACC. Because this is presently a highly competitive area,
detailed performance values are difficult to obtain.
Figure V-23 is an overview of microwave switch matrix technology,
and Figure V-24 is an assessment of prospects for the 1980 1 s. Since an
MSN1 will be on-orbit with the :launch of TDRS and industry is vigorously
pursuing the technology, there seems to be no need for stimulation by NASA.
As indicated, there are open questions concerning the maximum dimension
MSM that is necessary and/or feasible and how to optimally schedule the
switching. However, answers to these questions should arise naturally
out of the ongoing activities.
b,	 LSI Technology
The past and projected progress in large scale integration is indicated
by the curves in Figure V-25 of chip density and RAM c<<pacity. Note that
the extrapolation of past progress results in hitting the technological limit
for NICS technology in the middle 19801s.
Two technologies currently receiving considerable attention are
CMOS/SOS and 1 2L (integrated injection logic). Both offer high density at
low power levels, The primary problem presently is radiation hardening
of the devices. Although the prospects for hardening the two device types
are comparable (see Table V-15), the development of hardened devices is
following different paths. 1 2 L is being developed for commercial applica-
tions and the hardening is to a large extent a by-product of projected im-
provements in the commercial devices. Additional hardening might there-
fore involve only minor modifications to commercial product lines.
CMOS/SOS on the other hand is being developed primarily for military
applications, and hardening is a product of the customized design. If this
trend continues, the cost squeeze on custom CMOS/SOS may result in I2L
becoming dominant. In any event, this is another arena in which it appears
that commercial interests are providing sufficient stimulus and NASA
funding is not necessary.
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APPLICATION
• MBA BEAM SWITCHING FOR SS/TDMA
APPROACHES
• PIN DIODES
• FETS
CURRENT STATUS
• NONE ON ORBIT
• DEVELOPMENT - TDRS (TRW)
*EXPERIMENTAL-  (THOMSON - CSF, HUGHES, FACC, KDD)
PP.OJECTION
• SS/TDMA PREVALENT IN 1980s (biscussion with Commat Labs)
RELATED ACTIVITY
*DETERMINE EFFICIENT SWITCHING SCHEDULES (Rai. 30)
Figure V-23. Microwave Switch Matrix
• MSM DEVELOPMENT PROCEEDING
• FURTHER PROGRESS WILL BE STIMULA'T'ED BY COMMERCIAL NEEDS
• SS/TDMA IMPLEMENTATION WILL EXIST IN 1980 WITH LAUNCF :OF TDRS
• OPEN QUESTION: MSM DIMENSIONALITY REQUIRED AND/OR FEASIBLE
Figure V-24. RF Switching Technology assessment
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PER CHIP
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104
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RAM SIZE
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55	 b5	 75	 85	 YEAR	 b8	 71,	 74	 77	 YEAR
CHIP DENSITY (BIPOLAR MOS)	 RAM CAPACITY
Figure V-25. LSI Chip Density Progress
Table V-15. C&IOS/SOS and 12L Comparison (Ref. 31)
CIIOS/ SOS 12L
PROJECTED PROJECTED
^^
CU..RRENT ( 198015) CURRENT ( 198013)
DENSITY( GATES/
 mm2)
200.300 150.300
PROPAGATION 4-20 7.50 --
DELAY (NSEC)
SPEED Y POWER ( PJ) 0.5 - 30 0.2-2.0 .---
HARDENING
TOTAL DOSE (RADS) 5 x 10 5. to b 10 6. 10 7 10'5-105 106-107
DOSE RATE (RAD/SEC) 1010 -	 10I It 5 x 10 10 -10 11 10 9.10 10 1.5 x 1010
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The status of memory technologies is indicated in 'Table V-16.
Although the comparison of parameters for the technologies is based on 4K
RAMS, larger ones are available in some technologies. A status summary
of microprocessors for space applications is given in Table V - 	 Again,
no need for NASA funding to stimulate development in these areas is
foreseen,
C,	 On-Board Computers
A summary of the status of space-borne computers is given in
Table V-t8. A wide spectrum of technologies and applications is represented.
As indicated in the discussion on processor architectures, faster computers
might increase the attractiveness of using a software architecture in some
applications, Considering the large number of commercial concerns in
this arena, further stimulation does not appear necessary,
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Table V-16. RAM Semiconductor Technologies (4K) Ref. 32)
BIPOLAR Ivios
ECL IZL 3T?L T2L CMOS HMO$ NMOS VMOS
Technology (Fairchild (Fairchild 01snetics (Fairchild (Harris (Intel (Nortek (AMI
F10470) 93481) 825400) 93470) 6514) 2147) 4OZ7.2) 40171
Static_ Or Static Dynamic Static Static Static °tatic Dynamic Static
Dynamic
Access Time (ns) SO 120 70 i0 I"0 70 ISO 55
Operating Power 1000 450 600 900 30 300 462 500(mw)
Cents Per Bit .854 .586 1.09 .793 . 725 , q 15 . 332
i
.610
Table V-17. On-Board Microprocessors, Status Summary
DEVICE
STATUS/
APPLICATION
WORD
LENGTH TECHNOLOGY
CYCLE,
TIME 1	 'EC)
RCA 1802 Space Qualified in
1979
4 C'MOS 1.5
AMD 2900 Shuttle (IUS)/
Guide, Control
4 T'TL ^—
INTEL 8086 To be Space Qualified 8 Y-MQS
RI PPS-4 CPS/NAV 4 P-MOS 5
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Table V-18.	 Ong-Board Computers, Status Summary
STATUS/ WORD SPEED ADD/COMPUTER APPLICATION LENGTH PROCESSOR MEMORY MPY (,.SIM
NASA NSSC-1 LANDSAT, tUE/ is TTL-L39 CORE 5/38(Rai. 33) TELZ,CON'TROL
NASA 15SC-1I SPACELAD, SPACE 16, 37., 64 N•MO,9 2/.8(Rai, 33) TELESCOPE
RCA SCP»23; DMSP/ATTITUDE 16 TTL-M'12 CMOs 3/ 10'(Discussion with
Aerospace) CONTROL
CDC-469 HERO 24 P-MOS LSI PLATED i/.(Discussion with
Asroanaas) WIRE.
TI-990 16 12L tat(Dlecuseion with
Aerospace)
RAYTHEON FTC DEVELOPMENT 32 CMOs/SOS CMOS/SOS(Discussion with
Raytheon) LSI
LITTON 4516E AMARV -- CMOS CMOs 2/4
(Discussion wiRl
Aerospace)
DELCO 362F T1TAN II1C -- CORE 3/5
(Discussion with
Aerospace)
TELEDYNE MEGA NS CMOs CMOs 216(Discussion with
Aerospace)
NORDEN PDPI I DEVEL --- CORE 3/12(Discussion with
Aerospace)
AUTONETICS DF224 SPACE DUAL. --- P-MOS PLATED 2/6(Discussion with
Aerospace) WIRE
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PROPAGATION EFFECTS
A. OVERVIEW OF THE FIELD
This chapter discusses the potential significance and relative importance
of various propagation effects that could become a limiting factor in future
communications satellite system design. Before deciding on whether a par-
ticular propagation effect will limit future system performance, numerical
data, obtained experimentally or analytically, must be available on the mag-
nitude of the effect. Our present level of understanding of these effects and
the confidence with which their magnitude can be predicted varies with the
particular effect. Those effects that are least understood or for which inade-
quate numerical data are available will be identified as possible subjects of
future experimental research. Some of the material in this chapter was ob-
tained during visits or phone conversations with individuals listed at the end
of this chapter. A list of references also appears at the end of the chapter.
The most important effect of the propagation medium on a space-to-
ground link is the attenuation that an electromagnetic wave suffers in tra-
versing the medium, and, indeed, this' effect has received the greatest
attention, both theoretically and experimentally. Numerous papers devoted
to various aspects of the attenuation problem are in the technical literature..
Tropospheric and ionospheric attenuation are well understood for clear
weather conditions and for normal, undisturbed ionospheric conditions. For
frequencies of major interest in future communications satellite systems,
however, rain attenuation is very important and must be allowed for by pro-
viding an adequate system margin.
Until relatively recently, the magnitude of the rain attenuation on a
space-to-ground path has been theoretically estimated on the basis of an
assumed drop size distribution and an assumed spatial distribution of rainfall
intensity within the rainstorm. Alternatively, the attenuation has been mea-
sured using a ground-based radiometer and a narrow-beam antenna tracking
the sun through the rainfall, or just measuring the temperature of the sky
through the rainfall. The former approach is unsuited to the problem of
determining cumulative probabilities for path attenuation levels; a further
weakness is the usual lack of knowledge of storm structure and drop size dis-
tribution. The latter approach is• limited in dynamic range and is subject to
considerable eYror in converting from a measured noise temperature to a
path attenuation. By far the best method for determining rain attenuation sta-
tistics is to receive a signal radiated by a beacon on a synchronous satellite.
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This method has been used in recent years using beacons on-the ATS-5, ATS-6,
CTS, CONiSTAR, SIRIO, and ETS-2 satellites. The geometrically fixed propa-
gation path permits the accumulation of long-term. statistics. A good data
base is already available at various frequencies up to 30 GHz, but measure-
ments are needed at higher frequencies. The rain attenuation area 'Vill re-
main open until long-term statistics have been gathered at a sufficient number
of frequencies, elevation angles, and geographic locations to permit reliable
prediction at an arbitrary combination of these parameters.
Closely related to the rain attenuation problem is the problem of estab-
lishing design criteria for the use of space diversity receiving systems. Space
diversity is the classic approach to the rain attenuation problem and depends
on the very low probability that rain will fall simultaneously at each of two or
more spaced receiving sites. In recent years some space-to-ground experi-
ments have been conducted on space diversity (e, g., :Dodge, ATS-6, OSU,
Westinghouse, Vogel, Texas). However, it appears that the required design
criteria can be established at much lower cost by statistically analyzing long-
term weather records at various locations near the receiving site to determine
the probability of simultaneous rainfall at these locations. Thus, although
much data are needed at many geographic locations, these data can be obtained
without conducting costly measurement programs on satellite-to-ground links,
The depolarization caused by the propagation medium can become a
serious problein in syste:rns designed to receive signals simultaneously in
orthogonal polarizations. Rainfall is known to cause depolarization because
of the nonsphericity of raindrops. Depolarization has also been observed at
times when no rain was falling, and this has been attributed to high altitude
ice crystals. Rain, however, is by far the principal cause. The magnitude
of the depolarization is affected by the distribution of raindrop canting angles.
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have been made, most notably
by Bell Telephone Laboratories (Hogg, Chu, Semplak, and others) and by
T. Oguchi in Japan. Theory and some very limited experimental data both
predict that the cross-polarization discrimination of circularly polarized waves
is much poorer (by about 10 dB) than that of linearly polarized waves. This
result should be checked experimental y on space-to-ground links. Because
experimental results obtained on terrestrial links cannot be used to predict
the magnitude of depolarization on space-to-ground links, a much larger data
base than is presently available is needed on space-to-ground paths. Since
it is essential that the effects of high altitude precipitation particles and
hydrometeo°rs be accounted for, there appears to be no acceptable substitute
for more depolarization experiments on space-to-ground links similar to
those made with the ATS-6 or the ETS-2 satellites,
Amplitude and phase scintillations caused by ionospheric irregularities
have been under investigation for .many years, and the Space Physics Division
of the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory has published vary complete surveys
of the results at frequencies up to UHF. Up to 1972 it was thought that
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amplitude scintillations did not occur at L-band and above, based on an
assumed 1 /0 dependence. However, in 1972 scintillation occurrences were
noted on some INTELSAT transmissions in the 4 to 6 GHx band. Various
candidate mechanisms were examined and eliminated, leading to the surpris-
ing conclusion that the ionosphere (including, possibly, the plasmasphere
region between the ^ionospheiic F-region and synchronous altitude) was respon-
sible. The 1/f 2 law is not applicable. Although a definitive model accounting
for observed scintillations has not been developed, the scintillations appear
to be caused by diffraction through and around F-region irregularities. This
effect is observed between 30°N and 30 0 S magnetic latitude, especially around
the equinoxes, and starting about i hr after sunset and persisting to local
midnight. Cumulative distributions for amplitude scintillations have been
obtained for many geographic locations, but very little data have been ob-
tained on phase scintillations. Phase is more difficult to measure experi-
mentally. A data base for phase scintillations at VHF, UHF, and L-band
has been obtained by SRI International using the W'ideband satellite, which
was designed specifically for this purpose. Since phase scintillations can
cause loss of phase lock in coherent PSK receivers if they are fast enough,
this problem area is of concern for future system designers. A statistical
data base is required at frequencies up to at least Y-band. It would be very
advantageous to make such measurements at or near the next m.aximurn in
the solar cycle, which occurs in 1981.
It is known that atmospheric effects have a rapidly rising magnitude as
grazing incidence is approached, Future communications satellite systems
that may be required to operate out to very low elevation angles can experi-
ence serious problems if the low elevation angle effects are not properly con-
sidered during system design. To date, very little data in this area have
been obtained on space-to-ground paths. Deep fades can occur due to tropo-
spheric irregularities and multipath, and refractive defocusing becomes sig-
nificant near grazing incidence. There is a need for further experimental
effort in this problem area to produce an adequate data base to establish
design criteria.
In future systems involving intersatellite links, problems may occur if
the system geometry is such that the propagation path, between two satellites
traverses the ionosphere. The total path length in the ionosphere would be
quite large, and no data have ever been obtained on a path of this type. A.
pair of satellites such as LES-8 and LES-9 are needed for this type of experi-
ment. Because of the complete lack of data, propagation effects on such a
path could pose a problem in the design of future intersatellite links.
A final general comment applicable to all the problem areas discussed
above is appropriate here. For experiments requiring long-term measure-
ments over a space-to-ground link, it is essential that the propagation ex-
ments be assigned a high enough priority to ensure that adequate data are
obtained for statistical analysis, Some earlier propagation experiments
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(e. g., those aboard ATS-6) suffered because of low priority relative to other
experiments on the satellite. As a result, some carefully designed and
otherwise successful experiments produced rather sparse data. At the other
extreme, satellites whose primary mission is to perform propagation mea
surements, such as Japan's ETS.2 satellite or SRI International's Wideband
satellite, have been very successful in advancing the current state of know-
ledge for various propagation effects,
B. AN ASSESSMENT OF THE PRESENT S'T'ATE
OF KNOWLEDGE
For each of the propagation effects in the previous discussion, the cur-
rent level of knowledge and understanding of the effect and of our ability to
reliably predict its magnitude will be described. This discussion is based up-
on an examination of the technical literature and upon information gained from
personal discussions with various specialists in the field of propagation. A
list of the people contacted and a comprehensive reference list are provided
at the end of the chapter.
1. RAIN ATTENUATION
The subject of rain attenuation has had a long history. In the initial phases
of investigation of this phenomenon, theoretical estimates of the attenuation co-
efficient (dB of attenuation per unit length of propagation path) were obtained on
the basis of a simplified electromagnetic analysis applied to an assumed drop
size distribution. Total attenuation along a propagation path through a rainstorm
was then obtained by integrating this attenuation coefficient along the path, assum-
ing a specific spatial distribution of rainfall intensity through the storm, This
approach is subject to serious error for a given space-to-ground path because of
a lack of knowledge of the actual spatial structure of the storm. Furthermore,
this approach is not suited for obtaining statistical data on rain attenuation along
a space-to- ground path in the form of cumulative probability distributions.
Measurements made on terrestrial links are of little use here because they re-
veal nothing about the contributions of the upper regions of the rainstorm.
'Upward-looking measurements of antenna noise temperature using ground-based
radiometers were a major step forward in coping with this problem, but the
dynamic range of measurable path attenuations is limited to 10 or 15 dB, and a
significant error can be incurred in converting from a measured, noise tempera-
ture to a path attenuation. The ideal approach to the problem of determining rain
attenuation along space-to-ground paths is to receive signals radiated by a beacon
on a geosynchronous satellite. Since the path is for all practical purposes fixed,
long-term measurements make it possible to derive a reliable cumulative prob-
ability distribution for rain attenuation along that fired patli. Fortunately,
this method is being applied to an increasingly greater extent in recent years
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with the launch of such satellites as ATS-5, ATS-6, CTS, COMSTAR, SIRI4,
and ETS-2. Reference i presents an excellent review of the rain attenuation
problem and measurement methods.
To design future systems involving specific space-to-ground path geom-
etries, statistical data must-be available at a sufficient number of frequencies,
elevation angles, and geographic locations to permit reliable interpolation for
arbitrary combinations of these parameters. The development of methods for
making these interpolations is an important current research goal. Refer-
ences 2, 3, and 4 describe some recent contributions to this area.
In general, the basic physics relaing to the problem of rain attenuation
is well understood. However, since rainfall is, in essence, a nonstationary
random process, a physically deterministic approach is inappropriate; long»
term measurements are required over fixed space-to-ground links. Such
measurements have been and are being gathered at various microwave fre-
quencies up to the 30-014z region and, in the case of the Japanese ETS-2, at
34. 5 GHz (Ref. 5). A statistical data base is gradually being formed which,
together with interpolation methods, will lead to a reliable means of predicting
on a statistical basis the amount of link margin required on an arbitrary space-
to-ground link for a given outage time specification. At higher frequencies,
however-, much remains 'Co be done to reach a correspondingly satisfactory
state. There is a need for long-term measurement programs at frequencies
up to at least the 94-GHz atmospheric window. The rain attenuation problem
increase" in severity with increasing frequency throughout this range. A
higher outage time will have to be accepted on single links. The problem can
be alleviated by conventional space diversity techniques or, as a second alter-
native, by providing a back-up capability at a lower frequency that is relatively
unaffected by rain. The latter technique has been studied by RAND Corporation(Ref. 6). The basic premise of this study is that outage: time due to rainfall
should be kept compatible with total delay and outage time due to all other
causes. During periods of rainfall,. high-priority message traffic would
automatically be switched to the back-up link, while during clear periods all
traffic would use the millimeter-wave link. For such a system, a link avail-
ability specification relative to rainfall outage irrould typically be 99, 9 percent,
allowing a system design with much lower link margin than would have been
necessary for a specification of 99.99 percent or higher. In any event, one of
the first steps that must be taken before future communications satellite sys-
tems can be intelligentl y
 planned in the 40- to 94-GHz region is the accumu-
lation of long-term attenuation statistics at several frequencies in this region.
2.	 SPACE DIVERSITY
The technique of space diversity relies for its success on the fact that
regions of intense instantaneous rainfall within a rainstorm are quite localized
and limited in extent, making it highly unlikely that each of two receiving
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stations separated by a suitable distance will be troubled by the same: high-
intensity rain cell. Thus, the use of two or more spaced receivers results
in a much lower outage time for the combination, compared to that of a
single receiver. However, in contrast to the problem of developing a predic.
tion model for rain attenuation along a space -to-ground path, the solution of
which requires long-term measurements along such paths, a prediction model
and associated design criteria for a space diversity receiving system can be
developed without resort to costly satellite experiments. The parameter of
primary important here is the probability that rainfall will occur si m^ ultane-
oual along neighboring propagation paths to spaced ground sites.
This probability can be determined by either of two methods not involving
satellites: (i) long-term weather records for the sites in question can be eta
tistically analyzed, or (2)long-term upward looking radiometric measurements
can be made simultaneously for the spaced sites. The site spacing should range.
through a set of values, allowing diversity gain to be determined as a furxtion
of this spacing. The first of these two methods has been the subject of an
Aerospace Corporation study (Ref. 7). An application of the second method is
described in ,Ref. 8, where an interesting comparison is made between results
obtained by the radiometric method operating conti,nvtously and those obtained
by measurement of 30-GHz beacon signals from the ATS -6 satellite, operating
part-d,.n e ac^.ording, to a schedule. The cumulative statistics for simultaneous
observations (radiometer and beacon) agree remarkably well up to a fade level
of i0 dB. Deeper fades cannot be accurately measured by the radiometric
method due to its inherently limited dynamic range. The cumulative statistics
for the full 13-month continuous observation period of the radiometers differ
significantly from those obtained from the beacon measurements, obtained
over only about one-sixth of the total available time. The beacon measure-
ments caught only one in four of all the 3dB fades, and slightly less than one
of every two 10 dB fades. These results clearly demonstrate the necessity
of carrying out long-term, continuous observations.
It is concluded that either of the two nonsatellite methods of establish-
ing space diversity criteria provides an acceptable alternative to long-term
satellite measurements, at significantly reduced cost. One method is usable
only if long-term rainfall statistics are available for the geographic area of
interest, Otherwise such statistics would have to be gathered over a suffi-
ciently long time. The other method is limited to fade levels up to about 10 dB.
According to data presented in Ref. 8, a fade level of 10 dB for a two-station
diversity system in England with a spacing of 12. 3 km corresponds to a link
availability of 99.9 percent, which would be adequate for many applications.
A diversity experiment using satellite beacon'sources (e, g. , the 19- and
28-011z 'beacons aboard COMSTAR) would be cost effective only if it could be
carried -out with a minimal ground equipment investment. References 9, 10,
and ii describe some recent diversity experiments using satellite beacons.
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3. DEPOLARIZATION
It is essential for the design of future dual-polarization space-to-ground
links that a reliable statistical prediction model be available for the extent of
depolarization suffered by a signal in traversing the atmosphere. The avail-
able data base provided , - by depolarization measurements made to date on
space -to-grow-d links is insufficient for the development of such a prediction
model. Orthogonal circular polarizations should be considered as well as
orthogonal linear polarizations. It is known that the depolarization phenom-
enon is caused by the nonsphericity of raindrops (and of high-altitude ice
crystals), and that its magnitude is affected by the distribution of raindrop
canting angles. Major contributions to the theoretical understanding of rain-
induced depolarization have been made by T. Oguchi in Japan and by several
investigators at Bell Telephone Laboratories. Reference 12 gives a conven-
ient compilation of theoretical formulas and presents some generally favorable
comparisons between calculations based on these formulas and measurements
made on short terrestrial links. The formulas predict that the cross-
polarization discrimination for circular polarization will be much worse (by
about 10 dB,) than that for linear polarization. This prediction has been con-
firmed experimentally on the basis of some very limited data obtained on a
terrestrial path, where orthogonal circular and linear pairs of signals were
transmitted and measured simultaneously, thus making possible a valid direct
comparison. This experiment (Ref. 13) is crucial in settling the question of
relative depolarization sensitivity for the two types of orthogonal polarizations,
at least for terrestrial paths. A suitably modified version of the experiment(preserving the simultaneity aspect) should be performed on at least one space-
to-ground link. One cannot generalize from the results of depolarization
measurements made on terrestrial links to a communications satellite link
since the terrestrial results do not consider the precipitation particle, at
higher altitudes or ice crystals at still higher altitudes. Semplak conjectures(Ref. 14) that the magnitude of the depolarization effect will decrease with
increasing frequency because at the higher frequencies the small raindrops
become relatively more important, and these small drops are more nearly
spherical than the larger drops. This point has apparently never been
checked experimentally. On the other hand, the theory and experiment
described in Reference l2 reveal that the depolarization effect is relatively
insensitive to rainfall  rate.
Much effort is currently being devoted to the goal of providing a statis-
tical data base for the prediction of depolarization effects on space-to-ground
links. The results of depolarization measurements made on 20- and 30-GHz
transmissions from ATS-b have been reported recently, both by American(Ref. 15) and European observers (Refs. ib through 2i). References 22 and
`23 present some preliminary results at 19 and 29 GHz using the COMSTAR
satellite. References 5, 24, and 25 discuss current and future depolarization
measurements by Japanese investigators using the CS, ECS, and ETS-2
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satellites covering frequencies at L-, S-, C-, X-, and K-band. Depolarization
measurements are also being made on the 11. 6 GHz downlink from Italy's SIRIO
satellite (Ref, 26), and further measurements at 20 and 30 GHz are planned for
ESA's Heavy Satellite scheduled for 1981 launch. ESA's OTS satellite, sched-
uled for 1978 launch, will have propagation experiments at 11 and 14 GHz. All
of this recent, current, and planned future activity allows for an optimistic
appraisal of the expected advance in the current state of y cnowledge of depolari-
zation effects. A large body of measured data is gradua,tly being formed for
linear polarizations at various frequencies up to 34. 5 GHz. Any additional
future activity should concentrate on the following gaps that still exist in the
overall picture: (1) measurements are needed for linear and circular
polarizations at frequencies above 34.5 HGz, (2) a set of simultaneous
measurements for linear and circular polarizations should be performed at
a number of frequencies from S-band up to 34. 5 GIHz to determine whether
the cross-polarization discrimination for circular polarization is significantly
worse than for linear po4irization, and. (3) if the results of (,2) indicate that
the cross-polarization discrimination for circular polarization is not severe
enough to eliminate circular polarization from further consideration in plan-
ning future. dual -polarization space-to-ground links, then long-term tross-
polarization discrimination measurements should be made at frequencies below
34, 5 GHz. The simultaneous measurements recommended in (2) would ideally
be performed using a four-step switching sequence, corresponding to sequen-
tially transmitting two orthogonal linearly polarized signals followed by two
orthogonal circularly polarized signals.
References 16 and 18 emphasize the role of high altitude hydrometeors
in causing depolarization. It is in fact conjectured that hydrometeors above the
meIEing band are more strongly depolarizing than rainfall, at least when they
are aligned by an electric field. Thus, it is to be expected that strong depolar-
ization will be observed from time to time during periods of no rainfall. No
information is currently available on the level of depolarization caused by high
altittiAe hydrometeors in the case of circularly polarized waves.
4. PHASE SCINTILLATIONS
Although a great deal of e:^perimental effort has been devoted to develop-
ing a data base for the phenomenon of amplitude scintillations caused by
ionospheric irregularities, the companion area of phase scintillations is rela-
tively unexplored experimentally up to the present time. Reference 27 is a
fairly recent survey of the state of knowledge in this area up to early 1977.
The discovery of ionospheric scintillation in the 4- to 6-GHz band in 1972 was
a great surprise, since the ionospheric irregularity models that had been
developed on the basis of observations at lower frequencies predicted that
ionospheric scintillations in the GHz range would be unobservable. It be-
came clear that a new model would have tc be developed, a research goal that
has not yet been satisfactorily achieved. It also became essential that
f
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long-terra statistics be gathered at GHz frequencies so that scintillation
effects could be properly taken into account in future communications satel-
lite system designs. Reference 28 presents some cumulative amplitude dis-
tributions at 4 and 6 GHz at several locations in the equatorial zone, using
INTELSAT transmissions. Ionospheric scintillations are usually confined to
the auroral and equatorial regions although they may occasionally be observed
at mid-latitude stations. For example, at the AIAA 7th Communications Satel-
lite Conference in San Diego in April 1978 Fugono reported a scintillation
event at 1. 7 GHz at a receiving site in Japan, using transmissions from the
ETS-2 satellite. This can be considered as a rare event, however, and
principal interest in ionospheric scintillations should be directed to receiving
sites in the equatorial, and auroral regions. Because so little attention has
been paid to phase scintillations, and especially in view of the trend towardthe use of coherent PSK techniques in satellite communications, the remainder
of this section will be devoted to the problem of phase scintillations.
Phase scintillations are far more difficult to measure experimentally than
amplitude scintillation. In addition to signals at the frequencies for which scin-
tillation. data are desired, the satellite must also radiate a coherently related
signal at a higher frequency to serve as a phase reference. The Japanese
ETS-2, for example, uses the 34. 5 GHz signal as a phase reference. Apart
from this and other very recent satellites that are beginning to measure phase,
the only other satellite which has provided a significant data base for phase
scinti,lla.ti.ons in the GHz range is the Wideband satellite designed by SRI Inter-
national for the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA). This satellite was launched in
May 1976 and data have been continuously recorded at three different receiv-
ing stations since that time. Its sole objective is to make amplitude and
phase scintillation measurements at VHF, UHF, and L-band (1. 239 GHz),
using an S,band signal (2. 891 GHz) as phase reference. The experiment has
been eminently successful in achieving its goal, thus providing a convincing
demonstration of the effectiveness of a dedicated satellite in providing data on
propagation effects. The ETS-2 is another example of such a satellite. In
addition to the Wideband experiment (Ref. 29), DNA has sponsored a great
deal of work on scintillation effects in natural and disturbed ionospheres. The
interest of DNA in the phenomenology and statistics of ionospheric scintilla-
tions stems from a concern over the capability of planned future space-to-
ground links to function during periods of scintillation. To this end, analyti-
cal and experimental studies have been performed under DIVA sponsorship at
such organizations as SRI International,, Mission Research Corporation, Science
Applications, Inc., and ESL, Inc. Reference 30 is an example of a recent
study to develop a physical model to explain observed ionospheric scintillations
and to serve as a basis for predicting scintillation effects at other Frequencies.
Reference 31 contains a proposal for a future experiment to extend the results
of the Wideband satellite and to provide additional clues on the structure of the
irregularities responsible for scintillations at GHz frequencies.
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The Wideband satellite is in a sun-synchronous orbit at 1000 km altitude.
The experimental results reveal that phase scintillations are quite severe at
L-band, and that they are sometimes observed even when amplitud p scintil-
lations are too weak to be detected. No experimental data are available
above L-band. Because of the current lack of a definitive model of the irregu-
larity structure giving rise to scintillations, there is a need for phase scintil-
lation measurements at GHz frequencies up to possibly X-band. From per-
sonal discussions with specialists in this field at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory, DNA, COMSAT Laboratories, and Mission Research Corpora-
tion, it was found that the majority fel^; that phase scintillations could pos-
sibly be a limiting factor in future coherent PSK system design, and that,
therefore, long-term observations of this effect are necessary at several
GHz frequencies up to X-band on a space-to-ground path. It was found in
simulation studies at Mission Research Corporation that phaselock receivers
having certain assumed characteristics will lose lock during scintillation
events, and that increased amplitude margins will not prevent this loss of
lock. Phase scintillation statistics gathered by Wideband were used in these
simulations.
Scintillation events are more likely to occur during periods of increased
solar activity. Since the peak of the 11-,year solar cycle will occur in 198i,
the early 198Os would be an exceptionally favorable time to make such mea-
surements, It is recognized that some types of coherent PSK receivers are
more sensitive to phase scintillation than others, depending on their imple-
mentation. It may turn out that at S-band and above, phase scintillations
will not be a limiting factor in system design, but long-term measurements
will be necessary before this can be decided.
5. LOW ELEVATION ANGLE EFFECTS
The magnitude of most propagation effects increases rapidly as the
elevation angle of the incoming signal at the receiving station approaches
zero. In addition, some new effects (e, g. , multipath, ducting, and refrac-
tive defocusing) that are not factors in propagation at higher elevation angles
also have an impact on the received signal. For space-to-ground links that
must operate at or near grazing incidence, these low-angle effects will
degrade system performance. The increased effects are due not only to the
increased length of the propagation path through the atmosphere, but also
to the greatly enhanced influence of random temporal variations in atmos-
pheric structure due to turbulence in the lower levels of the troposphere.
A review of the technical literature revealed that very little .experimental
effort has been devoted to low-angle effects on space-to-ground links. Refer-
ence 32 describes a significant MIT Lincoln Laboratory program during which
angle- of- arrivil and amplitude scintillations were measured over a 1-year
period at X-band (7. 3 GHz) and UHF (0. 4 GHz) at Haystack and Millstone.
Transmissions from the IDCSP satellites were used. These satellites were
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in near-synchronous 12-day orbits, ideally suited
because the line of sight changed very slowly as the satellites rose or set,
Except for this one concentrated study, measurements of low-angle effects
have only been reported in a few instances as a small part of a broader overall
study. References 15 and 33 are examples of such studies. These studies
reveal a great deal' of rapid "amplitude scintillations at low angles, caused by
tropospheric irregularities, Corresponding phase fluctuations have apparently
not been measured on any program to date.
In many communications satellite applications the system geometry is
such that low elevation angles are not encountered, and the enhanced propa-
gation effects at such angles are of no significance. However, it is reason-
able to expect that mission requirements for some future systems will lead
to system configurations involving link operation down to near-grazing inci-
dence. A long-term measurement program on such a link would be required
to establish the statistics of these effects. The average attenuation will rise
due to the increased path through the troposphere. Amplitude and phase scin-
tillations will be very pronounced, especially at the higher frequencies.
Reference 33 gives peak-to-peak fluctuations of 20 dB at 30 GHz and 8 dB at
2 GHz, all •at.an elevation angle of 0. 38 deg. At 2. 82 deg the corresponding
values are 18 dB and 4 dB. An additional effect, refractive defocusing, is
due to the rapid rise in ray bending as the elevation angle approaches zero.
It can add, typically, i to 2 dB of loss to the total path loss. As an additional
consequence of these low-angle effects, the contours of constant received
power density on the ground do not coincide with the constant gain contours
of the satellite antenna on the earth's surface. The former are shifted away
from the horizon and toward the subsatellite point by a significant distance
which, in some applications, would have to be allowed for in the overall sys-
tem design.
6. INTERSATELLITE LINKS
Because of the likelihood that intersatellite links will find increasingly
frequent application, the consideration of possible propagation effects on such
links is appropriai.te here. If the separation between the two geosynchronous
satellites is such that the intersatellite propagation path does not pass through
any part of the earth's atmosphere, then it can be assumed that propagation
effects will be negligible. For greater separations, however, the path can
pass through the ionosphere and, in fact, in more extreme cases, it can even
graze the upper levels of the troposphere. The total length of path through
the ionosphere will be much greater than it would be along a space-to-ground
path. It can be expected that ionospheric effects will be considerably enhanced,
especially if the intersatellite path geometry is such that its minimum distance
from the earths surface is about equal to the height of the level of maximum
ionospheric electron density. This potential problem area was brought up by
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Mr. J. A. Klobuchar of the Space Physics Division at the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory during a personal discussion. Since it is probable
that NASA and other organizations concerned with future communications
satellite systems will be faced with this type of intersatellite link problem,
it is concluded that an experimental measurement program is needed to
establish the statistics of the propagation effects to be encountered (pri-
marily amplitude and phase fluctuations), Unfortunately, such an experi-
mental program will require two satellites; therefore, it will be very costly
unless it can be done in conjunction with a satellite program that will have
appropriate pairs of satellites with suitable radiating sources. The LES-8
and LES-9 pair of satellites is an example; however, only one frequency
is available on the intersatellite link, and it is doubtful if these satellites
can be made available for such a measurement program.
C. FUNDAMENTAL LIMITATIONS
Propagation effects and their causes are essentially nonstationary
random phenomena, and their quantitative characterization must of necessity
be statistical in nature. This in turn leads to requirements for long-term
measurement programs. The time required for measurement of a particular
effect depends upon two factors: (i) the temporal character of changes in these
effects, especially the tong- term, slow changes in the underlying cause mecha-
nisms and (2) the probability level to which, the cumulative probability distribu-
tions are to be carried out. With regard to the first factor, rainfall and
ionospheric irregularity formation are good illustrative examples. It is
known that rainfall patterns, even in an average, statistical sense, are not
repeatable from year to year: dry years are typically interspersed with wet
years in an unpredictable fashion. The formation of ionospheric irregulari-
ties is influenced by solar activity, which follows an 11-year cycle. Thus,
in both of these examples, measurements performed over, say, a i-:p ax per-
iod would be inadequate and could not reliably serve as a basis for predicting
the magnitude of corresponding effects in future years. With respect to the
second factor, Crane (Ref. 34) draws some significant and interesting con-
clusions. He points out that a 1- to 2-year measurement period is adequate
for deatermining the cumulative attenuation distribution function out to the
0. 1 to 0. 0 i -percent outage time level, but that 10 to 1 S years would be re-
quired to extend the function out to the 0. 001-percent level. This is clearly
impractical, and it is highly questionable whether a cumulative outage level
of 0. 001 percent is meaningful in a practical sense, not only because of the
prohibitive experimental effort required, but also because operational outages
and delays due to other causes will exceed by far this percentage level. Thus,
a 0. 001-percent rainfall outage specification is incompatible with outages from
.other causes and should-not be used. This point is also emphasized in Refer-
ence 6. Again, according to Crane, because rainfall is a nonstationary random
process, it may never be adequately described at the level of a few minutes
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a year: 0. 001-percent outage time amounts to about 5 min a. year, Thus, we
have here a fundamental limitation imposed by nature. Long-term measure-
ments of rainfall attenuation on space-to-ground links should be limited to
the determination of the cumulative attenuation distribution function out to at
most the 0. 01-percent level. Rare events, as represented by 0, 001-percent
outage, cannot be properly handled,
In the case of propagation effects affected by ionospheric structure and
subject to changeable solar activity and the i 1—year solar cycle, it is clear
that measurements performed over i- to 2-year periods should be repeated
several times during the cycle. At the very least, they should be performed
at the maximum and minimum parts of the cycle.
A final and very serious fundamental limitation in the propagation area
is one which, unfortunately, is imposed by the experiment planner himself,
In the past, propagation experiments have often suffered due to the low priority
assigned to these experiments, :relative to other experiments aboard the satel-
lite. It is a truism that, no matter how ingeniously an experiment is planned,
no matter how precisely the experimental equipment is designed and constructed,
the experiment will in the end be of little value if it is not allowed to run its
course unhampered for a sufficiently long time period to produce adequate data
for statistical analysis. Without a high priority for propagation experiments,
the time and money spent on future experimental satellite programs will pro-
duce a meager return on investment in the propagation area,
D. OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCING THE STATE
OF KNOWLEDGE
The section on the present state of knowled ge discussed some problem
areas involving propagation effects which require further experimental effort.
It is recommended that funding for future experimental programs in the propa-
gation area be concentrated in these areas. They are repeated and listed in
summary form here.
Rainfall attenuation statistics are needed in the 40- to 94-GHZ
range. The cumulative distribution functions should be deter-
mined out to at most the 0.01 percent outage level.
Design criteria for space diversity systems should be established
by either of two nonsatellite techniques: simultaneous ground-
based radiometric measurements at spaced ground sites, or sta-
tistical analysis of long-term weather records for the sites in
question. A satellite experiment can only be justified if a suitable
satellite and ground stations are already available.
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•	 Depolarization measurements for linear and circular polariza-
tions are required at frequencies above 34. 5 GHz; simultaneous
measurements for linear and circular polarizations are needed at
a number of frequencies from S -band to 34, 5 GHz, If the cross-
-
polarization discrimination for circular polarization is found to
be acceptable, then long-term cross-polarization discrimination
measurements should be carried out at frequencies below 34. 5
GHz also.
•	 Phase scintillation measurements are required for receiving sites
in the auroral and equatorial regions at several frequencies from
L- to X-band. This is especially desirable near the peak of the
solar cycle, which will occur in 1981.
•	 Long -term measurements of amplitude and phase scintillations
at low elevation angles are required at frequencies from L-band
to at least 30 GHz and, for the longer term, up to 94 GHz, or
some experimentally established upper frequency limit above
which the low-angle effects are severe enough to rule out their
use in future communications satellite links at low elevation
angles.
•	 Long;-term measurements of amplitude and phase fluctuations
should be made on intersatellite links passing through the
ionosphere.
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CHAPTER VII
LOW-COST TERMINALS
A. .LOW—COST SMALL EARTH STATIONS
1. OVERVIEW
The information in this chapter has been traced whenever possible to
the appropriate reference documents .Verbal information has been gained
from telephone calls or visits to earth terminal suppliers, earth terminal
subsystem suppliers, common carriers, communication satellite system
operators, and experiments using small earth terminals.
A list of the organizations and persons contacted during the course of
this study appears at the end of this chapter. References to documents cited
and a bibliography are also presented here.
The objectives of this study are (1) to develop a traceable evaluation
of the current state of the art in low-cost earth terminals, (2) to list
technological opportunities in low-cost earth terminals, and (3) to estimate
the resources needed to develop these technologies.
On the basis of guidance .furnished by the National Aeronautics and
Space administration (NASA), the study approach is as follows;
• To elicit information on the current state of the art for
communication satellite low-:cost earth stations from the
industry.
• To elicit from the industry concepts of teclinological
opportunities in the next :five years which could be carried
out with NASA funding. From analyses of data obtained
from the Indus try or from the literature, gaps in the low
cost earth station technology which could benefit from NASA
funding in the next five years were sought. Low-cost ter-
minals for frequencies from 0, 9 to 100 GHz are of interest;
however, microwave frequencies of 0. 9, 1. 6 to 1. 3, and
30 to 20 GHz are emphasized.
The professionals contacted and the documentation reviewed generally
agreed that it is important to lower the cost of earth stations and, in
particular, the cost of small capacity earth stations which serve one to a
few users per terminal. The National Academy of Sciences takes the view
a
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that small terminal users would come forward if prices could be reduced(Ref. 1). Such a reduction in cost depends on the use of multiple-beam,
high-gain satellite antennas, Communications Satellite Corporation(Comsat) planners state that the growth of the mobile communications area
will depend on the development of appropriate low-cost terminals, which in
turn will depend on a satellite with larger, higher-gain antennas; more
powerful amplifiers and adequate on-board switching with the port terminals(Ref. 2).
This chapter covers complete integrated terminals and ground termi-
nal subsystems. In this discussion of low-cost terminals, it seems appro-
priate to define the ground station categories used in this study:
• A high-performance ground station costs $ 1 million or more
per station and is typified by the International Telecommunica-
tions Satellite Consortium (INTELSAT) Standard Station A.
• A medium-performance ground station costs less than $ i
million and is typified by military terminals costing several
hundred dollars each or by the Satellite Business System(SBS) terminal,
• A small low-performance (not necessarily low cost) station
is typified by the two-way television and 56 -kbps ground
terminals currently operating with the U.S. domestic
satellite (DOMSAT) systems.
• A small low-cost ground station typically costs less than
100, 000, such as the small terminals that are compatible
with the Palapa satellite, many of the receive-only stations
compatible with the U.S. DOMSATs, Marine satellite(MARISAT) terminals, and Communications Technology
Satellite (CTS) terminals.
All ground terminals are, of course, linked to specific communications
satellite systems. For a perspective on the ground terminals, it is useful
to consider a communication satellite system in being or planned (Table VII-1).
This table is based on data from Ford Aerospace and from Refs. 1 and 3.
U.S. carriers currently use Western Union's WESTAR, RCA SATCOM,
COMSTAR, ANIK, and INTELSAT; all are 6- to Q, -GHz systems. It has been
announced that INTELSAT-V and Advanced WESTAR will continue thins
C -band service. In addition, INTELSAT -V will operate at 1.4 to 1 i C.Hz,
and Advanced WESTAR. will operate at i4 to 12 GHz. The SBS spacecraft
will also operate at 14 to 12 GHz. Both the SBS and Advanced WESTAR
service at this frequency range is totally digital and operates exclusively in
the time division multiple access (TDMA) mode (Refs. 3, 4, and 5).
The S- to 7-GHz band is used by the military. Above 14 GHz, there
is no satellite with which a U.S. civilian ground station could uplink. The
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LES-8 and LES-9 ground terminals are relatively small with 3- and 4-ft-
diam antennas. These ground terminals operate at 38 to 36 GHz.
In the near future, the Mutual Broadcasting System will broadcast
its radio programs via WESTAR satellite to more than 500 low-cost termi-
nals (Ref. 6). Both Associated Press (AP) and United Press International
(UPI) have conducted experiments with WESTAR also. A telephone discus
sion with Don Snodgrass of Rockwell International Collins revealed that the
Public Broadcasting System is purchasing 162 ground stations with W-m
antennas for two video and five audio channels apiece. National Public
Radio is also purchasing 4.5-m antenna terminals. Holiday Inns is invest-
gating and apparently initiating first-run movie distribution through satellite
links to its motels for viewing on television (Ref. 7). Reference 8 shows
that RCA American Communications now serves, through its satellite
network, between 115 and 120 receive-only stations owned by cable television
(TV) systems throughout the continental United States. The cost of earth
stations for the Mutual Broadcasting Corporation radio program distribution
system is quoted at $6350 for the basic unit (Ref. 9). Television receive-
only stations start at $ 10, 000 each when linked with the powerful CTS
satellite (Ref. 10) and start at about $22, 000 a unit when linked with the
WESTAR or RCA SATCOM (Ref. 11). At current prices, the small-terminal
industry needs Government support in order to compete successfully with
the Japanese, according to Rockwell International Collins.
In summary of the overview information stated thus far, there is a
need to support the industry with low-cost terminal technology in the near
future at 6 to 4 GHz, both to compete with foreign competition and to bring
in new users by getting additional small station users started. With the
SBS and Advanced WESTAR TDMA systems at 14 to 12 GHz, the ground
terminal costs are estimated to be $345, 000 per terminal (Ref. 5). The
large terminal costs are apparently due to the complexity of the terminal
and its controller. The TDMA mode of operation adds to this complexity
relative to the frequency division multiple access (FDMA) mode. The
Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) study team has uncovered evidence
that the Advanced WESTAR terminal for Ku-band is approximately the same
price and that the SBS terminal has increased even more in cost. For
driving down the TDMA terminal costs, including the high-power amplifier
operating in the burst mode, the modem control and synchronization equip-
ment are technology needs. Little effort was devoted to this problem in
this Aerospace study, and no specific approaches to technology development
were found or defined. It was noted, however, that studies of future mobile
systems at L-band showed terminal concepts for TDMA in the price range
of $ 2, 000 to $ 15, 000, with quantity production assumed (Refs. 12 and 13).
The satellite effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP,) was significantly
higher (50 to 55 dBW) for these studies compared to t1,ae satellite EIRP for
SBS (at about 40 dBW), thus facilitating ,lower-cost ground terminals since
ground terminal performance is lower.
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The CTS experiences to date and the advanced system `s tudies
described indicate that the key element to lower cost terminals is the
high-power (EIRP), high-performance [high antenna gain over noise (G/T)]
satellites. Where then are the opportunities for these satellites in the
future? From the population of satellites in the geostationary arc visible
in the United States, shown in Figure VII-1 (Ref. 14), it is seen that by
1981 the arc will be well filled at the 6- to 4-GHz frequency band and well on
its way to being filled at the 14- to 12-GHz band. The opportunities then for
future systems which would include the powerful high-performance satellites
are at the higher frequency (e.g., 30 to 20 GHz) or at the lower frequencies(0. 9 GHz, L-band, or S-band). At the lower frequencies, care would have
to be exercised not to crowd out existing mobile systems such as MARISAT
and MAROTS, The study was thus led to concentrate on small earth station
technology work at the higher frequencies, including both mobile and fixed
systems. Civil communication satellite system studies of the 30- to 20-GHz
area were found (_Refs. 1, 15, 16, and 17). Studies for military systems
were also found (Refs. 18 through 22). Reference 16 considers a large
space antenna concept (13 X 15 m) and a small earth station antenna concept(8 ft in diameter). However, these studies were not generally oriented
toward low-cost ground terminals, again leaving a gap to be filled. System
and cost optimization work is needed.
The technology opportunities described for the antenna, receiver, and
transmitter subsystems apply to the 30 to 20-GHz frequency band as well as
frequencies of interest. Reference 23 covers the technology base for 20- to
30-GHz earth terminals. Much of the technology is Japanese, developed
for their communication satellite (CS) system (Figure VII-2).
Figure VII-3 indicates an absence of low-cost small earth terminals
in the 30- to 20-GHz area. Technology opportunities are described at the
end of this chapter as NASA options to help fill this gap. Reference 24 also
reviewed the communication satellite systems technology in a thorough
manner and found no small earth station technology available in the 30- to
20-GHz  frequency band.
2. STATE OF THE ART FOR LOW- COST SMALL EARTH STATIONS
The current state of the art in communication satellite mobile systems
is represented by the MARISAT system. The entire shipboard terminal,
including the inside and outdoor units, can be purchased from Magnavox for
$63, 500 plus installation (Ref. 25). The Scientific .Atlanta terminal can be
purchased from Comsat Corporation for $62, 000 plus installation (Ref. If
and the Comsat contact listed in the ORGANIZATIONS/PERSONS CONTACTED
section appearing at the end of this chapter). Each of these installations
has a 4-ft-diam antenna operating at L-band.
i
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Figure VII-1. Visible Geostationary Arc
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The LES-8 and LES-9 military experimental, satellites operate in
K-band at 38 to 36 GHz. Mobile terminals for LES-8 and LES-9 have 3-
and 4-ft-diam antennas and are on the order of $250, 000 (Lincoln
Laboratory contact listed in the ORGANIZATIONS/PERSONS CONTACTED
section appearing at the end of this chapter).
A U.S. Army Satellite Communication Agency Manpack satellite
terminal (AN/PSAC -1) operating at frequencies of 225 and 400 MHz,
featuring selective call notification, digital voice, and data with 7000 voice
channel frequencies, costs $ 23, 000 each for 200 units (Ref, 12).
A Motorola microdigital private line mobile radio with one frequency
modulated (FM) voice channel at 800 MHz and 35 W of rf power and used in
conjunction with a ground-based mobile network costs $ 1 600 (Ref. 12).
One or two mobile receive-only terminal experiments were run, using
the ATS-6 satellite. John Marishek of GSFC is familiar with these, but no
terminal costs are available.
The status of U.S. technology in small earth stations of a nonmilitary
or civilian variety is summarized in Table VII-2. Mobile terminals as well
as fined terminals are included. The 0.9- and 1. 6- to 1.5-GHz bands are
applicable to mobile systems only. The 2. 6- to 2.5-GHz frequency band
has only been used experimentally so far in the United States. The 6- to
4-GHz frequency band or C -band is the INTELSAT communications band
as well as the U.S. DOMSAT band. The 14- to 12 -GHz band has only been
used in the United States so far, by the CTS satellite. No U.S, systems
have used the 30-  to 20-GHz  frequency band thus far. The table shows
which of the small terminals of each type and frequency are currently
available from industry in the United States. Shown in parentheses are the
references reporting the availability of these various small terminals.
Also shown, by the symbol N, are the areas where no terminals were
found. The basic technology is evidently available for terminals from
L-band to 14 to 12 GHz. The obvious gaps are at 0. 9 GHz for the mobile
terminal and 30 to 20 GHz for all kinds of terminals.
The state of the art is different in different parts of the world. The
Japanese have ground terminals down to 3-m in diameter, operating in the
30- to 20-GHz area (Ref. 23). The Europeans have reported experimenting
with small terminals down to 3-m in diameter in the 6- to 4-GHz band,
using the Symphonie satellite (Ref. 24).
The Europeans and Japanese are interested in and planning for direct
broadcast to home television. The United States, indeed the North
American continent, has no plans for direct broadcast. Therefore, the
terminals associated with direct broadcast are not included in the technology
list. None are available here, and no plans were uncovered for producing
any.
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Table VII-3 displays current costs to the users charged by U.S.
DOMS,AT carriers for various services that they offer, Single telephone
circuits leased for a short haul (Atlanta to Chicago) cost $415.00 per
month. Longer-haul service (New York City to Los Angeles) costs $740. 00
per month for circuits. Radio broadcast via satellite takes twice as much
bandwidth and costs twice as much. These charges include telephone-
to-telephone service and radio station -to -station service, These rates are
quoted by American Satellite Corporation.
At higher data rates, two-way service for a 56-kbps system leases
for $ 10, 000 per month, including door-to-door service with an earth station
at either end. For this service, the satellite transponder charges are a
little under $2000 per month and the station costs represent 84 percent of
the user charge. Other cases also quoted by the American Satellite
Corporation are shown for more stations or higher data rates The remain-
ing figure shows costs associated with TV distribution for a system where
the carrier furnishes the uplink to the satellite and the satellite transponder
service. The customer purchases and operates a ground terminal for
receipt of the TV signal. The carrier's charge (RCA) is $ 134 per hour for
protected service before 5 PIA, and after 5 PM in peak hours $295 per hour.
This is a contract rate quoted for a minimum of five hours a da y of service,
If we assume a case with a use rate of eight hours a day, four hours of peak
time operation and four hours at off-peak operation, and amortize a 100
ground terminal network over three years, the station costs are 79 percent
of the cost of operating the distribution network. If the terminals are
amortized over seven years (the average life of a normal DOIviSAT ), then
the station costs are 62 percent of the cost of operating the network.
Twenty percent of the station cost is assumed to go for maintenance.
These examples show clearly that the station costs are a very large
portion of the cost of using satellite systems with small earth terminals.
3, TECHNOLOGY LIMITS FOR LOW-COST SMALL EAP.TH STATIONS
The technology limits on the cost of small, low-cost earth station
costs are probably represented in the limit by the cost of materials and parts,
since mass production methods could be used (theoretically) to fabricate the
units. Thus, the cost per pound of TV electronics and radios will eventually
apply. Cost of antennas is expected to be more like the cost per pound of
automobile or TV antennas.
4. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR LOW- COST SMALL EARTH
STATIONS
Technology opportunities derived from this study for entire small earth
terminals, disregarding for the ,moment the terminal cost picture, are de-
picted in Table VII-2. They are denoted by "N. " iViost of the opportunities
are in the 30- to 20-GHz band. Thin-line and two-way TV for fixed terminals
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were selected primarily because of their many potential applications. The
mobile 30-to 20-GHz terminal was also selected because of the apparently
large potential use rate for mobile systems worldwide, which may saturate
the 0.9-GHz band. Some of the mobile services will require special pri-
vacy arrangements, which use up bandwidth.
In Table VII-4, technology opportunity options for small low-cost
U. S. earth stations are considered and listed by frequency and type of
terminal. Areas where low-cost technology would apply to these stations
are listed as "L." Many of these are expected to develop without Govern-
ment support. Most of the contacts made with small station manufacturers
referred to the industry as highly competitive. The areas where low-cost
technology development by the Government could make a significant ch e
in systems costs and therefore rate of user acceptance are shown by "L ."
The four opportunities for small earth stations technology listed in Table VII-2
are also shown here as low-cost technology opportunities. Also appearing
is the thin-line service at the 6- to 4-GHz band, where it is important to
get costs down so that the service is affordable in relatively poor, remote
ar eas .
In the case of the technology opportunities for 30- to 20- and the
0. 9-GIz opportunity for mobile terminals, the essence of the rationale for-
proposing thes:a technology opportunities gets down to the question of which
comes first, the satellite or the low-cost ground terminal. In these areas,
the opportunity currently presented is to work on the technology for low-cost
ground terminals at the same time or even perhaps ahead of the satellite
technology and satellite design. Historically, it has not worked this way.
Now, however, with the combination of a more mature industry, additional
satellite weight capability, and technology which can lead to more powerful
satellites, it is time to consider changing the procedure to firm up the low-
cost earth terminal technology along with the space segment technology in
a manner that will encourage the orderly and coordinated application of low-
cost terminal technology.
Table VII-5 shows an integrated stra.wman schedule and resources for
technology opportunities in the low-cost ground terminal area. The sum-
maries for these opportunities appear in Tables VII-6 through VII-13. The
schedule shows the ground terminal subsystem technology work and the system
studies for the terminals starting immediately. System studies on the 0. 9-
GHz mobile transceivers have already been accomplished; therefore, these
can also start immediately. The systems using the 6- to 4-GHz low-cost
terminals are in existence or firmly planned; therefore, that opportunity can
start immediately. Mobile transceivers in the 29- to 19-GHz area would be
initiated after the system studies were over. Low-cost terminals in the
20- to 30-GHz area would be initiated after the system optimization studies
are completed and on a schedule compatible with making use of the results
of the subsystem technology developments for antennas, direct modulation
and demodulation, and frequency translators. The last item on the
schedule would be initiated in approximately five years and aim at a flight
test of a 30- to 20-GIz transponder/antenna, possibly on a multipurpose
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Table VII-5. Low-Cost Ground Terminals Strawman Integrated
Schedule and Resources. Technology Opportunities
(5 in Millions
fear Estimated
Technology T otal
Cpportunttv 1 3 4 Cost
Antennas 11
11).^) x).4)	 (0.41 ().41
1. 4
IDirect Modulation,	 Direc! 1.3
Demodulation (0. 4) 	I (U. 3)
Transiators <).'^
Microprocessors `1
Communication Satellite
System optimization
Studies:
Mobile (' Q /I II GHz) 0.5
Fired Thin- Line
I
System (30/20 Gliz )
7Mobile rransceivers`31 (1.0) I	 (2.0) (1.0)
3 9 /19 CH-- Prototype 4.0I	
(0.21 ((). (0.8)
0. 4 GHz Prototvpe 1 . 5
Low-Cost Ter-rinais
o/4  t3H z
11.01	 '	 Il.''1
2.0
i	 1.01 i^. 01 .'.	 111
30/20 CHz Prototvpe 7.0
Initiate Flight	 Tests of
Transponder , antenna 4)— 
TOTALS: '.7 4.3	 i.7 11 	 3.4 '.0 17.1
(1)	 1%vo contractor,.
121 Technology available lay 1 11 80 (Ford .aerospace Array, NASA technology pr-3graml.
(3) Mobile antenna data are available, iu. the r study not needed.
(4) Not estimated.
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Table VII-6.
 Direct Modulation/ Demodulation
Applications: 1.	 Low-cost earth stations
2.	 In and out equipment for spaceborne regenerative repeaters in digital systems
Technolo gy Direct modulation and direct demodulation is not currently done in ground terminals,
rnitst Limitations are not known,
Opportunities: Reduced cost on microwave (MIV) or millimeter wave (MMW) earth terminals through
the replacement of frequency conversion and 1. F, equipment, 	 Noise may also be
reduced.	 Linearity relative to MW or MMW center frequency may also improve.
Approach: The primary motivation for development of direct modulation and demodulation is to
save terminal equipment costs. 	 The contractor will therefore estimate cost savings,
compared to conventional equipment, as a part of his proposal and again at the and of
the development task.	 The development task is to include a breadboard and prototype
unit, the testing of these units, and the delivery of the prototype to NASA.
Direct Demodulation - For direct demodulation the first requirement will be the
development of ow noise RF preampiiftcation in order to achieve the appropriate SIN.
In addition, the contractor will propose, develop, and test signal processing techniques
demodulating (1) digital PSK, (2) FM/FDM signals, and (3) digital FSK signals. The
equipment is intended for use with ground stations at 4, 12, and 20 GHz.
Direct Modulation - For direct modulation the contractor will propose, develop, and
test signs processing techniques for modulating the HPA RF carrier with (1) digital
PSK, (2) FM /FDM signals, and (3) digital FSK signals. The equipment is intended
for use with ground stations at 6, 14, and 30 GHzi 1).
Estimated cost for analytical, breadboard, prototype, and engineering test model
programs is $1.3M, two to four years.
References:	 LNR Communications Inc., Hauppauge, New York
(1) Emphasis is on 30/20 GHz.
Table VII-7. Low-Cost Frequency Translators
(2 0 -►12 -►
 4 GHz) (b ---r 14 --+ 3 0 GH z)
Applications; Etiicient frequency converters for earth terminal up and down links %,-I the C-band,
Ku .-band, and 20/30.	 Techniques are also applicable to satellite equipment.
Technology The current technology limit is based on S to Ka band power upconverters.
Limits: Upconverters to higher frequencies (e. g., 80 GHz) are possible.
Opportunities; Transition from use of one band to another will be eased.
	 Small thin line and
receive-only terminals can be adaptable to more than one frequency, potentially
reducing terminal costs.
	 Multi-frequency terminals have advantages for all-
weather operation.
	 These converters could provide sufficient frequency agility
to permit cross-strapping between uplinks in one band and downlinks in another
band, and vice versa.
Approach: The primary motives for developing frequency translator technology are to save
earth station unit costs and to allow stations to be adapted or transitioned at
low cost from one satellite (frequency) to another.
	 The frequency converters
themselves are to be designed for low cost.
The approach is to have the contractor propose, design, develop, and demon-
strate frequency translators for a specific small 6/4 GHz earth terminal.
Translation from 6 —a-14 GHz and 12 —s•-4 GHz is to be demonstrated with
a satellite.	 Translation from 6 —a►30 GHz and 20 --w-4 GHz is to be
demonstrated either on the ground or with a satellite.
S900K, two years.
References: LNR Communications Inc., Hauppauge, New York
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Table V11-8. Direct rMobile Terminal to Mobile (or fixed) Terminal Com-
municdtion Via Satellite at 900 MHz or L-Band (Prototype)
Application:
	
Trucking communications, highway patrols cars, various emergency mobile;
elements, as well as passenger cars and aircraft.
Technology	 Current satellites EIRP and mobile antenna gain limitations result in insufficient
Limits:
	
margin to accommodate natural fading environment due to buildings, trees, weather,
Opportunities:	 Enablement of adequate communication capacity by means of a multi-element
antenna at the mobile terminal; adaptively aiming toward satellite.
Approach:
	
1.	 Use of downlink beacon to orient multi-element antenna toward satellite,
0
2. A 1 x 1 m` array flush (or near (lush) mounted on roof of car, cab, truck,
aircraft. The feasibility and cost of adaptive nulling to prevent interference
from adjacent satellites will be investigated by the contractor.
3. Microprocessor controlling the coherent addition of antenna elements
receiving beacon.
4. Alternating uplink/ downlink carrier frequencie's from mobile terminals within
the assigned 900 MHz or 1.6/1.5 GHz bandwidth would require frequency
reuse control similar to the one currently configured in cellular systems
(References 86, 37, 88).
5. The contractor will first do a one-year feasibility study for a mobile
terminal making use of systems data from References 8, 11, 86, 87,
and 88 and additional available systems data. The contractor will design,
breadboard, construct and test prototype mobile transceiver units
demonstrating produceability, cost, and operation.
'cable VII-9. Mobile Communication System Optimization Study
at 29 to 19 GHz
Applications: Mobile systems (land, sea, air) remote land vehicles, aircraft, small boats,
public safety, and crime control. 	 This is two-way voice service.
Technology Not Applicable. 	 1
Limits:
Opportunities: System requirements for mobiles communication systems at these .frequencies have
not been optimized cc-ssidering advanced technology, higher power spaceborne
transponders and antennas.	 The availability required is generally less for mobile
systems than fined systems, so that margins for rain attentuation should be less
of a problem.	 System tradeoff data are needed.
Approach: NASA and the contractor will postulate service definitions and system require-
ments imposed by regulations. 	 Cost goals are to be set. 	 The contractor will
accomplish tradeoffs considering satellite bandwidths, mobile transceiver band-
widths, random access vs demand access, satellite EIRP and G/T against mobile
transceiver requirements and system availability, satellite antenna gain vs number
of beams, FDMA vs TDMA, and equipment technology projections.	 Minimizing
service costs to the user is the goal.	 The contractor will design the optimum
mobile terminals and define the optimum satellite transponder antenna concept.
Requirements for use in further hardware type development, cost estimates for
the terminals, satellite Costs and user costs are to be made. 	 The project is
estimated to cost $0. 5M and take one year.
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Table VII-10. Thin-Line Communication Satellite System Cost
Optimization Study at 30 to 20 GHz
Applications: Special thin line services (several circuits for voice, data, FAX) for health,
education, teleconferencing, data collection, remote site communications.
	
Two-
way communications at 56 kbpe and television applications should be considered.
Technology Not applicable.
Limits t
Opportunities: System data is not available for communication satellite systems optimized for
costs in the 30/20 GHz frequency band.	 It will be very important to do optimizations
at these frequencies since bandwidths greater than 500 MHz can be made available.
Especially important will be the FDMA vs TDMA trades under these conditions.
Data on other system trades will also be needed.
Approach: NASA and the contractor will postulate service definitions and systems requirements
imposed by regulations for the services to be studied,	 Cost goals are to be seta	 The
contractor will accomplish system cost trades such as satellite bandwidth and earth
station bandvAdth vs cost, FDMA vs TDMA, random access vs demand access,
satellite transmit power vs ground station receives performance, satellite antenna
gain and number of beams, transmit power vs sidelobe supression required.
Cost to the user is the criteria in these studies.	 The contractor will design the
optimum low-cost earth station concept and the corresponding satellite transponder/
antenna concept.
	
He will also define the optimum system requirements for use in
a later hard-ware technology development effort. The user costs, satellite costs, and
terminal costs art., to be estimated.	 The project is estimated to cost S0. 5M and
take one year.
Table VII-11. Mobile Transceivers at 29 to 19 GHz (Prototype)
Applications:	 Mobile systems (land, sea, air) remote land vehicles, aircraft, small boats,
public safety, land crime control. This is two-way voice service.
Technology	 To be defined in system studies preceding this effort.
Limits:
Opportunities:
	
The opportunity is for development of receiver technology and design innovations.
Telephone service can be made available to vehicles in remote areas for commercial
airline and passengers and small boats. The service is not normally available now.
This is an opportunity for the terminal concept to influence communivation satellite
system transponder and antenna design so that the space link is compatible with
low-cost mobile terminals.
;Approach:
	 The approach for low-cost terminals should stress design for manuiacturability,
inexpensive materialo and parts, standardization and modularization. The contractor j
will design to a unit cost goal using innovative approaches to the terminal and its
subsystems. The tasks will include design and test of a breadboard model and the
design, fabrication, and test of a prototype NASA low-cost technology mobile
29/19 GHz transceiver and antenna. Resources required are estimated at $4M
	
i
for a three-year effort.
	 i
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Table VII-12. NASA Low-Cost Technology, Small, Two-Way
6- to 4-GHz Terminal
Applicationst Special thin-line services (several circuits for voice, data, FAX) for health,
education, teleconferencing, data collection, remote site communications.
Technology Current state of the art starts at $40 1 000 per terminal (FOB).	 Technology
Limit st limits would be close to material and parts, costs (estimated $2-5K).
Opportunities: The major user of thin-line service (other than experimental users) on the
;forth American continent are the Canadian and Alaskan remote area services
provided through ANIK. 	 Low-cost unattended thin-line stations operating with
U.S. Domsats at 614 GHz should open up additional :`forth American, Central
American. and South American users,
Approach: The principles of low-cost small terminals stress design for manufacturability,
small sizes, inexpensive materials and parts, use of microprocessors and chips,
standardization( 1 ) and modularization.	 The contractor will apply low-cost
principles and innovative approaches to the terminal and its subsystems. 	 Risk
using innovative low-cost technology in terminal subsystems is acceptable.
Trading terminal performance for cost is acceptable. 	 The contractor shall
estimate cost savings as a part of his proposal and at the and of the development
task.	 The design ipproach will stress design to the lowest unit cost.	 The tasks
will Include design and tent of breadboard models (where appropriate) and the
design, fabrication, and test (including FDMA satellite link demodulation with
a U.S. Domsat) of a prototype NASA low-cost technology, small, two-way,
6/4 GHz terminal.	 Resources are estimated at $ZMt two years.
References: Ford Aerospace, Rockwell International/Collins (References 23, 35).
(1) With other terminals or ground systems.
Table VII-13. NASA Low-Cost Technology, Small, Two-Way
30- to 20-GHz Terminal (Prototype)
Applications: Special thin-line services (several circuits for voice, data, FAX) for health,
education, teleconferencing, data collection remote site communications.
	 If
tradeoffs show it to be economically advantageous,, the same terminal sub-
systems could be adaptable to 56 kbps and television applications.
Technology Cost limits would be close to materials and parts costs.
	
Technology limits
Limits: are to be defined in a system study preceding this effort.
Opportunities: The opportunity to develop a low-cost terminal in advance of the implementation
of high space systems presents itself here.
	 The opportunity would be defined in
a system study listed as a separate technology opportunity.
	 It is an opportunity
to have the lower cost user equipment (terminals) drive the satellite transponder/
antenna design to be compatible.	 This is especially attractive with the higher
satellite weights and larger sixes obtainable with the Space Transportation System.
Prospects fora future system at 30/20 GHz are helped by the fact that the space-
to-earth and earth-to-space bands available are up to 2.5 GHz wide.
At these higher frequencies, the ground terminal antenna diameter can be smaller
than at the lower frequencies for equivalent performance.
proach:	 Using ground station characteristics from system studies listed as separate
technology opportunities, and applying the principles of low-cost, small terminals
stressing design for manufacturability, small size, inexpensive materials and
parts, use of microprocessors and chips, standardization and modularization, the
contractor will design, develop, and test 30/20 GHz small ground terminals.
Innovative approaches to the terminal design and its subsystems are invited if
they result in cost reductions. The application of technology opportunities
developed in the antenna area, direct modulation and demodulation, frequency
translatoru, and microprocessors are to be a pplied to the design as appropriate.
Two prototype terminals would be produced and tested initially using a transponder
and antenna in a high altitude (mountain top or aircraft supported) installation.
Three year, S5Ivi project.
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NASA satellite or on a multimission commercial satellite venture, The
flight of the 30- to 20-GHz transponder/antenna would be used to demon-
strate and test the system, using the low-cost ground terminals whose
prototypes have been developed from these technology opportunities.
B. GROUND ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY STUDY
i, INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of ground antenna structures have been employed to
track and/or communicate with orbiting satellites. Most of these structures
belong to one of three general categories, examples of which follow;
• Single Element Structures -- Electromagnetic horns,
end-fire yagi's, log periodic dipoles, and helices
• Multielement Arrays	 Crossed dipoles, helices,
waveguide slots, disc-on-rods ("cigars"), crossed log
periodic dipole:,
• Reflector Systems -- Paraboloids (e.g., focal fed, offset,
and Cassegrainian), spherical, Gregorian, and "shaped'
The most widely used, of those listed, are the crossed dipole and helical
arrays, the front-Fed paraboloid, and the Cassegrainian antenna.
Where tracking is a requirement, the antenna structures are generally
installed on either an x-y or elevation-over -azimuth type pedestal. Track-
ing techniques include amplitude monopulse, phase monopulse, conical scan,
step track, pseudo-conical scan, program track, and others. For ship-
board applications and low orbiting satellites, tracking becomes a formi-
dable problem in that the antenna must not only track the satellite, but also
overcome motions associated with the pitch and roll of the ship.
In the case of equatorial synchronous satellites that are used as
communication transponders or relay links, tracking in many instances is
not required. The antenna structures are usually mounted, or installed,
on polar mounts capable of adjustment in both the hour and declination
angles . The design of the antenna is generally optimized to (1) provide a
good G/T, (2) exhibit a beamwidth that permits nominal satellite drift, and(3) have sidelobes that are suppressed to minimize interference from
adjacent satellites.
The following paragraphs address ground antenna technologies asso-
ciated with synchronous communication-type satellites. The theoretical
considerations include the design aspects of earth terminal antennas:
Specifically, (1) the performance characteristics of an ideal ground termi-
nal antenna are formulated; (2) antenna gains as a function of half-power
bea,mwidths and aperture efficiencies are examined; and (3) the present
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requirements of sidelobe characteristics are reviewed. Surface accuracy
requirements of a reflector-type antenna are reviewed, and comments on
fabrication technology are given. Studies that NASA might fund to enhance
technology are recommended. Calls and visits were made during the
period in which the following information was researched for this document.
A list of the contacts made appear at the end of this chapter.
2.. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
a. RF Performance of Ideal Antenna
The ideal RF performance requirements for an earth station antenna
are high gain, zero pointing loss, and zero sidelobes.
The ideal radiation pattern dictated by these requirements would
exhibit uniform response over a small angular cone. For nontracking
systems, the cone angle would be large enough to account for satellite drift.
The plot of the response through the antenna beam in rectangular coordi -
nates would appear as a square wave pulse. It can be shown analytically
that a rectangular pulse-shaped radiation pattern requires an antenna aper-
ture that is infinitely large, With an aperture of finite size, these ideal
requirements can only be approximated. The gain of the antenna is maxi-
mized in the direction of the satellite and minimized elsewhere. The
aperture is sized to provide the desired gain consistent with a given pointing
loss and sidelobe criteria.
Special note is made of the fact that for nontracking earth antennas in
the 20- to 30-GHz region, where high-gain antennas are manageable, the
utilization efficiency of the geostationary satellites is highly dependent on
the allowable satellite drift. The smaller the satellite drift, the higher the
gain that can be sperified for the earth station antenna.
b. Typical RF Performance vs Aperture Size
The relationships between antenna gains and aperture diameters are
shown in Figure VII-4 for aperture efficiencies of 100, 70, and 55 percent.
Corresponding half-power beamwidths for gains ranging from 24 to 58 dBi
are plotted in Figure V7I-5, These beamwidths are typical of those that
would be achieved with a paraboloidal reflector exhibiting an aperture
efficiency of 55 percent. Sidelobe levels for the typical -10-dB edge illumi-
nation taper would be approximately 18 to 22 dB, depending upon aperture
blockage, surface accuracy, strut blockage, and other factors. A more
detailed discussion of sidelobes is presented in the following paragraph.
C.	 Sidelobe Suppression Requirements
Present Rules and Regulations (25. 209) of the Federal Communication
Commission (FCC) states (Ref. 26):
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Any antenna to be employed in transmission at an
earth station in the Communication-Satellite Service shall
conform to the following standard;
Outside the main beam, the gain of the antenna shall
lie below the envelope defined by:
32-25 log 10 (9) dBi i o :5 6 < 48°
-10	 dBi 48° < e S 1800
where 9 is the angle in degrees from the axis of the main
lobe, and dBi refers to dB relative to an isotropic
radiator, For the purposes of this section, the peak gain
of an individual sidelobe may be reduced by averaging its
peak level with the peaks of the nearest sidelobes on either
side, or with the peaks of two nearest sidelobes on either
side, provided that the level of no individual sidelobe ex-
ceeds the gain envelope given above by more than 6 dB.
The above FCC requirement for sidelobe suppression is plotted in Fig-
ure VII-6. The Consultative Committee on International Radio (CCIR) (Ref.
27) recommends (Recommendation 465-1) that this figure be used as the cri-
teria in the frequency range from 2 to 10 GHz, where the antenna diameter
to wavelength ration D/,\ exceeds 100. It is also suggested that the figure
could be provisionally adoped for the frequency range of 10 to 30 GHz, In the
case of apertures, less than 100 wavelengths in diameter, CCIR recommends
that the formulae
G = 52-10 log 10 (D/)1) -25 log 8 dB	 (1)
be used rather than 32-25 log 109
The principal reasons for sidelobe suppression are to minimize inter-
ference from (1) adjacent satellites and (2) nearby earth stations operating
at the same frequency. Most important is the discrimination against inter-
ference from satellites. In most instances, adjacent earth terminals can
be appropriately located to provide adequate isolation. This is particularly
true in the case of large-aperture high-gain terminals. For small aperture
terminals, if adequate isolation cannot be achieved by proper location, it
can probably be improved to an acceptable value through the use of judi-
ciously placed microwave absorber material.
3. SURFACE ACCURACY
Theoretical analyses of random deviation in the surface of a paraboloid
have been treated extensively by Ruze (Refs. 28 and 29). In Ruze's analyses,
he assumes a positionally dependent phase error across the aperture. It is
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reasoned that in a reflector - type antezuia, if there is a deviation, or error,
resulting from tolerances at one position in the reflector, one could expect
that in the immediate vicinity of that point there would exist other errors
in the same direction. Ruze addressee this phenomenon by defining a.
correlation interval c as the distance on the average that the errors become
essentially independent.
Doidge (Ref. 30), utilizing Ruze's work, presents the fallowing
simplified solutions for relatively flat parabolas:
C/% << q	 t - i2,,ff4 (cX)Za 2	(2)
c / h « i
	
exp_ i'^" 	 (3)
 j
where
^ = surface efficiency
c correlation interval
c rms surface deviation
wavelength
Equation (3) is ordinarily used to predict gain loss. The reasons for
this are that it (1) is the worst case, (2) agrees closely with assumptions
made by Ruze, and (3) closely satisfies the conditions that exist in practice.
The rms loss based on Equation (3) was computed as a function of rms error
in wavelengths. The results are shown in Figure VII-7.
In the case of a Cassegrainian or dual reflector antenna, the surface
tolerances of "both surfaces must be included in the analysis, The total
surface efficiency IT is the product of the two separate efficiencies, namely:
T ; exp ` i ^ (o fi a 2)	 ( )
t
wher e
c 3 = rms surface deviation of main reflector
a 2
 rms surface: deviation of sub-reflector
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4, REFLECTOR FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
Most reflectors belong to one of the following categories;
• Spur, aluminum
• Mesh
• Fiberglas
• Metallic surface reflector with truss backup structure
• Graphite composite
The manufacturing method chosen is primarily dictated by the required
rms and specified wind environment. Brief comments on each of these
follow in the same order. (Funding by NASA to fabrication techniques does
not seem warranted at thin	 The appropriate technology appears to be
in existence. It is only a question of choosing the manufacturing process to
match the production requirements.)
a. Spun Aluminum
Aluminum spinning is the process by which a flat sheet of aluminum
is rotated with and rolled against a male mold. A rolled edge is usually
provided at the periphery of the reflector to improve its structural integrity.
The technique is particularly applicable for low-cost ground terminals,
particularly in the small Y-band, Ku-band, and perhaps in the 20- to 30-GHz
region. An rms surface accuracy of 0. 020 is readily achievable in diam-
eters of up to about 8 ft. In the case of 6-ft-diam reflectors, rms values of
0. 010 can be obtained. It is noted that at 20 and 30 GHz, 6-ft-diam reflec-
tors have respective gains of 49 and 52. 5 dBi (Figure VII-4). The half-power
beamwidths for an aperture efficiency of 55 percent are 0. 4 and 0. 6, deg,
respectively (Figure VII-5).
b. Mesh
The mesh reflector is fabricated by forming mesh over a mold and
attaching it to a series of concentric tubular Pings that are welded to a
backup support structure. In ground antennas, mesh-type reflectors have
not found much use above 4 or 5 GHz. Mesh reflectors, 33 ft in diameter,
have been fabricated, in quantity, and have exhibited rms values of less
than 0. 060. The 0. 060 was static and a manufacturing error. It did not
include dynamic errors attributed to wind, gravity, acceleration, or other
factors,
C.	 Fiberglas
Fiberglas reflector surfaces with an imbedded metallic screen have
been used in a variety of antennas. In large structures, the surface is
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usually backed up with a honeycomb sandwich, In small reflectors, the
fiberglass itself is made thick enough to be self-supporting, For large
quantity, small, low-cost ground terminals, Fiberglas is considered a
viable contender,
d. vietallic Surface Reflectors with Truss Backup Structure
These types of reflectors are widely used in industry, As a rule, the
main support consists of a central cylindrical hub. Radial trusses extend
outward from the hub to the periphery. Reflector pie-shaped panels are
attached. to the trusses. The panels are usually fabricated using slotted
channels in conjunction with crossed tubular supports. The skin, itself may
be stretched, formed, or segmented. The number ox panels used is a func-
tion of the required rms. Thirty- two-foot diameter reflectors (with 24
panels) have been ,fabricated with rms surface accuracies of less than 0. 030.
Tolerances between 0. 010 and 0.020 are possible for reflectors smaller
than 20 ft in diameter.
e. Graphite Composite
Graphic composite technology has advanced significantly during the
past 10 years. Although the process is costly compared to many other
methods of fabrication, it is expected to be competitive in the 20- to 30-GHz
region. Based on telephone discussions with General Dynamics, it appears
that sealing problems exist for an outdoor environment but that this problem,
is 80 percent solved and will be solved totally within the next five years.
According to John Fager (Ref. 31), uncoated graphite will perform
similarly to copper, up to the K-band range. At frequencies above K-band,
a vapor deposition of aluminum or other high-conductance metallic film is
needed to prevent gain degradation.
According to Dennis Dunbar, in 1980 graphite epoxy sheets (before
stamping) will be about $30/lb.
General Dynamics has built and measured the rms of an 8-ft-diam
solid graphite reflector for operation to 200 GHz. The rms surface
accuracy is reported to be 0. 00212 in.
tf the results of a NASA-funded sidelobe suppression study indicated
that the present rms values, required to achieve tolerable gain losses,
were totally unacceptable for low sidelobe performance, then g'raphi'te
composite reflectors may be the answer.
5. TECHNI OLOGY AREAS NEEDING DEVELOPMENT
In the course of the investigation of low-cost ground terrsa.inals, three
areas have been identified that require advancement in technology;
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• Adaptive ground antennas
• Mobile antennas
• Sidelobe suppression techniques
Of those listed., the advancement of sidelobe suppression techniques
is considered the one deserving the most emphasis by NASA. The rationale
for this is that considerable studies have been and will be pursued with
regard to satellite adaptive nulling techniques. Much of the information
gained from these studies will be directly applicable to ground antennas,
The mobile antenna effort should await future studies that define specific
scenarios for mobile stations.
Although the advancement of sidelobe suppression is most highly
recommended for NASA funding, comments on each are presented in the
fallowing paragraphs.
a. Adaptive Ground Terminal
Airborne Instruments Laboratory (AIL), a division of Cutler -Hammer,
identified ground antenna adaptive nulling as a potential candidate for funding,
particularly in the millimeter wave area. Although adaptive nulling has
considerable merit, it is somewhat incongruous with the present ground
rule concept of low-cost ground terminals.
It is hoped that adequate sidelobe discrimination can be obtained by
standard design techniques to provide the required discrimination at these
higher frequencies. For example, at 30 GHz, a small 6-ft-diam reflector
has a gain and half-power beamwidth of approximately 53 dBi and 0. 36 deg,
respectively, Figure VII-8 is a computed radiation pattern of such an
antenna. In a direction 1. 5 deg from the axis of the beam lies the peak of
the fourth sidelobe. The relative level of energy from this sidelobe is
-37 dB, relative to beam maximum or approximately 16 dBi. This relatively
high gain easily satisfies the 32 to 25 log requirement in this direction.
Satellites closer than 1. 5 deg are not anticipated in the near future.
b. Mobile Antenna
The higher the frequency, the better it is for the mobile antenna
designer. For trailer-type portable terminals, satisfactory technology is
considered in existence. In the case of automobiles or vans, the antk.nA.a
would be located on the roof of the vehicle. For shipboard application, the
antenna should be located to facilitate the maximum field of view. With
aircraft, the optimum location is the top of the fuselage.
The following observations are made with regard to the mobile
antenna. In the comments that follow, it is assumed that the trailer
mounted, erectable antenna terminal is in effect a fixed terminal rather
than a mobile one. The antennas for such a terminal can be rather large
erectable types, in that they are not space-limited:
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• Antennas with omnidirectional, spherical-type coverage
have problems with reflections from their surrounding
environment. For installations on top of an aircraft
fuselage, such coverage might find use for a receive -only
system.
• If one wishes to optimize the limited physical space
available, the 20- to 30-GHz region appears to be a good
frequency.
• Two (of many) conceivable choices for the antennas are(1) paraboloids and (2) arrays.
In the case of paraboloids, the available space probably
limits the diameters to 2 or 3 ft maximum. With these
sizes, some means of enhancing sidelobe suppression are
needed to minimize interference with adjacent satellites,
Some of this technology will come from the recommended
sidelobe suppression study. In some instances, it may
prove feasible to array 3 or 4 small paraboloids and perhaps
monopulse track the satellite.
In the case of planar or conformal arrays, the technology
is in existence. For beams electronically scanned far from
the normal axis of the array, some type of adaptive nullirig
may be required in the direction of other satellites.  It is
believed that any premature development would have to be
redone if the frequency, gain, sidelobe requirement, or
operational scenario were to change.
c.	 Sidelobe Suppression Technology
Several companies, including Aerospace, have identified the need for
advancement of sidelobe suppression technology. Accordingly, it is recom-
mended that NASA sponsor research to improve antenna sidelobe perfor-
mance by at least 5 dB below that required by 32-25 loi0 (8), as shown in
Figure VII-b.
For aperture antennas of many wavelengths, there are no theoretical
limits with regard to sidelobe suppression. An amplitude distribution can
be calculated to provide any desired sidelobe level, assuming the aperture
is equiphase. For a given aperture diameter, sid.nlobe suppression is at
the expense of beam broadening and g ain loss.
From a practical viewpoint, however, many factors influence the
achievable sidelobe performance. In the case of paraboloids, these can be
grouped as follows:
• Feed phase characteristics
• Feed amplitude taper
• Reflector surface
Edge diffraction ai
Edge diffraction at the periphery of the subreflector in the
case of a Cassegrain antenna
Primary feed blockage
•
r
•
•' Primary feed spillover
• Secondary blockage
• Multiple reflections and/or diffraction from feed and
support structure
An investigation should include detailed analyses as well as develop-
mental experimental tests. The analyses should address all factors influ-
encing reflector performance, particularly those cited, and should answer
questions such as the following:
• What is the effect of rms surface error on sidelobe level'?
• Is it possible to shape the reflector to account for the mea-
sured phase response of a feed?
• What is the optimum taper?
• Is pattern shaping feasible at the high frequencies to minimize
pointing loss ?
• What is the lowest practical sidelobe level achievable?
• If an increased taper were used to improve sidelobes at the
expense of decreasing aperture efficiency, Gould the gain be
increased by increasing the overall size without increasing
sidelobes ?
The experimental program envisioned would involve building two
different type models in the frequency range of 20 to 30 GHz. The model
would be used to either (1) verify the analytical tools developed or (2) dem-
onstrate that analysis is not feasible and that development must be pursued
experimentally. Figure VII-9 outlines the projected schedule. The pro-jected program is presented in the Technology Opportunities section(Table VII-14).
6. TECHNOLOGY OPPORTUNITIES FOR GROUND ANTENNAS
The technology limits and opportunities for advancing the state of the
art are summarized in Table VII-14.
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